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IBTRODUCTIOil 

The education and treatment of the maladjusted ohild is a field 

whioh needs a great deal of olarifioation 1D both its theor7 and its 

practice. 

This is partioularl7 true of the work carried out b7 residential 

special schools, which tend to take the more disturbed children, and 

with which this enquir7 is c()Jlcerneci. 

These schools were pioneered and, until ver7 reoentl7, almost 

exclusivel7 carried on b7 people who were not protessionall7 trained 

as educationists, ps7ohologists or ps7ohiatrists, people whose methods, 

and, in mBD7 oases, theoretical concepts, were based rather on their 

intuition, their natural abilities and their S1Jilpatq tor the -children 

in their oare, than on ~bjeotive or olear thiDking. Tbe7 have often 

me.t with great success 111 their work with the children, and have ~t 

forward views whiob have often been stimulating and challenging, even 

when, as m&7 be seen ill ·later chapte~s of this work, their thought has 

been vague, muddled or uninformed. Tbe7 have lett behind them a great 

deal of theor7 that is c.ontused and contrad1cto17• 

I have obosen to discuss. one aspect of work with maladjusted 

children, namel7,the criteria of reoove17. 

This is a subject whioh has been strangel7 neglected in the 

l~terature. All too often a writer refers to recover7 as having 

resulted from a ~artioulU:. form of treatment, without offering 8D7 

information on how reoover7 was recognised. 

This is a partioularl7 important matter for those who work in 

residential schools, since the7 mus~ attempt to assess haw far a child 

is reaq to adjust to the outside world, basing their assessments on· 

. observations made within the insti tu·tion. 

The sub.jeot resolves itself into two speoifio questions, namel7:-

l. What criteria of reoover7 are used in the residential treatment 

ot maladjusted children? 

~' •· 
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~. Whioh of ·these criteria, it an7, are associated with actual reoover7? 

Thi,s work represents an attempt to provide answers to these 

questions. It has followed this plana-

1. After deti~iti~s of the terms of the title, a surve7 is made of 

those writers in the literature of the subject who deal speciticall7 

with residential treatment. Their work is discussed with partiaqlar 

·reference to &D7 contribution the7 make, explioitl7 or implioitl7, 

to the present topio. 

2. Four schools were chosen, whose principals had, in ever7 case, made 

same significant contribution to the theor7 or practice of the 

treatment of disturbed children. An account is given of a.s much 

ot the work and organisation ot the school as is neoessart to till 

in an appropriate baoksround to the views on reCoverJ' which were 

obtained there. 

3. Cri teri:a gathered trom these sources are discussed trom the point 

ot view ot their theoretical implications and of their practical . 

application. Their asscoiation with subsequent recover7 is assessed 

~ res~eot ot a sample of maladjusted children. 

4. Conclusions are drawn trom the above. 

. :-' 
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DEFINITIONS OF.TBE TERMS OF THE TITLEa-
. 1. 

"Criteria ot.Reooverz". Two ot the headmasters ot schools I visited 

remarked that the best sign ot recovery is that the child has gi:'OWD up 

and is managing success~lly in his work, in his marriage and in bringing 

up his children. 

Now, although this is undoubtedly true, it is ot no value in judging 

a child's progl:'ess while still at school, nor in assessing his chances ot 
future euccess in a mere normal environment. Decisions about the child 1 s 

future must be based on what can be observed ct his behaviour at the 

school. When such a decision is made, some criteria must be employed, 

it it is not to be a matter ot guess-work, and these are ot the gl:'eatest 

importance. 

This work, then, is concerned with those criteria which can be 

employed while a child is still in the last stages ot school, ·and which 

have, or shodd have, a good predictive value regarding future continued 

recovery. 

•'Maiaci.;fusted Children". Briefly, I !UD ooncerned w1 th these children 
2 . 

who have been a~certained • as maladjusted and in need ot special 

educational treatment. The term "maladjustment" is so widely understood 

to imply an unspecified emotional or psychological disturbance that 

further .comment would be unneoessary were it not tor the tact that so 

eminent a writer as Professor c.w. Valentine, in a book intended tor a 

wide public, 3• uses it in a way which gives it a 11n:1ch narrower and more 

precise meaning thaD that which is .usually- accepted. He says•-·· 

• • • bullying &Dd boastfulness may be due merely, or largely to 
excessively strong innate tendencies ot assertiveness and 
aggl:'ession, in which case one would speak ot "maladjustment" 
rather than "neuroticism". 

We shall see later that we may expect to find great individual 
differences in the strength ~t such innate tendencies and the 
extremes may lead to trouble even where there is no repression · 
or dissociation and so nothing genuineiy neurotic as we have . 
defined it. • · 

JJow, quite apart tram the thecretioal i~lications ot this statement, 
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it must. be. bom. ill mind that ''maladjustment" .is now a legal rather 

than ~ psyohologioal term. 

Maladjusted pup~ls are defined in the Sohool·Health'Servioe and 

Handicapped Children Regulations asa-

pupils who show evidenoe of emotional instability or psycho
logical disturbance and require speoial educational treatment 
in order to e5feot their personal, sooial or educational 
readjustment. • · 

This le8al definition is phrased in the widest possible ~, and 

makes no attempt to eBClude 11neurotioism11 • 

Further, in 1955, the COllllllittee on Maladjusted Children oo~tinued 

to use the word in a muoh wider sense than Valentine doesa-

Its (Maladjustment's) worst ef~eots are seen in mental hospitals, 
d1 voroe oourts and prisons • • • • . 

This seems to ino~ude not o~ly neurosis but also psychosis and 

delinquency. Anda-

••• it is a term describing an individual's relation at a 
particular time to the people and oircumstanoes whioh make 
up his en,.-iromDent. In our· view a ohild may be regarded as 
maladjusted who is developing in ways that have a bad effeot 
on himself or his f~llows and cannot w1 thout help be remedied 
by his parents, t1aohers and the other adults in ordinary 
oontaot with him.-1• 

Burt aild Boward8• also give the word a wider significance when they 

suggest the following provisional definition•-

. A maladjusted ohild may be defined as one whose adjustment to 
the recurrent situations of his everyday life are less adequate 
than m[lght reasonably be expeoted from a ohild of his mental 
age, and whose con~tion or ciroumstanoes therefore require 
speoial treatment. • . 

In the· SUmmarY and oonelusions of the same paper the authors state 

that "maladjustment oan hardly be regarded as forming a single homogenous 
group. 1110. 

In vieW" of the lega111•. rather than psyohologioal origin of the 

-t·erm, this oonolusion is not unexpected, but it is a turther indication 

that the word is not being employed in the restricted way proposed by 

Professor Valentine. 



The term· will be used throughout ill this wider sense •. 

. '!Residebtiai· Sohoonai•~ ···All the ·schools in this enquiry are boardins 

~peoial schools,. approved by the Ministry of Education as suitable far 

the eduoati~ and treatm~nt of maladjusted children. All ar~ to be 

found in the MiDlstry of Education List 42.12• 

The four schools selected for special attention are all "non

maintained" special schools, and in each case the school is still 

run by the person who started it. This last consideration was adopted 

a.s a result of sUggestions by :tlr. J. · Lumsden (H.K. I~, J Special ServioeiEI 

Branch, l!l:l:nistry of Education) and Professor F.V. SiDith. · 
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PART 'lWOi ··· 

HIS'roRY; .AND· 1I~TOD ··OF THE' } ' ,, : · 

SOBJECT ~ I .: 
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CHAPTER;· I·~ 

TD NEBD~ FOR; H[S!l'ORIOAL.' PERSPECTIVE'· 

"It i$ not easy to make a satisfactory survey of the early attempts 

at residential treatment of maladjusted children. Moat of the pioneers 

wer~ concerned primarily w1 th their dealings w1 th the children in their. · 

oare and had little time to make any contribution to the literature of 

the subject, to relate their work to general psychological theory, or 

even to give a factual or historical aooount of the progress of their 

schools or inatitutiOI)B. Nevertheless, some assessment must be made, 

not only in order to provide a historical baCkground or perspective to 

present ~Y methods of treatment,, but also because certain differences 

iD approach and outlook which oan be found in. schools at the present 

time and with which we shall be concerned later have the~ origins in 

different historical tradi tiona. They are the procJuct of different 

linea of evolution as it were, and reconciliation of the differing view

points may not always be easy. 

Three names spring to mind when one considers the early attempts 

at treatment ot maladjusted children - A~at· Aiohhorn·, 1 • Homer Lane2•• . 

and A.S. lfeill. 3• We shall largely be oonoerned here with the first two, 

since Neill's oontributi_on to the field is much more d1ftu$el there are 

in the category of schools we are oonaider.ing none which has developed 

principally or lar.gely f'rom his theories or methods and there is no 

work being carried out in this field which arises directly f'rom his 

beliefs - except, of course, that Neill is still working in his own 
school. 4~ Aiohhorn and Lane, however, have their "deaoendanta", and, 

al thou~ their ideas have been greatly developed and changed in many 

respects, the imprint of their thoughts can be found in var;ring degrees 

in all the schools which were visited. 

Reference was made above to the faot that certain differences in 

approach arise out of differing historical origins. Aichhorn and Lane ·' 
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represent the starting points of·many of these difterenoes. The 

reasons tor their prODiinenoe are perhaps to be found not only in 

the originality of their thought, but &lao in the taot that they 

were the most prolitio among their oontemporaries. We do not know 

how ~any other people were engaged in this kind ~t work at that 

time, if in~eed there were any. It is this oomplete absenoe. of 

other li te:rature that makes by comparison the .work of these writers 

seem prolitio. · In the:· oase of Lane, there is onl:;r one book made 

· .. up from material whioh he wrote himselt5• and one book written 

.· 

. 6. 
about his work at the Little·· Commonwealth. There are, in addition, 

two books whioh are oonoerned w1 th subsequent expe:r.i.ments whioh 

were developed from Lane •a. approaoh. 7. In the 1 oase of Aiohhoril~ 
there ee 25 .papers on various topios, ancl one book. Only the 

book exists in an English translation. 8• 

,. 
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CHAPTER' II 

HOMER WE 

The work ot Homer . Lane is probabl;r known more widel;r than that ot 
an;r other ot the earlier workers with maladjusted children, though it is 

probabl;r true to say that his reputation is generall;r higher amongst 

tQ 

those who are not direotl7 oonoerned with this speoitio field ot education. 

This mii.7 be accounted tor b;r two taotors1 tiratl;r, the element ot selt

gov~ent is something which is easil;r grasped, (though, in the opinion 

ot the present writer, insufficient attention has been given to the 

theoretical implications ot th.is aspect Qf his work), and seoondiy 

because ot the existence. of a ver;r readable boOk on the subjeot.1 • 

In addition, the scanda.l and controvers;r attending the closure ot the 

Little Commonwealth probabl;r aroused interest at the time even among 

·people who were·not directly concerned in educational work. 

It is not neoessar;r at this stage to give a detailed account ot the 

organisation ot the Little C~onwealth; the existing accounts b;r 

Bazeley and Lane himselr2 • give ·an adequate picture ot the way it 

functioned. What is less explicit, however, .is the account given ot 
the ps;rohologioal assumptions on which the work was· based, which, tor 

the molilt part, must be gle&lled trom here and there in the two boOks 

alrea~ cited, or interred t.rom the few case histories given there. 

What I intend to do here is to ·examine the ps;rohologioal bases ot 
Lane 1 8 work - in so tar as these can be distinguished - to discuss 

whether these throw an;r light on Lane's views on reoover;r, and, lastl;r 

b;r oonsideratioli ot actual case material oont~ined in the two boOks 

cited above, to attempt 'to discover what were the criteria aotuall;r 

emplo;red b;r Lane and his associates to evaluate reoover;r • 

. ~e idea ot selt-goverDI!lent is the one which is most widel;r 

associated with Lane •·s work, and this is, I thi:ak, a just evaluation, 

not only judged b;r Lane •s own words, 3.. but also because it implies a 

flmclamtn1tal assumption about the nature ot maladjustment and delinquenc;r 



about the process of reoove%'7, and hence about the signa of reoover7 

when it is taking place. Lane's atandpo:l.Dt ditfer.a in eaaen£1a1a from ... 

the views of other wri tera &lid workers in the field, ~d this eaaeJttial 

difference has not ·been aui'fioientl7 widel7 underatoodJ it has therefore 

led to a certain amount of oo~tu.aion, both of thought and practice, on 

the part of later workers, and has given rise to a number of rather lame 

attempts to reconcile what are in fact baaicall7 irreconcilable points 

of view. 

This inoonaiatenc7 is in fact already apparent in the work of Lane 

himaelfJ it arises from the enatenoe of two approaches to the problem 

of delinqueno7, namel7 that which -regards it ea~aentiall7 as a matter of 

problema in personal development aDd that which regards it as a question 

of social adjustment. 

Lane, for examp~e, states at one point unequivocall71-

T.he problem of the ref~tar7 school is to resolve these 
problema which come from the unoonllltoua m~dJ for crime 
is fixed energy left over from childhood. • 

Bow, even without enquiring into the precise meaning of the 

unexpanded final statement, this must be taken to impl7 that the causes 

of delinqt1en07 are to be found in the personal hiatoey ot the individual, 

that it is in fact a question of deviant or deficient. ·development of the 

pera0ilalit7, and the use of the concepts of "unoonaoioua mind", unresolved 

problema ~d fixed energy are reminiscent of the p&J"Ohoanalytic views 

which, since that time, have pla7ed an increasing part in work of this 

kind. (Lane was in fact familiar with Freud's earlier works, but he 

appeared to adopt these views onl7 as a general guiding principle. Be 

does not appear to have made them the subject of detailed study, nor ~oea 

he seem to have made &'117 attempt to develop Ilia own views in a methodical 

wa,.). 

This impression of apparent affinities with paJ"Cho&Dal7t1oal methods 

is strengthened b7 Lane's statements, for example tha~•-

• •• the development of the diseased m:l.Dd is traced baak, 
step b7 step, b7 association, until She abnormalit7 is 
found in the delinquent' a childhood. • 

,, 



OZ. again, "the cause of every wrong aot oan be traced to its source 

b7 oaretul analysis. 116
• 

It is difficult to reoonoile this with Lane's own description of 

his oases at the Little Commonwealth. Be says•~ 

These boys and eirls had no idea of social order •••• 
the victims of an especially narrow and restricted 
envirQDment their taoult7 ot self-control was almost 
wholl7 undeveloped... It was necessary to employ extra
ordinary measurea to free them from their misconceptions 
ot social order.-1• · 

This description makes no. reference to unconscious motivation, 

or unresolved problems. It appears, on the cantr&r7, to place the 

blame an .a laCk of adequate experience which would give them sufficient 

understanding, not of thei.r own problems, but o,t the nature of "social 

order". In other words, it seems to place a premium on intellectual 

insight into the reasons tor the demands of society, and recovery seems 

to oome about as a result of a learning situation rather than as a 

result ot ps7chotheraP7. The 11extraord1Dar7· measures" employed are, 

in taot, the organisation of the Little Commonwealth, with its freedom 

(and diso~der) gr~ually developing into a rather complicated s7stem of 

selt-gaverument as the delinquen~s "arrived at the point where the need 
tor for~~~&l. rules and laws wa.s telt. 118• This point was reached not by 

psyohoanal7tioal treatment of all the individual oases but by the 7oung 

people learning, under Lane's leadership, the advantage ot, indeed, the 

necessity tor, social structure. 

This method of treatment, it this is a proper term to emplo7, is 

ver7 different from what one would expect from the references, cited· 

above, to "careful analysis" ot a "diseased· mind", and is the source 

of the inconsistencies already mentioned. Lane himself was aware of 

the existence of this problem, and proposed a solution, which, though 

ver7 simple, has not been widely adopted. Be postulated a tendency 

to reooveq, which, given a tavo"~U"able environment, would -oper~te in all 

but the most stubborn aasesJ he states that although the cause of 

delinqueno7 can be traced to·its source by analysis•-. 

11 
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I have found that almost all delinquent children will resolve 
their own difficulties in an atmosphere of freedom and 
encouragement. Oo~ardonallf special help is required and 
s;pecial knowledge. • . . . 

Diagnosis and treatment will onl7 be necess&r7 'h special oases". 

It is this postulate ot spontaneous recover7 which has received 

scant attention from those who have followed Lane's lead, 10• and~ 
without it, it becomes extremel7 difficult to reconcile what might be 

called the social aspects of his work wi tb. views concerning the reooverJ' 

of deviant personalities. 

Onoe accepted, this view implies that the worker can concentrate 

on social rehabilitation, whioh, in tact, was the case with Lane and his 

colleagues, and this concentration ot their attention might be expected 

to have an·etfeot on their views concerning the oriter.ia ot reoover7 

(the t•ct that recover7 is regarded as occurring spontaneousl7 does not 

absolve them from assessing the progress and probable success ot their 

oases). 

r<._. Given Lane •s approach, with his stress, as tar as the practical side 
I_ 

_ot his work was .concerned, on social rehabilitation through insight into 

the workings ot societ7, the logical view of reoover7 is to regard it as 

being accompanied b7 (it not aotuall7 consisting of) an increasing degree 

ot sooial adaptation. This, one would presume, would be man·itested in 

an institution like the Little· Commonwealth b7 an increasing ability 

tirstl7 to meet the social demands· and pressures ot.the ins~itution 

without breaking down and, later, to make positive contributions to its 

communal lite. In other words, where the problem ot treatment is 

regarded primaril7 as a question ot sooial adjustment, one would expeot 

a similar view tQ be taken of the nature and recognition of reoover7. 

Untortunatel7, neither Lane nor Bazele7 discusses this question 

direotl7. It is possible, however, to lo~ tor confirmation of this 

in the case histories·whi~h are given b7 both writers. This taSk is 

not made eas7 in, some ot the oases discussed b7 the loose thiDktng and 

imprecise writing which characterises :Bazele7 espeoiall7. We are·· told, 
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for example, in the case of Ted that, ~fter he had been sent for a visit 

to his mother at the expense of the Community, "he returned a changed 
11. . . 

boy." We are'_left to gUess how he had ch:&nged. 

There are also a number of cases about which no information is 

given about what criteria were considered appropriate in judging the 

success of recovery. 

· Leaving aside such oases, and those reported by Lane, which 

concerned children who did not receive residential treatment and who 

therefore are outside the scope of the present work, we find that the 

criterion moat commonly employed is the suooeaatul carrying out of a 

regUlar job within the Little Commonwealth.12• It is said of James B- , 

for example, after the incident which was held to be his turning point 

towards recovery "the next day ~e applied for work as a bricklayer." 

Edmund·'a work was greatly improved - he kept the farmyard tidier, he 

was able to keep a job ~d earn a regUlar wage. Annie auocesa:tully 

carried out outdoor work, Jason "became the beat carpenter in t~e 

community", and ,Tolan "had applied for work to the head carter and 

was. doing excellent work on the farm." It is clear that such behaviour 

is regarded as indicating recoverJ• · 

This appears to be a special instance of the use of social ada];lation 

as a sign of· recovery, for work of this kind pla7ed an important part in 

the life of the Little Commonwealth. 

It is surprising that more reference is not made to the auooeaatul 

carrying out of duties in the Legislative Council or the Citizens' Court 

as a criterion.of recovery. One assumes that, if a "Citizen", like 

Ja~on, "was eleo~ed Judge of the Citizens• Court,· over which he presided 

w1 th unusual abi~i t7", then this would be a very hopeful sign, as it was 

in Jason's case, but· references to this as a criterion are few. It is,· 

in any case, only another instance of social adaptation being regarded as .. 
having a predictive value. 

The next OC)IIIIDoneat ori teri·Oil employed in the case lJ,iatoriea ta 

rather surprising, since it. does not a;Lriae out of any of Lane·• a· 
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theoretical oonsiderat;l.onsJ it ID$Y therefore have been arrived ·at 

empirically. It is improvemen-t in person~ appearance, tidiness, 

cleanliness and so on. It is used in the oases. of Margaret, Edmund, 

Annie and John. ·It is not possible at this time to be sure to what 

extent the use of this ori terion was influenced by the social oondi tiona 

prevailing in England at that time. There seems to be little evidence 

at the present time of any correlation between untidiness ·or laCk of 

personal oare and maladjustment in general, or with delinquency, though 

that is ~ot to say that it may not appear as a s:vmptom of some particular 

maladjustment. 

There are two other criteria, eaoh of whioh is used in one oase only. 

We are told that Margaret developed "a feeling for the Little Commonwealth" 

and there is the case of Philip' who paid off a debt whioh everyone had 

.forgotten a"t?outl this latter may perhaps be described as the awakening 

of a oonsoience - or, in psychoanalytical terms, - evidence of a superego. 

The most surprising omission in the published work of Lane and 

Bazeley is of any reference to the rule of personal relationships, either 

as a means towards or a sign of recovery, - especially surprising when 

"one considers the importance whioh has been attached to this since. 

It is not likely ~hat Lane and his staff and the Citi·zens could live and 

wor1c ·together in the Community for so long without any relatio~ships of 

this kind developing. Nor is it likely that Lane could be completely 

unaware of them. What is surpr;l.sing :i.s that he did not consider them of 

sufficient importance to include them in his book. 

The nearest we oome to this kind of oonoept is in Bazeley's description 

of the residential houses ... the "families", as they were called. The 

impa.rtapoe of these to the recovery prooess_was realised; .as Bazeley 

puts ita-

The family was one of the most powerful foroes in the 
Commonwealth. The family1~acie you; your failures could 
make or break the family. • . 

But the. import~oe of the family is never fUrther aooounted for1 the 

pain~ is not followed up. It is easy to be wise afterwards, but one 
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can· guess at a connection here with later work and theory ab01,1t the 

importance -of healt~ relatianships With parent or family substitutes 

in the recovery of disturbed children. 

Another important omission, from the point of view of assessing 

Lane's work, is ·the lack of adequate information about t~e background 

ot his cases and the referral symptoms. This is in part due to the 

tact that there ~s no Sohool Psychological Service or Child Guidance 

Service in existence at that time; and the tact that all his oases 

were deilinquents who had been before the oourts and thus, U. a limited 

sense, had silliilar backgrounds, ma7 have led him .to be sparing in his 

provision of 81,1Ch information .• 
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CHAPTER III 

AIJGUS'l' .AICimOD 

Taming to the work of August A.iohhorn we find a striking oontrast 

w1 th Lane in almost every way. While LBZle made only a general BZld not 

very methodical concession . to psyoh~alytio views, Aiohhorn toak them 

up enthusiastically BZld made them a subjeot of serious stu~; so muoh 

so in faot, that he made significant contributions to psyohoanalytio 

thought and. beoame ultimately a leading figure in the Vienna Psycho

analytical Sooiety.1 • Lane dealt entirely with delinquents and, though 

11 

he believed that delinquency was the· outoome of personal, largely un

oonsoious problems, he attaohed a great deal of importance to detioienoies 

in what might be termed the sooial environment and put his faith in a 

tendenoy towards spontaneous recovery ooupled with a system whioh gave 

opportunities for re-education iD sooial obligations• he stressed the 

importance of a conscious or intellectual understanding of the "social 

order". A.ichhorn, ·on the ·Other hand, did not limit his attention to· 

the probl~m ot del~quenoy, considering this to be only one· aspect of 

a muoh wider problema-

By ·11waywar4 youth" I do not llle&n merely delinquent and 
dissocial ohildren, but also so-called probl~ ohildren 
and others suffering from neurotic symptoms. • · 

In considering the relative signifioanoe of sooial influences and 

unconscious problems, while regarding both as important, he reverses 

Lane's amphasisa-

Wh.en I aak parents how they account for the dissocial behaviour 
of their children, I usually receive the answer that it is a 
result of bad oompany and rurming around on the streets. To 
a certain extent this is true, but thousands of other children 
grow up in the same conditions and still are not delinquent. 
There must be something in the child himself whioh3the 
environment bri~gs out in the to= of delinquency. • . 

Can we make &D7 general formula out of .what we have 
learned up to this point? If we regard all behaviour 
as the resUlt of psyohic influences in the psyoho~lytio 
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sense, then we must think of dissooial behaviour, too, 
as beillg so determined, &lld we oan express the desired 
formula thusa dissooial behaviour indicates that the 
ps;vohio foroes which determine behaviour are not 
fUnctioning harmoniousl;v. This formulation enables us 
to define the problem of delinqueno:r ps;vohoanal;rtioall;r, 
and points the w~:r t~ds a solution.4• 

It also points to a turthe difference between Aiohhorn and Lane. 

1$ 

Lane believed in freedom and self-government; Aiohhorn held that it was 

the dut:v ·of those concerned with 11~yward ;vouth" to provide the treat

ment that is best for the child, whether or not this is what the .ohild 

would aSk for, so that we find one of his oases sa;ving to bim towards the 

end of treatment a- 11It •a a good thing people aren •t alwa;ra· allowed to do 

what the;v want to do.n5• 

. For Aichhorn, and for those who have followed him, treatment, 

consisting _of speoitio techniques, is an inescapable dut:v of those 

who undertake the oare of maladjusted children. 

Before considering Aiohhorn's views on r~oover:r and its IIIBilifestat~ons, 

it will be as well to examine in greate detail.his views on the nature 

and treatment of maladjustment. This is an easier taSk than it was in 

the case of Lane, since Aichhor.n develops his theories more explioi~l:r

and ~sea oase histories sparingl;v to illustrate particular points rather . ' . 
th&ll to build up, aneodotall7, ~ impression of how his institution worked. 

An incidental result of this is that we clo not have such a clear or 

detaU•d aooount of the da;v-to-day life or the organisation of Aiohhorn's 

tra~ing sohoo16• as we do of the Little Commonwealth, but this is com

pensated b;r the fact that we need to rel;v far less on inference in order 

to understand what was the underl;ving theor:r• we can rather let -Aiohhorn 

speak for himself • 

. \ Aiohhorn, then, was oonoerned with maladjustment in a wider sense 

as we undestand it toda;r rather than with del inqueno;v, as has been 

pointed out above •. He worked speoifioall;r within a ps;rohoanal;vtioal 

framework, oonstruo:ting from the basis ot Freud's theories a new technique, 

applicable to his own oases and to the situation ~which he worked.7• 



'Maladjustment is regarded as being a deviation from normal 

development, brought about by disturbances or fixations in the libidinal· 

development of the growing ohilda-

The taSk of upbringing is to lead the child from this ~ 
asocial to a social state. But this training can not 
be suooess:tul unless the ·libidinal development of the 
child pursues a normal course. Given certain disturbances 
in the libido organisation, the child remains asooial, or 
else behaves as if he had become social without havin« 
made &D7 actual adjustment ~o the demands of society. • 
In dissooial behaviour we see the result of disturbed 
psychic patterns, of abnormal accumulation of affeot.9· 

As far as the treatment of neurotic l!ihildren is concerned, th,is 

represented no new departure from the the~ existing Freudian View of 

neurosis. What was new was the develoPment of the idea of a olose 

parallel between the aetiology of neurosis and tha~ of delinquena,r. 

In both oases, the overt behaviour is regarded as a symptom of a 

problem which can be traced back to the earliest ;rears of infano;r. 10• 

This view leads directly to the supposition that delinqueno7, like 

neurosis, 11• _can onl7 be tuli7 understood b7 relating it to pathogenic

events or circumstances in the·ohild's histar,ra-

We must seek the causes of the latent tendencies 
(to delinqueno7) in his constitution and in his 
childhood apd other experi~nces just as we would 
in the case of a neurotio.l2. 

Delinquent behaviour may therefore be regarded as the outward 

. manifestation of a ps;rohologioall7 abnormal condition, and the true 

motivation which lies behind a dissooial act ma7 be expected to be 

unoon·soious motivation·, to be disoov.e;roed onl7 be care:tul anal7sis. 

Delinqueno7 can now be considered as a d1namio expression. 
It can be attributed to the 1nterpla7 of ps;rohio forces 
which have created a distortion which we call dissooial 
behaviour.l3. . 

Aiohhorn carries his parallel still further b7 distinguishing 

between the symptcmis and the pathological oondi tion of which the7 are 

_the expression•- "When we look· at dissocial behaviour, or symptoms of 

delinqueno;r, we see the same relation as that between the ~1JD.ptoms of 

rq 
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a disease and the disease itseltJ~4· 
· This distinction is most important as regards treatment, siDoe it 

clearly implies that the behavioural symptoms which give rise to the 

referral of a oase to, tor eXample, a olinio, are not the essential 

problem which requires treating, and that treatment which confines 

itself only to the removal of symptoms is leaving the real cause of 

the trouble untouoheda-

It the phfsioian limits himself to clearing up symptoms, 
he does not neoessaril7 oure the disease. The possibility 
of a new illness ma7 remaiD; new symptoms m&J replace the 
old. ID the re-education of the delinquent, we have an 
analogous situation. aur task is to reJJiove the cause, 
rather than to eliminate overt behaviour.l5. 

This task oan be accompl~shed only by psychoanalytical methods, 16• 

though within the framework of an insti tut10r1, the technique of psycho

analysis as practised in the consulting room would not be appropriate. 

Interpretation &Dd interviews of the analytic type have a place in· 

treatment, but, above and beyon«J this, there is the opportuni t7, 

presented· by the taot ot having access to the children all day ·8ild 

every day, of oreatins an enviromnent; which, in its enthety, tends 

to bring about recovery. This was the first suggestion of the idea 

of "milieu ther•py11 , wh;l.oh _was to be so i,mportan-t for 1D&D7 later workers. 

It is interesting that Aichhorn's translator actually makes use of this 

word, in the following passagea-

O~ditions other than those of the persODBlity of the 
individual pupil a must be considered,.. I refer to those . 
external oondi tiona which il{general oonsti tute the milieu~: .. : 1 

Hot only are the oomp&Dions with whom he lives important 
to the dissooial child, but also the material world around 
him, not only the milieu of the group, but also of the 
institution as a whole.l7. 

All aspects of the lite of the institution are orsanised with a 

view to promoting recovery. This applies not only to· suoh things as 

the org&Disation of classes and groups, 18• but also to suoh details 
. 19 

as the way me~l-times are run. • 

The parallel w1 th orthodox psychoanalytic treatment is carried 
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further in the.· wa7 behaviour problems and other S1Jilptoms are reBt&ried, 

that is an attitude to them whioh is a logical outoome of· the distinction 

between the S1Jilptom and the disease, namel7 that the symptoms are to 

be tolerated in the earl7 stages o~ treatment. 

ln the oonsultins-room of the olinio the worker accepts 
the misoonduot of the delinquent and in the beg:l.rming 
does not interfere with it, but awaits the time when 
a oh&Dge ~omes of itself. We oan see no reason why the 
prooed~e should be different in the institution just 
because there are more oases and the difficulties are 
.greater.20. · 

Illdeedj from what has already' been said, it is clear that for 

Aiohhoril encouraging certain forms of behaviour or discouraging 

others, b7 the use of rewards and punishments., will not do &D71ihing 
to resolve the underlying conflicts or unconscious motivation which . 

. ~. determil'les the manifest behaviolirt it m&J even aggravate the situation. 

We have made no mention until !lOw of the factor which A.iohhorn 

regarded as being the most useful of all the means at his disposal to 

bring about reoOV&rTf that is the concept of •itransferenoe"a-

What helps the worker most in tharap7 with the dissooial? 
The transference! And above all what we recognise as the 
positive transference. It is above all the tender feelings 
for the teacher th&t gives the pupil the incentive to do what 
is prescribed and hot to do what is forbidden.22. 

We shall see later that Dl&Jl7 workers have since that time found it. 

prefe~able to restrict the use of the word 1 tr~sterenoe' to its original, 

stricter meaning, 23 • as it is applied in the ahalysis of neurotics and to 

use instead terms with other connotations' but all the-schools visited ··.·. 
in connection with this research - irrespective of theoretical background 

or methods of treatment - were agre•d on the importance of good emotional 

'relationships 1n some form. 

Aiohhorn•s most· specific contribution to the particular matter under 

discussion is undoubtedl7 the question of the proper wa7 to regard 

s1Jilptoms. 

It one.1 accepts his point of view as. valid, then the occurrence or 

disappearance of manifest S1Jilptoms is of tar less importance than might 



otherwise be supposed. A symptom's elimination does ~ot necessarily 

indicate that a cure has been effecteda-

••• the disappearance of a s7111ptom does not indicate a 
cure • • • a new path of discharge will be found • • • and 
a new form of delinquency will develop ••• (or) the 
origi~al signs of delinquency o2l• reappear, more 
deeply anchored and pronounced. • 

Or, in certain cases, later workers have claimed it may reappear 

in the form of a neurosis_or psychosomatic illness.25· 
And, conversely, the absence of manifest symptoms does not 

necessarily indicate adjustment•-

••• the child behaves as if he had become sooiai without 
having made an actual adjustment to the d'mands of society ••• 
This. state we call "lat.,~ delinquency-" Bild it can become 
manifest on provocation. • ' 

However, in actual practice, Aichhorn· does in fact appear to 

make use of the disappearance of symptoms as a means of assessing 

recovery. 

There is, for example, the case of the boy of sixteen whose 
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mother had been killed in an· accident with~ maohine.27• His symptoms 

were "vagrancy and a refusal to work", and depression. At the end of 

his account of this case, Aiohhorn says that after the' institution was 

dissolved the boy worked on a farm and that there were "no further signs 

of delinquency. Be did the work to which he had been assigned ••• his 

depression disappeared." 

EVidently, in spite of his warning!& about the danger of the worker 

being misled by the disappearance of symptoms, Aichhorn did not find it 

possible to dispense with this as a criterion of recovery. One must 

presume from what has been said that it is to be used only with the 

greatest caution, having due resard for the psychopathology of the case, 

it is presumably only applicable in oases where the symptoms have cleared 

up as a result of treatment of the unconscious problems and never valid 

when they have disappeared as the result of an attempt to suppress them 

directly, by punishment or other means. 

Similarly, an appearance of social adjustment may be misleading if 
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it is based on no fundamental ohangesJ it m&y" be .merely a superficial 

adjustmtQ:lt - 1.1latent delinquency", as Aiohhorn calls it. Thus, this 

critericm too, according to Aiohhorn, needs to be treated with caution. 

There remains the question of trausferenoe •. If this is, as .Aiohhorn 

says, the thing that "helps the worker IDOSt in therapy with the dissooial*', 

then it would seem likely that its occurrence would oonsti tute on~f the 

most favourable portents of tuture·reoovery in his sense. 

However, Aiohhorn does no more than pose the question. It has been 

left to others to develop it fUrther. 

Fo.r Aiohhorn the rehabilitation of the neurotic or the delinquent 

child is no small task, and the prediction of success. is scareelt, -"less 

:fraught w1 th ditfioul ties, but he does suggest the existence of an 

alternative course of action which is appropriate in certain oases. 

If; for any reason, it ~s not thought possible or desirable to undert~e 

the task of briDging about a tull recovery in the sense that Aiohhorn 

Q.as described it, one can instead bring about a more superficial· change 

in behaViour, so that it is more acceptable to sooiety•-

Sinoe we could not alter the sources from which the 
hamose~l derives the energy for his psychic life, 
it became our task to direct ~ftis energy into · 
socially acceptable channels. • 

This, of course, is based upon the reasoning that if one symptom 

is suppressed it will be replaced by auother which has a similar psyoho

pathologyl it is therefore theoretically possible to manipulate the 

environment in such a way that undesirable symptoms are eliminated, and 

those which are tolerable are encouraged. T.he result will be someone 

who can function as a member of society, but the apparent success may be 

somewhat precarious, since it is always possible for the process to be 

reversed. 

Perhaps the most interesting point which arises out of this aud one 

which will be discussed more tully at a later stage is that, whereas 

Aiohhorn would regard such procedures as· very much seoondbest - "patching

up jobs", as it were, - many workers would ol_aim such., oases as successes. 

This divergence of opinion seems to suggest the possibility that 

-ori teria may not be unocmneoted to aims of treatment. 
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CBAPTD IV 

BlrollO BETTELBEIM 

. 1. 
Passing to more recent writers we come to Bruno Bet.telheim •a 

account of the work.of the University of Chicago Sonia SbaDklin 

Orthogenic Schoo1.2 • 

·1 Bettelheim 1 s work reflects recent trends in psychoanalytical 

thought, and, in particular, it reflects the application to the 

residential treatment of maladjusted children of the results of 

the growing interest among many psychoanalysts in recent years in 

the study of the ego. Ai though Bettelheim works mainly within a 

psyohoanalJ1;ioal framework, his approach as :regards questions of 

the nature of the emotional disturbances of his oases and of treat- C) 

ment represents in JD8l'l7 respects a si~ifioant divergence from the 

methods hitherto associated with psychoanalysis. 

The psyohoanalJ1;ical concept o~ the ego was first formulated by 

Freud; 3 • it was regarded as having t~?-e functions'\. of oo-ordina ting 

impressions received through the sense org&Jls from the outside world 

·and those from within the body; it had also the function of regulating 

the impulses eman"ting from the id. Work on the ego was carried 

forward by ~icus writers, in particular by- Anna Freud, 4• who •developed 

and discussed in detail the various defence mechanisms which may be 

employed by the ego in carrying out its functions • 

. Now theory- and discussion had, up to this point; been based on the 

assumption that one was dealing with oases of neurosis·, as discussed by 

Freud, and that treatment would consist of· analy-sis. Bettelheim, 

however, is a representative of a school of thought which carries 

the study of the ego a stage further. Emotional disturbance in 

general, and neurotic o<mditions in particular, had hitherto been 

regarded as oon~iots between the institutions of the mind, and the 

resulting exaggerated or inappropriate use of defence mechanisms. 

Bettelheim claims that there are many ohildi-en to whom suoh oonoepts· 



are not applicable, stnoe they have never reaohed.a stage of ego 

development where oonfliot of this kind is possible. 

Few of' our children are suffering from neuroses due to 
too great attachment to one or both parents, or to an 
ina~ility to solve oanfliots created by 1hose allegiances, 
the typical neurotic oonfliot of adults.5• 

Be regards most of his oases in terms of failure in ego organisation; 

the persan~lity has failed to develop to a point where the ego is capable 

of taking any effective action at all, and it is certainly far tram 
being able to bring about neurotic conflict by repression, reaction 

formation and so on • 

••• the greatest difficulties of the majority of our 
children have not oame about through repressive or 
defensive mechanisms that interfere with the normal 
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process of living. ..Although some suffer from having 
had too muoh to repress, and. although all of them 
have worked out pathological defanoes for themselves, 
the most important reason for· their inabilitt to get 
on in the world is their having failed to organise 
their personal-! ties from the very begimiing. :tt is 
not that they have deviately organised personalities 
but that tfteir personalities are not sutfioientiy 
organised. • _ 

It is olear that this view entails a widening of the soope of~ 

treatment, .in that categories of disturbance oan be aooepted for 

treatment whioh would fall outside the range of a m•thod of psycho

therapy whioh is based on the Freudian concept of neurosis, while 

truly neurotic children oan continue to be treated by analytic methods~ 

It follows, too, that there will be many cases where the approach to 

the problem will:, be quite different from the approach normally associated 

with analytical workers. Such a difference of approach is implicit in 

the following passage•-

Some of our children show such a total laCk of repression 
. that they are hardly socialised at all. Others 1 have failed 

so completely in their defensive efforts that they have given 
up trying to get along in this world; they have wi thdran 
from it totally, including an unwillingness to speak, or to eat.7• 

Bettelheim refers to these differences explicitly, and gives an 
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example of how they atteot the approach to a particular-problem in the 
8. . . 

oaae of Lucille. Luoi~le was a girl of six, who had a 11highl7 

unbalanced", umn&rried mother and a aeries of ''fathers". "A: frequent 

observation of the sex aot had formed her moat impressive lite experienoe 11~' 
Her symptoms are recorded as "uncontrollable temper tantrums and sex 

10. . . 
delinqueno7" and PB70h1:atrio examination revealed "aohizophrenio 

- 10 ' tendencies, hyperactivity and disorders of thiDking". • After She had 

settled down in the aohool well enough to play, she would go through 

the following sequence with dollat-

.••• the mother feeds the baby, who is then thrown violently 
into a oorner while male and female puppeta.jump violentl7 
on one another.11• 

Bettelheim makes the following comments about thiat-

Far a ohild suffering t.rom an anxiety neurosis, auoh pla7 · 
might have been a sadistic interpretation of the sex act ••• 
In Lucille's case-, however, it represented ••• all she knew 
in the world of relations between parents. Hera was a true 
and not distorted picture of her parents• behaviour, or of 
those who took tbe plaoe of parents in her l'ite. An 
immediate ''Workin« thrOU«h" of these traUmatic eriiii's · ' 
would have led to nothins since nothing was buried 
beyond tham.l2. · · 

These differences in approach lead to differences in a~a of 

treatm•nt and in methodst-

•.. our approach :is more oorioerned with strengthening the 
ego than w1 th bringing unconscious tendencies to light ••• 
This we do by supporting the ego in ita efforts to control . 
instinctUal desires and ita strivings to ~aster the problema 
ot realit7.13• . 

. Turning to the question of recovery, we find that here too ·there 

are new points whioh arise from Bettelheim 'a approach. Recover7 is 

seen as growth and strengthening of the ego, which is manifested in 

an increase~ ability to oope with the outside world and with impulses 

from within. It is not eaa7 to draw general conclusions as to the 

ori teria by which suoh a process may be recognised, and Bettelhei.ln 

does not. make BD7 explicit discussion of the subjeot in general. He 

does, however, diaouaa two particular inatBDoea, which have a veJ!7 
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detiDite bearing on our subject. 

The first ot these is the question ot emotional relationships. 

Bettelheim rejects the use ot the concept ot "transference" in so tar . 

as his oases are concerned. Transference implies the transfer ot 
infantile emotional attitudes trom their original context to the 

existing treatment situation. It there was no opportunity_ tor the 

formation ot such attitudes, as tor example when there were no parents 
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or other consistent objects tor the infant's emotions, then transference, 

in the normal sense ot the term, cannot be said to occur. 

This is quite different from the analysis ot the 
transference situatioa which is the recognised 
tool ot the prevalent schools ot ps7Qhotherap,r. 
This method, ot course, presupposes the earlier 
existence ot relationships that can be transferred. 
But since maD7 ot our children have never had the 
previous experience ot a meaningtul relation, we 
mQst rely at the school -on real, honest-to-goodness 
relationships.l4. 

I~ ··such a relationship occurs, this is the re~ st~ting poiDt 

in his growth and recovery. 

·The relation to this person eventually challenges the 
child to change his personality at least in part and 
in the image ot the person or persons who are now so 
important to him. He identities w1 th th• • • • and 
this identification is etten the starting point tor 
the organisation ot the personality.l5. 

We may conclude that the establishment-of such a relationship is 

a hopefUl prognostic sign. 

The seooad point is one which is now raised tor the first time in 

· this workt that is the question ot educational attaimilents. Bettelheim 

is, ot course, running a school and not only a treatment insti tutioa, 

and so it is natural that, unlike Aiohhorn and Lane, he gives scae 

attention to this question-. 

It a child • s behaviour is restricted or distorted in m&D7 tiel.ds 

by emotional disturb&Doe, it is highly likely that in m&D7 oases school

work will be affected. This is important because this is the only 

factor which ma7 be objectively measured which we have so tar met. The 
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questi~ is how far can we associate educational rehabilitation with 

emotional recovery (provided, of course, that the retardation was. to 

some extent brought about by the emotional disturbance in the first 

place). At this stage, I shall confine myself to considering 

»ettelheim's contribution to the topic. 

He points out that in lll8D7 cases it 1st-

the discrepancy between f~ilures in school and the 
academic achievement expected of a bQY' of his age 
which at last drove society into taking action ••• 
the seriousness of J11BD7 other chiidren 1 s disturbances 
would also go unrecognised were it not tor the fact 
that s~hool achievement provides a relatively objective 16• 
standard against which to measure the cl;lild' s lack of success. 

Maay of »ettelheim's oases came to the school with problems in the 

educational tielda-

Most children enter the school with an active aversion to 17 learning, to going to school, or to any pressure to do so.. • 

And he reports tm..t most of them make good educational progress 

as treatment progressesa-

Nearly all of them·lett the sohool havinR rea~hed their 
grade level in academia aohievement.lB. -

This pro.gress is made possible by personality growth, and so in 

many oases educational progress is a very hopeful sign. :But »ettelheim 

does not oonsidU' educational progress alone, as measured by attairullent 

tests, to be a satisfactory criterion. It· must be aooampanied by a 

positive change ~ attitudea the early·negative attitude towards school 

and learning ~st disappear until the ohilda-

•.. really wants to learn on his own, and is able to 
enjoy classroom experiences. In addition he must have 
become able to recognise which subject matter o.r learning 19 experiences are most in line nth his talents and interests. • 
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CHAPTER V 

Fill:TZ iiEDL 

The work of Redi 1 • . differs in o.ertain re~peots from that of other 

writers who have hitherto been discussed. In the first plaoe, although 

he was running a residential institution, it was organised as what we 

would call a hostel in this oountr>7, the children going out evfJr7 da;r 

to a special class 1D one ·of the Detroit Public Sohools.2• It might 

seem, in view of this, and in view of the faot that the title of this 

work limits the ~soussi.on to boarding special schools, that .it is not 

altogether· appropriate to include dis~ssion of Redl's work at all. 

However, Redl gives a reasoned and methodical aooount of his aims and 

methods, &Jld his aocurac;r and objeotivit;r are probabl;r greater than is 

·the case with the writers previousl;r discussed- in spite of-his 

(deliberate) .tendeno7 to use from time to time American colloquialisms 

in preference t~ more technical language. Moreover, he. ~s the onl;r 

writer among those who deal with the residential treatment of disturbed 

children to discuss speoitioall;r the question of criteria of reoover;r. 

Another point where Redl differs· from other workers in the field 

is that he was working with a small, highl;r selected group of children. 

The;r were all of one particular olinioal t;rpe, and were chosen from a 

specific t;rpe of social background. 3• This was dictated b~ the 

expe~imental nature of t~e project which was designed. to investigate 

a particular problem. ,. 

.D!h.e·';'final point of difference is that ·the project was termina.ted 

abruptl;r because of a lack of funds, before even clinical validation 
. . 

of the writer 's views ooul<l be provided b;r the final recover;r ot an;r 

of the children, 4. though the;r had reached a stage where itclinioal 

gains115 • were reported. 

The particular problem in whiob, Redl was interested was that of the 

aggres~ive child. Be makes a sharp distinction between the neurotic· 

child in whom suoh aggression as appears is a seoon.daey phenomenon, and 

is never wholl;r uncontrolled, and the ohilde-
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Whose aggression seems to tlow uninhibited, skipping even 
the in-between stages of fantaa7, into direot aotion of 
reokleaa destru-gtion or into flare-ups of blind and 
murderous rag~.- • . . 

jD 

The origins of such a distinotion seem to be aaoribed 1D the first· 

plaoe to differenoea in environment, and, in particular, .Recll .appears to 

regard them as being to same extent correlated with social olaaa. 

••• there is still a wide gap between the hatred whioh ~ 
well taken oare of middle olaaa child develops as ·a aide 
line to his anxiet7 ·or compulsion neurosis and that of 
the alum area "'elinquent who has to survive b7 aggression 
in a world of atruggle.7• . . 

This. point, however, is not fUrther elaborated. . 

Recll s&7a that these children present a partioularl7 diffioul t . 

problem, ainoe the7 are amenable neither to educational nor p&l'Qhiatrio 

approaches, and so fall outside the scope of existing child service. 

It is clear that these children are not rea~ to benefit 
tram a "good eduoat:lcmal set-up" at all. The7 11eet none 
of the requiai tea which even so simple a thing as a "good 
eduoati6nal diet" presupposes as a condition for having 
effect. • 

••• 11pa7ohiatrio interview technique", so well designed 
tor all aorta of disturbanoea, also is tied to certain 
miDimuin oondi tiona, w1 thout which it oazmot even begin 
to take hold. Untortunatel7, our 70UDgaters don't meet 
those oonditiona.9• 

This presents a problem tram which 

it seems that there is no W&7 out ••• but the invention 
of a new treatment design, which offers us opportunities 
of atrate§ 1D a different ciimqaion than either good 
education or thorough pay.ohiatrio treatment 1D themselves 
seem to grut .10. ' . -

The 11new treatment desisn" suggested b7 Redl is a form of group 

therap7 in a residential setting, and his "Pioneer Bouae11 • project was 

1Ditiated in order to 1Dveatiga'f;e this. It was' opened 1D December 1946 

ud ol~sed in June 1948., dealing w1 th a total of onl7 ten children 

during that time1 because of these small numbers, fairl7 ~etailed 

~.eoorda were. kept, and the two books tram whioh most of the material 

tor this seotion is taken are baaed upon these reo-orda. 



The children selected were ohosen from "the ~e-adolesoent range 

represented b7 the ages eight through eleven. 1111 • Aotuall7, .all the 

children were either nine or ten 7ears old. 12 • . The7 were limited to 

bo7B ot average intelligenoe13• and with nar.mal health and phJaique.14• 

The project was desiSDed tor aggressive, delinquent children (rather 

than neurotios) - tor those w1 th 

s;ymptoms of destructiveness, hyperaggression, stealing, 
running awa7 from home, truano7 from sohool, temper tantrums 
and lying, sassiness toward adults, and most ot the rough and 
tumble lansuage and behavigur whioh goes iJJ,to the pattern of 
a "toug)Q'" in the mak:ing~I,. 

Children were ohosen who showed suoh s;vmptoms, but, because of the 

situation of the House in the Cit7· of Detroit, With its consequent 

dangers of traffio risks, health precautions, eto. ~6 • it was thought 

advisable to impose a "ceiling · QD the intensit7 of disturbance it 

oould tolerate, regardless of the ·type of disturbance with which it 

was prepared to oope. n17 • 

It was· also though~ inadrl~able to select children who had rough17 

similar sooial backgrounds, the selection being made frOI!l "the lower 

sooi~eoonomio group, involving a good deal of •·open door neighbourhood 
st7le' ot lite. ,.l.S. . 

Redl 's di-~oussion of the aetiolo§ of th~se children's disturbances 

is on two levels. Firstl7, he gives an extremel7 brief aooount of the 

factors common to their case histories whioh ma7 have contributed to 

their present problems; then he goes on to give a more expanded account 

ot his views of the failures in personali t7 organis~tion concerned. 

First among the factors in their backgrounds is the faot that none 

of th~ had ever experienced a satisfaotor7 relationship with their 

parents or with other adults.19· 
Broken homes through divorce and desertion, the chain-reaction 
st7le of fost~ home. placements were conspicuous events in 
their lives.20• · 

31 

All had experienced parental rejection "ranging from open brutalit7, 

oruelt7 and neglect to affect barrenness. 1121 • 
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Unlike: the parents of most neurotio children With whom· Redl h&d · 

been in oontaot, the" "unconcealed reaQtion"22 • of the puoenta of 

these children when the7 were taken to Pioneer Bouse was•-· 

.. We're glad JOU 've got them, not us. 23• 

Apart from parents, there were "no uncles, aunts, cousins or 

friends who seemed to take any interest in them-. 1124· 
All this, Bedl stresses, is most important. 

This whole vacuum in adult relationship potentialities cannot 
possibl7 be overestimated in terms of how impoverished these 
children felt or

2
how much hatred and suspicion they had toward 

the adult world. 5· · . 

Relationships with siblings were distorted b7 

open, naked, sibling rivalr7 and tension ••• usuall7 none 
of the siblings was ~ better adjusted than the child who 
came into plaoement.26. · 

In school they had fared no better -

both on a behavioural and scholastic basis, they showed · 
.severe disabilities to the extent of having to be in 
special classes, or of being exoluded"f.rom the school 
altogether.27~ · 

Redl sums up the factors missing in th~ lives of these children, 

the apsenoe of whioh has tended to produce the delinquent behaviour-
. 28. . 

pattern under the following six points•-

1·. Factors leading to identification with adUlt, feelings of 
being loved and wanted, and encouragement to accept values 
and standards of the adult world. 

2. Opportunities for and help in achieving a gratifying 
recreational pattern. 

3. Opportunities for adequate peer relationship. 

4. Opportunities for making oammunit7 ties, establishing a 
feeling of being rooted somewhere where one belongs ••• 

5. Ongoing famil7 structures whioh are not in some phase of 
disintegration at almost any given time in their lives. 

6. Adequate eo.onomio seourit7 for some of the basic n~eds and 
necessities of lite. · 

Like Bettelheim, Redl r~garded th~se disturbances as being ~e to· · 

failures in ·ego organisation •. Redl,- hoviever, is not entirely satisfied 
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with the oonoept of "ego",. feeling that it is a word·whioh is applied 

to too great a variety of tunotions, 29· but he continues to use the . . ' -
term for reasons of convenience. ·On the other hand, he lists 22 

typical situations in which the Pioneer Bous~ children showed deficiency 

in ego development giving a quite detailed commentary on eaoh. Now, 

although these are, as the author'admita, 30• purely on a descriptive 

le.vel, they are extremely relevant to the matter we are oonoerned wi tha 

they eaoh represent situations in which the behaviour of Redl's delinquent 

and aggressive children differs from that of a normal ohildf it is not 

unreasonable to assume~ then, that recovery would be accompanied by 

impr~ement in those points on Redl 'a list which are relevant to any 

particular case. (The a1,1thor does not imply that all twenty-two points 

·will be atfeoted in all disturbed children. )31 • 

It is proposed, therefore, to list all ot Redl' a points, giving 

a brief indication of what is meant by eaoh. 

(i) Frustration toleranoe. 32• .... The children Redl is describing have 

what he describes as "an unusually low 'frustration threshold', 1132 • 

i.e. -minor frustrations; which can be tolerated by tbe normal child, 

will, in these children, give rise to panic, aggression and destructive 

outbursts. 

( 1~) Inseouri ty, Alixilety and Fear-. 33 • Bote the heal th-7 and the neurotic 

child are able to oope with these feelings by employing "defence 

meohallisms", and are able to carry on under the impact of suoh emotions. 

Redl 's children have only two ways of dealing with them a "total flight 

ad avoidance," and "ferocious attack &lld diffuse destruotion". 34· 
(iii) "Temptation resist&~~.oe1135· is- abnormally low. 

(iv) atoitement and Group Psychological Intoxication.36• 

••• eXposure to almost any type of .excitement, no matter 
how similar or strange to their previous mood· is "oatohing" ••• 
. even extreme behaviour forces imitation, leaving li

3
ttle 

leeway for individual freedom from the phenomenon. 7 • 
(v) Sublimation Deatness.38• This perhaps_not very appropriate term 

is used to indicate the inability of the "disturbed ego" to differentiate 
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between. the usage ''wllich-a situa.tion ••• 'inherently.' suggests ••• 
to obtain certain satisfactions • • • and the use it might be put to, 

in violence of'its inherent potentials, as a tool for some other 

momentary·need."39· 

34-. 

Real 'a description is not perhaps very clear. An example may serve 

to clarity: the pointa-

. Wheree.s a normal child, when presented with painting or modelliDg 

materials, will see the materi~ •a 'inherent 1 possibilities for oratt 

work and ~o on, the Pioneer Bouse children. would see it only as material 

to be used destruotivel7 or aggressively. 

As Redl points out, this would invalidate, at least as far as 

concerns these children, the theory that it is only necessary to bring 

a dis~bed child into contact with good,oonstruotional materials to 

bring_ ab.out good sad constructive behaviour which will be of therapeutic 

value. 

(vi) Taking care of possessions. 40. The children appeared to have no 

knowleclge of how· to look after even pJ,"ized, favourite toys and so on, 

and could not look ahead sufficiently to guarantee for themselves future 

enjo,Jment of these things. (It ~s possible that this may be a particular 

aspect of the total inability of pertain disturbed ohildr~ to visualise 

future concepts, reported by one of the schools which were visited; see 

also below). 

(vii) Newness Panic need not be discussed here, since it is presumably 

not applicable to the later stages of treatment, and is not therefore 

relevant to the present inquiry. 

(viii) "The areas of life si tua tiona which may bring on a sudden onrush 

of past case history beyond the ego •·s capaoi ty to deal with it are not 

confined to special well-describable neurotic B1Jilptoms, but seem to 

encompass a much wider range of things, and the totality with which ·a 

·loss of ego control takes place is not comparable with anything the 

normal adult-~ ollild would do in suoh a oase.n41• 

(ix) Disorganisation in the face of guilt. 42• Although the children 
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at. Pioneer Bouse.were characterised by fewar occasions on.which they 

experienced feelings of guilt than are most children, their reaction, 

when it was experienced, was similar to the reaction to anxiety or 

fear, described above. 

·(.x) Redl 's children were often unable to 11remSJDber or ~Jingle out their 

own contribution to a total causal chain1143 • which has brought about 

anr particular unpleasant situation. 

(.xi) They also needed the constant support of the presence of;•_adults, a 

well organised and structured situation and so on, if they were to 

-maintain any control over their own impulses. They are not able to 

"institute inside controls when the outside ones have petered out. n44• 

(.xii) They were not able to accept "gratification offers1145. 1i1 a 

normal way1 they would either refuse the gesture altogether, or el13e 

they would rea~t by increasing their demands to .an ab~d level. 

(.xiii)' They were not able to retain a sufficiently strong image of BD7 

past pleasurable activity, to be able to fall back on it 1D moments of 

boredom unhappiness and so on. 46• 

(.xiv) They manifested an unrealistic attitude towards BD7 rules or 

routines, I\O matter how obvious their necessity would seem to be; they 

tended to interpret them "in a perseoutional way, no matter how skilfully 

such _rule situations had bean handled by the staff ... 47 • 

(xv) They were defic::L_ent in their concepts of time, both as regards 

such ordinary achievements as knowing how to tell the time, the days, 

the months and so on, and also that they had little concept of "themselves 

in the future ... 48 • 
(xvi) There wer-e marked deficiencies in the "assessment of social :realift: 

Redl points out, however, that it would be 

wrong to expect them to show generally disturbed functioning 
of their egos in terms of social reality. We find rather ••• 
an amazingly wide range of contrasting behaviour ••• At the 
same time, they sh~ most severe disturbances of this tunc~i~ ••• 
towards certain people, and under certain oondi tiOils. 50 • 

(.xvii)' They lacked the ability to "make valid inferences from previous 

e.xper1anoes.115l. 
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(rriii) Similarl;v, the;v were not able to draw inferenoes from what 

happened to other people.52• . 

(xix) Their. reaotion to failure, success and mistakes was extreme. 

The;v tended to w1 thdraw from fields altogether if there was &D7 

possibilit;v of failure or mistake, and even a mild experienoe of suooess 

woUld turn them into a 11oonoeited, ag.gressive, reckless mob. 1153• 
Redl•s ·twentieth point is oonoerned with reaotioil to ••competitive 

challenge." The points oovered under this heading have already been 

dealt with in this list, and further discussion of it is not relevant 

to our present purpose.54• For the same reason, the final two points 

are here omitted. 

Now, whether or not the items listed above can all equall;y be 

regarded as faotors of what is often described as "ego tuno1;ion", is 

not relevant to our present intention. Their importanoe lies in the 

faot that ~he;y are a list of speoifio behaviour oharaoteristios whiCh 

were observed in a gt'oup (admi ttedl;v extremel;v small) of disturbed 

bo;ys and whioh are not observed, or are onl;v present to a very low 

degree, in the behaviour of normal children. The question of to what 

extent an improvement in &D7 of the above points mq be indicative of 

general reoover;v will therefore be examined :together w1 th ori teria 

gathered from other souroes•· 

Redl himself later ohose oertain of these points as having a 

higher prognostic value than others. In the epilogue to a later book55· 

he discusses what he regarded as "the most promising implications for 

aotual change, "56• at the time of the olosur.e of Pioneer House. On 

this occasion he lists only seven points, as oompared with the list 

already given, and, as will be seen, the points raised are not all to 

be found in the first list. It is unfortunatel;r not made olear whether 

this shorter list was the result of selecting the ori teria w1 th the 

best prognostic value (v.s. "the most promising eto ••• '') or whether 

the;v were the onl;v ones whioh had been reooi-cled up to that point. The 

criteria listed are as follows•-



(i) Increased ability to. use verbal modes of oammunioation.57, 5B. 
(ii) Increased ability to rel~~ote meaningfUlly to image. aymbola.59. 

(iii) !DiminiShed auapioioaaneaa of adult, which is coupled with the 

"ability to take affeotion11 •
60• 

(iv) Increased abilit7 to cope With riles and routines. 61 • 
. 62 

(v) Diminution of major aymptomatolog. • 

(vi) Sharter duration of delusional attacks. 63· 

37' 

(vii) Increased ability to make use of "community programme resources". 64· 
These suggestions of Redl •a, in part empirically baaed, and in part 

65 . 
founded on his views concerning the nature of delinquency, • ;ttave the 

immense practical advantage that, should they prove to have &n7 prognostic 

value, they all relate to specific aapeota of the child's behaviour, 

which 0811 be determined with a certain amount ot objectivity. 

In ·particular, it is noticeable that the majority of these points are 

concerned with increasing abilities in various directions. This is 

advantage~& in two. ways. Firatl7, because it implies that· the 

recovering Child OBD do something ·Which it Ooilld not do at an earlier 

stage - which increases the ~obabilit7 of accurate observations and 

reporting, ·and hence the proe;noatic value. Secondly, it implies a 

more poai tive View of recovery, linked with the · idea of increased 

achievement. 

Bettelheim, as we have seen, tended to develop his ideas on the 

subject in a similar direction, but he did not., in thia-reapeot, go 

as far as Redl. 
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. SCHOOLS <FOR MALADJUSTED CHILDBEB':. · ; · 
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CHAPTER VI 

FACTORS' :l:::NPLUENCDJO ·THE · CHOICE 1 OF SCHOOLS TO: BE VISITED;. 

In order to relate what has been learned from a brief' survey of' the 

histar,r and literature of' residential treatment of delinquency and 

maladjustmen~ to current theory and praotioe in this country, visits 

were made to f'our special schools, and the problem of' recovery was 

discussed w1 th the principals. These discussions were informal, and 

were held during visits to the schools by the writer. Care was taken 

in eaoh oase to avoid a si tu.ation where the interviewer was putting 

fOl'Wm"d V&l'ious suggestions, or points of' view, w1 th which the principals 

of' the ~ohools were to express ~eement or disagr:oe81!lent. The points 

of' view expressed were, therefore, the· views on· which the practice at 

the various schools was bas~d, and they were put forward freely, w1 thou;t 

any prompting or suggestion. 

The schools were chosen because they are inf'luential rather thm 

because they were representative~ · The following f'aotors were considered 

in making the selection. 

1. Eaoh school is still under the direct supervision of' the person who 

founded it. It was hoped in this way to avoid the dilution and d~tortion 
of' a person's views whioh might arise from hearing them second or third 

hand from their successors. . .. 
2. The schools visited· were to show between them as wide a varia ticm 

in approach and theoretical baCkground as possible. In f'aot,. this 

proved to be a matter of the extent to whioh psychoanalytic theory was 

accepted at any school, and whether or not a system of' self'-~vernment 

was employed. As will be seen~ these two factors are not mutually 

exclusive. 

· ~. It was also thought desirable to show as wide a divergence as 

possible in the type of' school visited with regard to suoh matters as 

age, sex, intelligence of' pupils, ·_~and so on. 

The diffe:r;-ences in these matters, and in approach between 'the 

various schools visited is SWDi:Darised in the following table a-
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TABLE 1. 

Age Range. 

Sex:. 

Intelligence. 

Whetlle:t• •elf'
govt. was 
used. 

Whether apeci
f'iQally piWQho
analytic 1D 
approach .• 

Whether af'f'eo
tionleaa al:dld
ren are re
garded as a 
a.pealfloc~. 

Whether 
af'f'ect:ionleaa 
children are 
aclmitted. 

Bodenham 
:Manor. 

6- 16 

Average. 

Yea. 

Bo. 

Yea. 

Yea. 

Red Bill 
School. 

ll- 18 

Superior. 

Yea. 

Yea. 

Yea. 

Bo. 

Jlulberey Bush 
School •. 

5 - 11 

Jli:x:ed. 

Average. 

Bo. 

Yea. 

Yea. 

Yea. 

st. Francia 
School. 

8- 16 

B07Be 

Average. 

Bo. 

Bo. 

Bo. 

It will be noticed that there was no school for maladjusted girls 
-

1D the above list. This is in part a result of' the small number of'_ 

schools of'. this ty:pe• in e:x:iatence at the pr.eaent t:lime1 of those that 

exist, none met all the above requirements. 
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CHAPTER VII 

ST. FRANCIS 1 SCHOOL FOR :BOYS. 

(Headmaster• Father Owen, S.S.F.) 

st. Francis' School is unique amongst those schools which were 

visited in that it is a religious foundation. It was started on 

Ascension Day 19461• at Ho0ke2• in Dorset ~7 the Anglican Society of 

St. Francis, and it is still maintained, and run, by the Friars. It 

was begun as a result ·of experience gained running the Dorset County 

Remand Home at the Friary from September 1940 to October 1945. 

The founders ~d a particular category of child in minda~ 

We saw that numerous children were being oommi tted · to Home 
Office Approve~ Schools ••• as these were the only schools 
available. Man7 of these boys were "in need of oare and 
prdaotion", or "beyond parental control", but were lumped 
together with delinquents ••• It was decided that we 
should run a school· to try and fill the gap, and to use 
a different approach from the discipline and deprivation 
necessary to a school for delinquents.O, 3. · 

With the development of the educational facilities for the treatment 

of maladjusted children which has taken place since 1946, this has oome 

to mean in practice, that the children are selected from oases referred 

by Child Guidance Clinics as being in need of special educational treat

ment. 

The school is tor 45 senior maladj~sted bo7s,4• of ave~age 
intelligence (see table 2), the age range being from 9 - 16,5• though 

children as young as 8 will be accepted in exceptional circumstances • 

It provides long-term treatment, in the sense that the boys are expected 

to stay at the school un-til they are 16, and so it aims· to provide a 

good secondary education as well as providing treatment tor their 

maladjustment. 

The boys are accommodated in three boarding-hauses 

••• two Junior School Hauses from 9 - 14 approx., Bernard 
and Leo Houses, and a Senior House (Juniper) for the boys 
in their last two or three years.O• ~-
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TABLE 2• ' ST. FRANCIS ' SCHOOL~ 

I.Q. of·39 • children in school on 1st Sept.1958. 

I.Q.~ ·f~ d. .. fd. ta~?· 
125 - 127 1 7 7 49 
122 - 124 3 6 18 108 
119 - 121 0 5 0 0 
116 - 118 2 4 8 32 
113 - 115 4 3 12 36 
110 - 112 5 2 10 20 Mean • 106.8 
107 - '109 3 1 3 3 
104 '106 8 0 0 0 I Standard Deviation • 
101 - )103 4 -1 -4 4 8.2 

98. 100 4 -2 -8 16 --
95 - 97 4 -3 -12 36 
92 - 94 1 -4 -4 16 

.. - 39 2 fd - 30 f~. - 320 

• ot the·46 ohildren ·at t~e school on the above date, the I.Q.s of'7 
were not·available in the records.· The figures are those supplied 
b7 the ps7ohologist at the referring clinic, given on the F~ 2BP. 

This hOUSf;l SJ'Stem is used to mark and promote progress in the 

bo7sl behaviour. 

·•ew bo7B in Leo· ~11 be given more reili than :Bernard boJ'S, who 
begin to learn that wrong-doing· earns punishment. :By-· the time 
a bo7 reaches Juniper, he is expected to realise that a thing 
is wrong because it .is wrong, and not. merel7 because it earns0 punishment (althoUsh he m&J', and probabl7 will be punished). • 

In the· Senior House there is also a division between first and 
second 7ear boJ'S, and also between those who are capable of 
taking respon8ibili~7 and are willing to accf;tpt it (and those 
who are not). • · 

Treatment· at St. Francis' is enviromnental in that no specific 

.PSJ'O~otherapeutic sessions are given. 6• There is no attempt to relate 

the practioal_wark done to aD7 specific bod7 of psJ'Ohological or psy-cho

therapeutic theQrJ'. In particular; acceptance of ps;rohoanalytio views 

is of onl7 the most general kind.7• ODe f~s the impr~ssion that the 
' . 8 

success of the·work at this school • owes mare to the personal qualities 



of Father' Owen himself' .and; in particular, to. his S3'1Dpathy with the bo:;rs 

in his care and his. intuitive understancling of' their needs than to the 

application of' 8.D.7 psychological or educational teolmiques. 

~adjustment is regarded primarily as a dis~urbance affecting the 

whole. orientation of the personality rather thaD as an expression of' a 

specific unconscious problem. The children are seen as either over

aggressive or. excessively withdrawn, a view of' pe~sonality-types which 

reminds one of' Jung and Kretschmer. This resemblance is acknowledged, 

but · the concept of' "aggression-withdrawal" as a· dimension of personal! ty 

is here based on the work of neither of these authors, having been 

arrived at empirically; it is regarded primarily as a working 

classification, for their own convenience. The resemblance between 

this ·view and those of the authors mentioned above is increased by the 

fact that aggressive or withdrawn behaviour is seen as the· e~treme of 

normal ·behavioural patterns. 

Thus, the behaviour .of a maladjusted child is r~garded as extreme, 

rather than abnormal, excessive, rather than distorted. ,..... 
,. The causes of this extreme behaviour are sought in the child's home 

life, in ~articular in the relationships ~thin the family. I was told 

that the home environment of every child at the sc~ol was abnormal., it 
one .counted the fact of' being an only oh;lld as being ''abnorlilal''• I was ·· 

later able to obtain details of the home conditions of all the children 

who were in the school on 1st September, 1958, which tends largely to. 

substantiate this assertion. This information is reproduced in full 

in Table 3 below, in the form in which it was supplied by the school. 

TABLE 3. ST.FRANC!S I SCHOOL. 

DETAILS OF HOME CONDITIONS OF CHILDBD AT THE SCHOOL OR lst.SEPT.l958~ 

Ase on !:i• D. of' :s. Admitted. Remarks. 
Sept.lst. 

(1) 15-7 111 Sept.52·. Bow living with Mother and 
Stepfather. Only child. Far 
first two years here lived 
With what was called his Step
father who wished to remove 
him. We found he was no 
relation and ill-treated the 
boy. 



TABLE 3. (~ontd.) 

Age on Li· D. of B. Admitted. Remarks• 
li-· Se;et .1 a-t. 

(2) 15.5 94 16.3.43 ~ept.54. Mother and stepfather. 
Elder brother and sister 18. 

(3) 15.4 104 9·4-43 Sept.54. Mother died at childbirth. 
Calla stepmother "aunt" 
always. Spends holidays 
with an uncle and aunt. 

fi~ 
15.2 127 30.6.43 Sept.54. Only child. 
15.0 103 22.8.43 Sept.54. Only child. 
15.0 96 24.8.43 Sept.52. Odd man out in family.Older 

brothers and sisters by 
mother's first husband. 
This boy illegitimate. 
Younger brother by present 
husband. 

(7) 14.8 104 8.12.43 Sept~56. nlegitimate SOD of AmeriCBIJ 
negro soldier. Mother aai!i 
to be M.D. Boy not found 
till 4 years old. 

(8) 14.7 114 4.1.44 May 55· Father divoroed.Stepfather. 
A very.large family. 

r-' (9) 14.4 112 11.4.44 · Sept,.54· Father deserted and gone to 
' .AiDerioa. Mother and two 

older children at home. 
(1.0) 13.9 101 24.11.44 . Jan. 56 In care of Childr811' a Dept. 

No father .traceable. 
:Mother known to have 8 
children by different men 
in various parts of 
southern England. 

~11) 13.8 98 8.12.44 -Jan. 55 Only chil4• 
12) 13.8 106 10".12.44 Sept.56 Adopted son. Parents had 

child after adoption. 
Father and mother divorced. 
Father remarry-ing and 
taking interest in the boy. 

(13) 13.7 12.1.45 May 57 Father and mother deaf and 
dumb and usually in prison. 
One brother younger at 

,._ school here. Older brother 
I in Army band.· Several deaf 

and dumb brothers & aia~era. 
(14) 13.4" 106 24.4-45 M.ay 55 Mother married to American. 

2 boys1•husband. deaertedi 
several ''uncles" _since. 
Mother now remarried. 



TABLE 3. (oontd.) 

ye on l!S• D. of B. Admitted. Remarks. 
1:...- Se;et.lst. 

(15) 13.4 112 25.4-45 Sept.54. Illegitimate son. Mother 
married, now separated.Onl7 
ohildJ li.es with mother. 

(16) 13.3 116 .20.5-45 Sept.56. Mother & father separated. 

(17) 13.2 124 28.6.45 
Onl7 ohild; lives with mother. 

M87 56. Illegitimate.Mother died. 
Stepfather remarried - no 
room. 

(18) 12.11 103 6.9.45 Ma7 56. Two 7ounger ohildren.Mother 
near dwarfJ stepfather. Other 
two children stepfather's. 

(19) 12.11 114 12.9.45 Sept.55. nlegitimate. Mother never 
married. ·• 

(20) 12.11 101 21.9.45 ~an. 57· Illegitimate. Stepfather. 
Several other · ohildrenJ three 
half-sisters. 

(21) 12.9 111 3().11.45 Sept.55· ~ther older than mother. One 
7ounger brother. Father never 
works - suffers from asthma. 

(22) 12.8 108 1~.12.45 Sept.57. nlegi ti~te. Mother in 
r-' Mental Hospital. Father 

(23) 12.7 124 22.1.46 
about, but not interested. 

Sept.57· Father dead.Stepfather. Two 
~ 7oanger sisters.· 

(24) 12.7 1.2.46 M&7 56. :Mother deserted famil7~ 
Father remarried. Step-. 
mother over-striot. 

(25) 12.6 96 23.2.46 June 56. Father ~er7 olever ohemis~. 
Died suddenl7 while bo,r at 
school. Mother inadequate. 
Younger ohild- offshoot of 
father and mother. Mother 
remarried foreigner -
? oruelt7. 

(-26) 12.4 100 7·4-46 Sept.57· nlegitimate. Parents 
separated. Stepfather? 

(27) 12.4 24.4-46 Sept.57· Fostarparenta old and 

(28) 
respectable. Onl7 ohild. · 

1'--· 12.4 98 1.5·46 Sept.57• Onl7 ohild. Father died 
I before ohild bora. 

0 (29) 12.0 122 14.8 •. 46 Jan. 57. Large famil7 inoludtng 
married children, foster 
children, lodgers, eto. 
Mother spreads her love 
abroad widel7. 
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TABLE 3. ( oontd.). 
Age CD Li· D. ct. B. Admitted. Remarks. 

Se;et.lst. 

~~~~ 12~0 107 18.8.46 Sept. 57. Has younger brother. · • 
11.11 9·9-46 Jan. 57. Epileptio·mother separated 

tram husbud. 
(32) 11.11 19.9.46 May 57. Younger brother-at previous 

(33) 
boy ot deaf and dumb parents. 

11.11 106 20.9-46 May 56. Mother and father. Older 
brother and two girls. iiE 

(34) 11.11 97 26.9.46 Sept.56. Only child. Elderly tathe~. 
Possessive mother. 

(35) 11.10 107 20.10.-46 Jan .• · 57. Mother; two sisters. Father 
killed in war. Second husband 

(36) 
bigamist - in prison. 

11•8 100 4.12.46 Jan. 56. · IllegitiiQate~ Stepfather. 
Lived in lots ot tester homes. 
One sister. 

ml 
11.7 104 24.1.47 Sept.56. Stepfather. One brother. 
11.6 112 18.2.47 Jan. 57. Elderly father. Only child. 
11.4 114 20.4.47· Sept.57. Only child. Mother and father. 
11.3 - 17.5-47 Sep;t;.57. Mother $lld father. Elder 

brother·and baby. Father 
druDken? 

(41) 11.1 95 29.7.47 Sept.58. Mother and ta ther. Three 
children, one older and one 
younger. iiE 

(42) 10.11 104 14.~·47 .Sept.58. Mother ~~ tathe~. Children -

(43) 
one older, two younger. • 

10.6 21.2.48 Sept.58. Mother and ta ther 1 grandtather 

(44) 10.··4 .. 104 25·4-48 
and grandmother - foreign. 

Sept.56. Mother and ta ther. Mother 
cleft palate. Father cruel, 
usually out ot work. One older 

(45) 
and 4 younger children. 

9·4 113 27.4.49 Sept.57. Fathe~ and mother. 1 elder 
brother and 1 younger brother.• 

(46) 14.1 116 5.10.44 Oct. 58. Mother deaeted family. 
' Father remarried. Stepmother 

over-strict. 

ID~peotion ot this table ·does indeed g1 ve a picture ot abnormal home 

oondi tiona, even apU"t tram the question ot how one- regards only children 

(and ot the eleven children described as only children, there are other 
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abnormal factors in seven of the caaea). On. ~he information provided 
. ' 

here, however, it appears that the atateme~t· that every ohild at· the 

sohool has ah abnormal family history is n~~- entirel7 true. Numbers 

30, 33, 41; 42 and 45 in Table 3 (marked in the table b7 •) appear 

superfioia117 to have nothillg abnormal in their home backgrounds, though 

this is not; ofoourse, to~ that abnormal factors would not be found 

on fUrther investigation. 

However,. theee abnormalities in the famil7 situation are not re

garded as being in themsel vea the prime predisposing factors in the 

development of maladjustment. The7 are, rather, symptoms of attitudes 

within the famil7 whioh prevent the development in the child of no:rmal 

affective relationships with paren~s or siblings. Moral standards and 

sooiall7 acceptable behaviour are said to be· founded in the first place 

on suoh relation8hips; and, . in their absenoe, a ohild is robbed both of 

adequate experience upon· whioh to base his attempts to_ adjust himself 

to his environment, and of motive to do so. As the ohild grows up, his· 

unsuooesstul attempts to oope with hia enviraament generall7 fall into 

the oategoriea of either exoessivel7 aggressive or withdrawn behaViour. 

W"nioh one of these extremes aotuall7 appe~s ~s thought to be determined 

largel7 b7 iDDate faotora. 

'l'he general similari t7 between the above view of maladjustment and 

the work of Bowlby9• is acknowledged, but the oonoept of "atteotlonless 

personalit711 is emphatioall7 rejeoted, as are Bowlb7 1s pessimistic 

oonolu11iona. Father Owen prefers the term "developmental arrest", whioh, 

he sa7s, implies a oondi.tion that oan be put right, given certain 

oondi tiona. 

Tre~.Ltment at st. Franois' aims at fulfilling these oonc1i tiona. 

The sohool sets out to provide a stable, ordered and healthy environment, 

within whioh relationships between staff and ohildren oan develop. The&e 

relationships will have more in oommon ri th parent-ohild relationships· 

thaD those normall7 existing between teacher and ohild~ 

••• requirements V&r7 ••• in. our attitude in the house (aa 
parents), iJ1 class (as teaohera) and in spare time ( aa olub 
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leaders). It is most important that the sohool-teaoher 
attitude sholild not be oarried into the other two 
spheres • • • it08.D.7 one side :predominates, 1 t should be 
the parental. • . . 

These adul t-ohild relationShips will. fill the gap lett in the 

ohild'·s experience by- the abnormalities in his early- home life, and· 

will provide a basis upon which to build, in the fields of moral, 

social and educational development. 

It follows from this that the existence ot suoh a relationship not 

only- forms an important part of treatment, but is also the most hopeful 

single factor which mayo poin.t to impending recovery-, and the one whioh 

is most gane~al in its application. 

In one respect, however, the formatign .of em~tional relationships 

ot this kind must be treated with caution, if they- are to be regarded 

as reliable criteria ot recover'7. It is possible that a child mayo give 

the appearance· of being attached to a member of the staff without there 

being an7 geuuine teeling. 0 • In this oase, the supposed relationship 

is merely- a means whereby- the ohild ·hopes to obtain for himself some 

adVBDtage, either real or imaginecl. However obscure the motive 111&7 be, 

"pseudo-relationships" of this kind oan alwa;rs be distinguished by- the 

faot that they- do not stand up to arJ.7 frustration imposed by- the adult -

. "They- 'V&D·ish with the first real refusal," I. was told. 

Provided that this pos~;~ib:l.li ty- is borne in mind, then, the existence 

of genuine adul t-ohild emotional reiationships is regarded at St. Franois' 

as being a valid and reliable criterion of recovery-, applicable to a wide 

variety- of cases. 

Turning to the question of other criteria, we come .to the matter of 

remotion of symptoms. This, in ~ther Owen • s opinion, hinges entirely

on the interpretation one puts on the word "symptoms". Provided that 

by- the principal symptoms of maladjustment one means the extremes of 

personality--type. mentioned above, in the sense that· behaviour and 

attitudes tend to fall more·within the normal range, amelioration in· 

this sphere can be taken as a fairl)' good indication of general progress. 



''Our bad b07s become a little better, and our good b07s become a little 

worse."0• 

As far as the disappear~oe of particular symptoms is oonoe:rnec1, 

more caution is neoessar;r. "Referral symptoms" (i.e. those which gave 

rise to the child's ascertainment .. a., maladjusted, and are reported on 

1;he referral papers b;r the Child Guidance Clinic) Dia;r never be seen at 

the school. They represent the extreme or inappropriate reaction of the 

child to one environment 1 when the enviromnent is changed, as when the 

child is placed in a boarding school, they may be replaced by entirel;r 

new symptoms, perhaps equally extreme and inappropriate, but quite 

different. 

A distinction is therefore draWii. between "referral SJJDPtoms" BDd 

"arriv&l symptoms". The disappearance of these arrival symptoms ·is, 

on the whole,. r~garded ·as a sign of reoover7, provided that th:ls is 

not taken to imply that the maladjustment oan be ·cured b;r suppressing 

the s;ymptoms. In this case 
. . 

the evil is driven underneath BDd comes out in other ways 
or .in later lite w1 th added strength. We are out to cure 
disease, and not ~he symptoms of disease.~· 

Fathe;r:o OWen '.s views in this matter are not dissimilar to those 

e:x:pressec1 by AiChhorn (v.s.). · 
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CHAPTER VIII 

BODENJWil l!.WJOR 

W.D. W:i.lls. 

so 

W. David Wills is widel7 known for his work in the "Q camps" at 

Bawkspur, i. from 1936 - 1940, and f~r his work with 11diffioult 11 evacuees 

at Barnes, 2 • during the last war~ His name is g~nerall,..assooiated wtth 

his advooa07 of the use of self-government in schools, and with the idea 

of "freedom". Although it is true that he has been a consistent advocate 

of these principles, it will be seen that this is by no means a complete 

assessment of ·his work,· nor is it ent!l.rel7 accurate. 

At the present time he is Warden of Bodenham Manor, in He.refordshire. 

This is a special school for 35 maladjusted bQ7s, aged 8. - 16, who are 

all of prim&r7 soh9ol age on admission. All are referred from Child 

GuidaDoe Cl'inios in the Birmingham area. The school fulfills, in faot, 

the tunotion of the boarding special school for maladjusted children 

tor the Birmingham Eduoa tion Committee, though it has no formal connection 

with this oollllll1 ttee, being an independent school under a board of managers~ • 
It is a school for children of average intelligence. No detailed 

figures were available, suoh as were supplied b7 St. Francis' School, 

but the average I.Q. was estimated as about 95, w:i. th a range of 85 - 120. 

In general, children with ·~1 kinds of behaviour problems are admitted, 

with the following reservations•• 

1. Eduoationa117 subnormal children are not admitted, on the groUJldS 

that they require a special approach, which is not compatible with that 

appropriate to maladjusted children of average intelligence, and in &D7 

oase they are more properly dealt with at special schools for eduoation

all;r subnormal children. 

2. Children whose maladjustment is primaril7 due to ''brain damage" 

or other oonsti tu·tional factors are . not admitted. 

).. When admi tt!l.ng new oases, oare is always taken to maintain a sui table 

''balance" of children with different kinds of l!ymptoms. This is partly 
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for praotioal reasons (the domestio staff, far example, could not oope 

with the situation arising if every child in the school was anuretic) 

and partl7 because an undue preponderance of children of az17 one type 

could militate against successful trea.tment (35 aggressive or destructive 

children could have a serious effect on the running of the school). 

Treatment is on a lon~term basis, in that the children are expected 

to remain at the school for at least three years, unless, after a short 

trial period, or after further investigation, the7 are found to belong 
f' 

to the two categories of children not admitted, mentioned above. 

The school is in the charge of the Warden., Mr. Wills, and there is a 

Head Teacher, who is responsible for all matters affecting the education 

of the children. The da7-to-da7 administration of the school is carried 

out b7 the children, meeting either as a legislative body, known as 

"Council",. or as a judiciary bodJ:, known as "Court". Both of these 

:bodies are presided over 'b7 elected chairmen, and there are various 

administrative and "enforcement" officers, who are also elected b7 

the sohool as a whole. All of these officers may be either adults or 

ohildrenf at the time when'the school was visited, all officers were 

children, but I was told that this would not neoessaril7 be so. Dis

cipline is maintained b7 a system ·of complaints, brought about b7 adults 

or children, to the oourts •. The aocused may be children or members of 

the staff. The court hears the evidence, aild either dismisses the 

oase or inflicts suitable penal ties (fines of up to a shilling, or, in 

· the oase of ohildren, there may be the loss of certain privileges 

instead). Further partioularisation on the details of administration 

would be misleading, since the constitution is frequently changed at 

oounoil meetings, and, even at the time of writing, the actual details 

may be quite different from what is described above, even though the 

essential principles would be the same. 

The influence of Homer ~e oan clearly be seen in .all . this, 8D 

influence which is f'reel7 admitted by Wills, at least as far as his 

early work is concerned-- "Homer Lane· was the root and _inspiJ;"ation of 

all our work at Hawkspur _Camp ... 4· There is, however, ; :fundamental 



difference in their views on the purpose of self-government. 

In Wills 1 work, as in Lane •a, the use of a system of self-government, 

or "shared respcmsibility", as.Wills prefers to call it,5• ::i.s the most 

striking feature, it only because it has been so rarely employed else

where, and it is true·, in a sense, to say that selt-goverDJDent, anci. the 

rejection of the use of punishment are the two most important principles 

in Wills' soheme tor the treatment of emotionally disturbed children. 

Eut it is not, in itself, his primary consideration. 

Shared responsibility is not the first plank in our platform ••• 
Because it obtrudes itself somewhat .~. some· think it is the 
most important thing about our method. That is tar trom the 
oase.6 .• 

It is adopted, firstly, as a logical alternative to more orthodox 

methods involving "discipline" and the use of punishment, both of whioh 

Wills rejects in prinoiple.and in practice. In The.:Barns Experiaent, 

he summarises his objections to the use of pUnishment in the following 

tour points•-

1. It establishes a base motive tor oonduot. 

2. It has been tried,.• and has tailedJ or alternatively it 
has been· so· mis-used in the past as to destroy its 
usefUlness now. · 

3.· It militates against ~he ~stablishment of the. relationship 
whioh we oonsider necessary between staff and ohildran -
a relationship in whioh the ohild must feel himself to be 
loved, 

4. Many delinquent children (and adults) are seeking punishment 
as a means of assuaging their guilt feelings. 7 • . 

And, in a paper written a year later, he makes the following three 

points a-

1. That while discipline is necessary tor the preservation ot 
order, it oan be maintained without the use of punishment. 

2. That discipline as oomillonly oonoeived is not itself of azq 
value in oharaoter training, but rather the contrary. 

3'. That punishment oan not properly be compared w1 th the a. 
painful OOI'isequenoes ot a breaoh of a "natural" law. 

Now,al though it was necessary, out Qf fairness to their author to 
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quote these· points in fUll, it will be seen that, for the most part, 

they are of a general nature and outside the soope of the present 

discussion. The third point in the former of these l~sts, however, 

is worth noting, in that it states that it is neoessary.in the treat

ment of emotionall7 disturbed ohildren to establish a particular re

lationship between adult and ohild. (It will be remembered that a 

similar view is hald at st. Franois' Soho.ol). Wills states elsewhere9• 

that it :is "quite. impossible to ove:r-emphasime tbe importance" of this 

relationship. 

It is of the most profound importance sooially, educatiOnally 
and therapeutically. Without it, very little success oan be 
hoped for in the sort of work of whioh I am writtng.lO • 

Like Father Owen, he draws attention to the home backgrounds of his 

b07s1-

From· time to time I have run through our members to see in 
how li1an7 this situation (abnormal home oondi tiona) · oan be 
found, and it oocurs w1 th such regtilari ty that I have oODi.e 
to the oonolusion that where the parents seem quite normal 
it is only because we. do not know enough about them.ll. 

This therapeutic relationship, however, is not seen as filling a 

gap in the child's exparie~oe and enabling him to progress after a-long 

.period of "developJ!~.ental arrest". It is, rather, a transference, 1D.the 

psychoanalytic sense, wh:i:oh 111&7 be positive or negative, and in terms of 

which unresolved conflicts and repressed emotions oan be worked through, 

as in the following examplei-

They displace their father-hatred on .to the Camp Chief or 
Camp Co~cil, in which they can indulge themselves without 
the guilt feeling attached to real father hatred ••• They 
oan thus get rid · ot all their pent up aggression and oan 12 gradually acquire a more normal attitude to their envircmment. • 

In order to be able to do this, the children need an atmosphere of 

emotional seourit7, and to provide this must be one of ·the principal 

aims of Wills' therapy.13• He considers that ·these aims cannot be 

achisved 'in a· satisfaotor;r way under an authoritarian regime, and puts· 

forward the system of shared resp.onsibility as a logical alternative • 

. That is why we have the machinery of Shared Responsibility. 
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The oonoern ot the adults is with the unocmsoious emotional 
lite ot the child- to provide'a sheet ariohor tor the 
emotions, to establish that security which the ham~ has 
(so often) tailed to provide. Shared Responsibilit7 ••• 
(also) ••• provides a vehicle for the expressionJof 
public opinion, and it is .thro~ this that the child 
learns, this time through conscious cerebration ••• 
how to earn the esteem and affection of ordinar;y 
aoq~intanoes~4· 

There are, then, two different aspects of Wills 1 work - the therapy, 

oonoerned with the "unconscious emotional lite", based largely on psyoho

ana17'tioal oonoepts, and an attempt to modif7 the child's "social 

behaviour" by the ·pressure of the opinion of his peers·, which is based 

on the view that the 11afteotive trends are in the direction of seeking 

approval. 1115• One might S&7 that his methods represent a syi'lthesis of 

A;l.ohhorn·1 S therapy and Lane*s orsanisation. 

It might be wondered whether these two aspects ever oontliot with 

one anoth,er, as, tor example, ~hen a decision ot the Court runs counter 

to what would be best in the interests of a particular child's.progress. 

I put this point to Mr. Wills, and was told that. suoh situations ~auld 

normally be. anticipated, and the members of the Court could usually 

be relied upon to co-operate with the adults in lll&tters of therapy. 

Turning to the question of recovery, we find that, in spite of the 

great stress laid upon the importance of affective relationships (or 

"the transference"), this is not regarded as one of the signs of 

recovery. 

The first, and most important, criterion, according to Wills, is 

the gradual disa·ppearanoe of the symptoms, in the sense of a reduction 
. 16 -
ot their trequen07 and intensity. • The point is made, however, with 

various reservations. A distinction must be drawn between aims ot 

treatmen·t and signs of its success. As &D aim, a remission ot symptoms 

is rejected-- it would be. 11& ~ather negative kind of aohievement 11•
17• 

Bence, ana must avoid directing treatment towards the removal of symptoms. 
11'l'he delinquen07 is onl;y the symptom and, when the 'disease 1 is aured, 

. 18 
the symptom will disappear." • 



It is only when s;vmpt.oms diminish as a result of theraw :rather thaD 

as a ::result _of' their repression that their disappearance can be regarded 

as significant. Wills also notes the distinction, made in the last 

chapter, between ·••arrival" and "referral" sylilptoms.19•. 
The next criterion is.the emergence of socially acceptable behaviour, 

with w-hioh is coupled a willingness and ability to aooept :responsibilities 

under the "Shared Responsibility" system. 

The following example will show how Wills uses the above ori teria 

in :reporting a oase•-

From this time on there was a very slow improvement in ·the 
boy • • • The strongly anti-social symptoms became less :frequent 
in 'their inoidenoe and less violent in their expression, and at 
the same time he became able to aooept responsibilities and to 
displ~~ independence and initiative of a socially aooeptable 
kind. • . . . 

A further point which is of significance when assessing :recovery 

is the emergence of new farms of behaviour. Examples given of this 

include a child 1·s beginning to take an interest in his ·clothes and 

appearance~i. a· "tough" lad attending a poetr,- ~oup22 • and even, in 

certain oircumstarioes, the appearance of behaviour whioh elsewhere would 

be -::re~ded as undeairablea-

When he begail to use bad language treel7, and with a sense of 
enjo;jment, we were posi ti vel,- pleased, because it meant that 
he was no longer piling up :tutu::re punishmtnts far himself every 
time he committed same trifling offenoe.2j. 

Reference is also made to the use which oan be made of.a child's 

paintings when assessing :recovery. ·There are two entirely diff~ent 

approaches to this question, both of which have been used by Wills. 

In a series'of unstructured, free painting periods, Wills says, a 

ohild may produce a series of paintings (or drawings) which symbolize 

pictorially hi~;~ emotional problems, and whioh are, in addition, of 

considerable therapeutic value, since self-expression of this kind must 

involve a certain amount ot catharsis. If one is in a position to make 

accurate interpretations of suoh·wo::rk, 
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this kind 'of painting is an interesting measure • • • of the 
degree to which an, emotiOnal oonflict is .getting straightened 
out.24• . · 

The quality ot the picture .. , too, mq indicate reo.overy-, quite apart 
' . 

from the question of detailed interpretation of the content tn terms of 
. . . . 

unconscious conflict.• A more ordered, or less oh&ot:io, picture ~ . 

mirror a comparable step forward in the child's mental state. Similarly, 

a reduction of grotesque or sadistic content may indicate progress 

towards recovery. The re.oovering child 1 s painting may become "more 

Qoherent in design and less horrific in content". 25• · 
In the, field of eduoat·ional attaiDJBent, Wills notes26·• the high 

incidence of educa ti_onal retard& tiQil in his boys., regarding it in JD&!l1' 

oases as 11a symptom- having its origiil&l cause ii'l those same· emotional 

up~et~ that are also the cause of the symptoms we oall delinquency. n27 • 
It ·ma,y.·. also be·:tt'ot itself a cause ·at behaviour problems, and ::i.t 

. . . . ' ' . 28. 
certainly aggt"avates the behaviour diffio~ ties." 

. I • . 

Educational progress in retarded maladjusted children is, in Wills' 

tj . view, assc)ciated ~i th ~nerai. recover,., in the oase ·.of oh'ildren of lower 

··-

intelligeDce, ·however, ai·thouBh it remains a Valid eriterion, it has 

little . practical value, sinoe, by the time measurable progress has been 

made, s\lff'ioient: ·steps torwa.r·a:· have ·'f?een made :i.D ·other fields for 

impending r~oovery to have been reo~ised alread3'. 

I 
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CHAPTER IX 

RED HILL SCHOOL 

.(Otto L. Shaw) 

. 1 r 

Attention was drawn in the Underwood Report • to the shortage cit . 

f7 

places in residential sohoola suitable fo.r maladjusted children of hish 

intelligence. 

Red Hill School, near Maidstone, whioh was :tbunded in 1934 by ita 

Principal, O.L •.. Shaw, is the only grammar school for maladjusted boys 

in this country. It is a ''non-maintaine~" boarding school, with an 

independent Boa:rd of Governors. It provides treatment and education for 
. . . 

55 boys, aged from 11 - 18 or 19 ;rea:rs, who- follow courses leading to 

the G.C.E. Ordinary and Advanced levels; a high proportion of the boys 

then gain ad!Qission to a 1Dliversity. Treatment is provided em a loJ18'

term basis~ the time a ohild ata;ra in the school varying 

aooording t~ his degree of instability and to his eduoatiomal 
needs; these do not neoesaarily agree. rn·~neral it is found 
that the optimum stay is about four ;re~a... • . . 

In praotioe, no boy would be discharged from the school because of 

a resolution of his emotional problems alone, if there wer.e any educational 
. . 

advantage in 'his staying1 JD8,117 boys whose tre21,tment has been auooessful 

remain at the school to finish courses and t~e examinations, scholar

ships and so on. 

Cases are referred to the school from the Child Guidance Clinics of 

the various Local Ed~cation Authorities, most of which are situated in 

t~e Home Counties area. As in the cases of the other two schools visited, 

attention was drawn to the faot that 

• '!. with hardly any exceptions, the home backgrounds in Bll ••• 
the oases oan only be dea·oribed as being very bad. The 
children ••• are reacting ••• to adultery, infidAt;y, 
dishonesty, and all manner of emotional entangJements of 
an extremely complicated kind within the home. • 

All the children are highly intelligent. For many years no ohild 
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was accepted who had an I.Q. of less than 120t this figure has now 

been ra:!,sed to 130. Bloom publishes4• the data shown in Tabl~ 4 for 1953~ . 

TABLE 4• I.Q. of 45 boys at Red Hill School, 1953. 

:r.Q. 
110 - 120 6 

120 - 130 17 Mean = ·132 ··4 
130 - 140 11 

Note•- 45 boys represent the entire 
140 - 150 7 population of the school ·at 
150 - 160. 2 th&t time. 

160 .. 170 .2 

N. ::-~ 45 

It might be claimed that, in restricting entry 1n this way, the 

school is setting itself a very- easy task in comparison with the work 

of other special schools. Stott would go as far as to say that it 

amounts to selecting the less severe oases.5· Shaw would accept these 

criticisms only up to a certain point. In his view, the ohildren'·s _, 

high int.elligenoe makes a successful outcome of treatment more liltely, 

but is not related to the severity of the oases. As far as treatment 

is o·onoerned, the task is made, if not harder, at least more oomplioted, 

by the relatively profuse and complex associations obtained in psyoho

therapy.6• It se~s inevitable, however, that those children will be 

exclud.ad, ·whose emotional disturbance has the effect of lowering their 

apparent intelligence as measured in a test situation. 

The recovery rata at Red Hill School appears to be vary high. The 

figures shown in Table 5 are given 7 • for all the boys who left the school 

from 1934 to 1957. ' 
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TABLE 5· RED HILL SCHOOL. 

AFTER HISTORIES (BOYS) 

CUred•- . 156 
Cured/Improved•- 12. 
Improved•- 28 
Improved/FailUres•- 4 
Failures·•- 26 
Withdrawn pre- 17 

maturely, ·ei thar as unsuitable, or against the school • s advice. 

The categories in the table are defined as follows a-

The term "cured" means that a radical resolution of the child's 
maladjustment toOk plao~ and that the aftar-histor,r shows him 
to be balanced, happy and contented. 

To be "improved" means that the child now earns its living 
usetull;r, has not been in trouble with the law' and is most 
unlikely to be in that trouble, but that the resolution ot. 
its conflicts is incomplete. Superficially, the ''improved" 
oases appear well and orderly.B. · 

The 11oured11 group thu• represents 69- of the total (axoluding 17 

who were withdrawn), and, if one adds to· this the "cured/improved" 

oategor,r, the percentage of successes-rises to 74-· It the top three , 
groups are taken togath~ (i.e. if one classes as-successfUl all oases 

. . 
which are not overtly maladjusted or delinquent)., the proportion of 

successes rises to 87~. 

The sohool is a self-governing community, and the psychotherapy is 

strictly psychoanalytical. 

As might be expected, when one considers the intelligence of the 

ohildren at the school, the details of the administration of self

government are rather complex. In addition to the sohool me·eting, 

which has a legislative function and appears to be common to all systems 

of tbis kind, there are various committees (Food and Hygiene, Sports, 

Libr&rJ", etc.). The•e committees are elected annually. They are 

responsible to the school meeting, to whioh tJJ,eir chairman must make 
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periodic reports. The work of holding school courts has been delegated 

to a "sub-group of the more responsible pupils, with the title of 
Benoh Members".9• 

The use of self-government in this school inevitably invites 

comparison with other schools using similar methods - in this case with 

Bodenham Manor, which was described in the previous chapter. Super

ficially, the two schools have a great deal in common, but further 

examination will Show that there is a fundamental difference in their 

attitude towards the place and function of self-government in schools. 

We have· seen how, for Wills, the therapeutic aspect of self-govern

ment, and the improved opportunities it gives for the formation of 

/ ~fective relationships between children and staff, is only one of the. 

reasons he puts forward for its use. Indeed~ it seems true to say. that 

Wills would have employed.such ~'thode out of consideration for his 

ethical principles, even had theie been no therapeutic advantages to 

be derived from them. The use of self-government, and the abolition 

. of punishment, are, for him, a particular expression of general principles 

deriving from his religious convictions, and, as such, he treats them 

with respect. 
-"' . 

Although Shaw agrees with Wills a b. out the therapeutic importance of 

self-government, both as a system which permits the development of child

adult relationships and, to a certain extent, as a means of influencing 

the child's behaviour by the public expression of the disapproval of his 

peers, he attaches no more importance to it than that which is implied 

by its usefUlness in treatment; he accords it no respect for its own 
-s~e, regarding it rather as one of a number of therapeutic tools. Ita 

adoption is a matter of expediency and technique rather than of principle. 

The consideration which practically forces self-government 
on us, whatever other merits it does or does not have, is 
this matter of closer personal relationships between adults 
and pupils •• ~ Maladjustment starts at home and difficult 
parents have set up in the child's mind images of adult life 
and purposes which now stand in the way of mutual confidence ••• 
The object of self-government is to place adults in a new and 
different relationship to pupils which will make it harder 



far them to be set down !!hYpothesi as members of a 
_ different group with alien aims and tntenti~s ••• lo. 

Self-govermD~nt is thus a means, rather ·than an end, and it is 

regarded w1 th a lack of respeot - one might even say 0111ioism -

whioh is quite different from Wills 1 approach. 

If ~.. self-govel"DDIIent is to serve therapeutio ends, there 
must evidently bs, in faot, a olose anttvery effeotive 
oontrol of its maohinery by the staff. • 

Whatever the difficulties, the ptnciple of indirect 
control by a staff, as individual personalities, must 
be maintained and the necessary fictions of self
government preserved.12. 

It seems clear that the dangers of a conflict between the therap~utic 

needs of a particular child and the.·machinery of self-government, which 

were recognised by Wills, have been anticipated and avoided by Shaw, 

though the former would not find Shaw's solution acceptable. 

Psychotherapy consists of individual psychoanalytical session~ with 

the Principal, who is a lay psychoanalyst. The frequency of these 

sessions varies according to the needs of the childa-

:ro·t all the children need intensive or frequent sessionsa 
at any time, of the 45 boys (in 1953) about eight need 
daily sessions, more are seen twice a week, and most of 
the others come spontaneously when they want to see their 
therapist. In about fifteen oases, genial friendship and 
~:ld&nce. - moralt social and personal - is sufficient to 
help the child.lJ • . · . 

As in the case of the other schools visited, great emphasis is plaoed 
on the part played in treatment by the emotional relationships between 

ad.ul ts and children. :Bloom describes it as the "most essential part 
. 14 

of the work of the school." • Its importanoe is men, too, in what 

has been said above on the question of self-government. 

It is not, however, regarded as being a reliable criterion of 

recovery, but is seen rather as an essential therapeutic ins.trument, 

which oan be manipulated as dictated by the necessities of treatment. 

In this matter of the·use which is made of emotional relationships, and 

the approach to it by the staff, one oan detect something of the .almos~ 
I. , 
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c;ynioa115· att~ tude referred to a~ove when discussing self-government. 

For example, in the interest, ot furthering a relationship ot this kind, 

a fairly new boy at the sohool was i;aken by. the Prinoipal :to a jeweller •a 

shop and was told that he oould choose ar:rt watoh he liked, the watoh was 

bought tor him by the Principal. The boy did 'not know, however, that a 

telephone oall had previously been made to the jeweller, asking him to 

bring out onl;y those wat.ohes whioh were less than a oertain prioe. The 

tact that the boy· was unaware of this entirely sensible precaution gave 

him quite a false impression of the situation. This impression, however, 

was· the whole object ot the outing, and the whole experience was tor the 

boy suttioiently striking to be an important step in treatment.16• 

The views expressed at this sohool an the question of criteria of 

reoover-7 a:re partioula:rly interesting, sinoe they differ, tor the most 

pa:rt, from. those which were gathered elsewhere. 

Symptom-reduotion was rejeoted tor two reasons. Firstl;y, the 

familiar distinction 'J:)etween "disease and symptom" was made, and it was 

pointed out that the symptoms· could disappear while leaving the under-
17 lying oontliot essentj,ally unresolved. • In this oODJJ.eotion, attention 

was drawn to the dangers of treating the symptoms, ;regardless ot their 

unconscious origi.Ds. As an example ot this, l was shown the oase-histor-7 

ot. a boy who h&d, before admission to Red Hill, undergone aa operation 

to oorreot a squint in one eye. As treatment progressed, it became 

appa:rei'lt that this oondi ti~ had in. taot been a peyohogenio symptom, 

and the seoond visual defect neoessi tated prolonged ophthalmic ~eatment. 

The seoond reason given tor rejeoting the. disappearance ot symptoms 

as a reliable ori terion of reoover-7 is that, in 111BD7 oases, the overt 
II 

symptoms may persist, as a· habit, even after a child's emotional need 

tor them has disappeared with the suooesstul conclusion of his individual 

therapy.1118• It is one of the secondary funotions ot selt-goverzmaen"t 

:--- to discourage the tendency to tall back upon suoh habits by the public 

axpression.ot sooial disapProval• 

.Aoademio progr-ess was not. put forward as a reliable ori ter:i:on of 
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reoCJVer7, sinoe with b07s of the int~lleotual calibre whioh is expected 

at Red Hill Sohool, it is assumed that m&D7 ba,rs will be able to make 

good progress in school, irrespective of the progress the7 make in 

treatment, even though, in some oases, children aoe, on adm;lssion, 

working f~ below their real oapaoit7. 

Attention was also drawn to two points, whi:oh, it was said, aoe 

trequentl7 interpreted as favourable signs, indicating impending re

oov&r7, but which are quite unreliable, and whioh oan in some oases even 

mask serious det~io:ration. The first of these is the assumption of an 

apparentl7 traquil, pleasing and law-abiding- faoade, which is often 

taken fo:r reooveey, but whioh in faot means little •. The seoond point 

is that an "ao:tive response is often regarded as an index of no1'UI&l.it7•"19• 
. . 

Six points were put forward as being valid and reliable criteria of 

reoover7•-

l. The a;ppe~anoe of a sense of humour. Although m&D7 of the ba.rs have 

a sense of.humour of a kind on arrival at the school, it is in all oases 

brittle, bitter o:r personal. The emergence of humour whioh has none of 

! these qualities is alwa7s associated w1 th real progress towards reoover7. 

.. _ 

2. Drawings and paintinp. Creative art of all kinds holds an important 

plaoe in the aotivi~ies at Red Hill Sohool - in the educational field 

(suooesstul exhibi tiona have been held at a London .galler7) and in 

treatment, 20• when the oon:tent of paintings, and the ohild •·a associations 

to them a:re interpreted in a similar W&7 to the interp:ret~tion of the 

dre .. material in other anal7ses. As the ohild recovers, there are 

changes in the content of the creative work, though reoover7 is not 

· neoessaril7 reflected in the standard of the technique. ReooveZ'7 oan 

be interred from the faot that the content is in some W&7 "more whole

some" and that the oonoepts are mom mature, rather than b7 detailed 

consideration of the significance of the items depicted. 

3. Recovery is fUrther shown b7 the child's acoeptanoe of the sooial 

st:ruoture of the sohool and its traditions. Thi·a would not, however, 

be s-nerall7 applicable, since it arises tram the particular organisation 

of the sohool, _where there is no undue pressure brought to bear to bring 
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4. · The recovering child is willing to· aocept the domestic routine 

ot changing clothes, keeping olean, punotualit7, and so an • . 
5· . The development ot sustained interests also indicate~ reoovery-, 

provided that these interests &Z"e not· .. obsessional. 

6. Finall7, reoovert is olearl7 indicated b7 a ohild~s bei~ able to 

look forward far. ·enough to make a vocational choice whioh is in realistic 

terms.· A shor~sighted bo7 who decides to become a pilot is not making 
. . 

his .choice in realistic· terms, ·no matter how competent he m&7 be in 

mathematics or aero~ios. 

'' 



CHAPTER X 

TBE :MULBERR!' BUSH SCHOOL 

(Mrs. B. E. Doakar-Dryadale). 

The present writer has worked an the teaching staff· at the Mulberry 

Bush Sohool for four years. The material presented here differs, 

therefore, from that in the three preceding chapters in that it leans 

leas on a formal interview, supplemented b7 published papers, and so an, 

and more on aotual experience of the working of the aohool, and on 

numerous diaouaaiona of the theories described below, often with 

referei:l,oe to particular· children being treated at the aohool. ·In order 

to minimise this difference of situation as far as possible, however, 

the topio of this work was diaouaaed nth the Principal' in the same 

Via7 as it was discussed With the Heads of other aohoola, though it was, 

of oourae, not neoeaaar7 to erlend this d1aou$aian to mare general 

aapeota of the work of the aohool and the underiying theo.r,-. 

~ The 'Mulberr7 -Bush Soh9ol was founded in 1949 b7 Mrs. B.E. Dookar-

Dr7adale, who is the present oo-prinoip(L]. and pa7ohotherapiat. Ita aim 

is to provide. "context" or "milieu" theraw far aeverel7 disturbed . 

ohild.rab. Treatment at the school is on a. 11 ahort-term11baaia, in the 

sense that the intention i'a to retu1-n the children to a more normal 

environment (hame, &Dd a day-aohool - or, in some oases, to a sui table 

home or boarding ~ohool) as soon as · 1 t is possible to do so w1 thout 

there being risk of subsequent breakdown. The ohildren generall7 remain 

at the sohool for two or three 7eara1 in some oases reoover7 is more 

ra~id than this, an~ in a ffJf!l, a longer stay is neceaa&r7• Reoent 

trends at the aohool appear to be in the direction of shorter duration 

of treatment." 

~-· The aohool aooomodatea 40 b078 an<l girls of average intelligenoe, 

whose ages m&7 r~ge from 5 - 12 years. The upper limit is to some 

extent flexi'bl,e, in that treatment will not be abruptl7 ~tailed 

.. beoau,ae of age, though in faot noh ai tuationa are rare, being in the 
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main avoided by the school's polioy of not accepting older children if 

it seems likely that their-treatment will last long enough to take 

them well above the upper age limit • 

. The children are in all cases referred to the sohool by Child 

Oui~ce Clinics, mostly in the Home Counties. Li~ison between the 

clinic and the school continues throughout treatment, the referring 

psychiatrist maintaining psychiatric supervision. Work with the parents 

is generally carried out by the psychiatric sooial worker of the referring 

olinio. In view. of this continued olcse co-operation, the sohool tends 

to restrict its ·i.Jitake to children from olinios where such co-operation 

oan be anticipated. 
• 

The treatment at the school is psycho&D&lytioally orientated, b~t 

not in the sense of analysis of the transference in the olassioal manner. 

As will be seen, treatment is based, rather, on more recent trends in 

the stud,- of the ego, the work of the school havi:Dg a similar starting 

point to those of Redl and :Bettelheim (v.s.), though there are differences 

·in the subsequent development • 

A distinction is ·drawn between two major categories qf· oases. There 

are, on the one hand, neurotic children, whose treatment proceeds along 

familiar lines - psychoanalytical interpretation of behaviour, exploit

ation of· the. transference situation, and so on - except that suoh treat

ment is more often carried out in the oonte:rl of the day-to-day life of 

the school, and in situations arising naturally, than in more formal 

psychotherapeutic sessions. On the other hand, there are those children 

who 1111Q' be referred to as 11affeotionless", 11trozen11 or 11preneurotio11 (in 

the sense of being emotionally at too primitive a developmental level 

for neurosis to be a possible ooourrenoe). 

This distinction should not be t*en to imply a view that these are 

the only forms of maladjustment, but children who fall outside these 

categories, whose maladjusted behaviour arises from, say, psychosis, or 

braiD damage, would, as a general rule, not be treated at the school. 

Jlrs. Doakar-Drysdale's most original contribu~ions to the theory of 

the treatment of disturbed children are concerned with the treatment of 

the second of these categories, and it is this that will be SUJIDII&l'~zed 
·'· ,, 
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We meet descriptions of what have became widel7 knbw.n as 

"affeotianless personalities"- in the literature of the subject in works 

as comparatively old as those of Aioh,horn, 1 • and the term "ps7ohopath11 

has etten been used in a similar sense for some years. In 1951, Bowlby2• 

reported the results of his investigation into the effects of maternal 

deprivation in early childhood. He associated suoh deprivation:-.:'with a 

particular "-atfectianless11 personality type, and, while admitting the 

possibility of prevention by the provision of an adequate substitute 

mother, he took an extremely pessimistic view of the outcome of any 

scheme ·of- treatmen;t_, tending to the view that such a ooncli tan, anoe 

it was well established, was irremediable. 

This latter finding has, in the last decade, been ridel7 accepted, 

and acted upon, with the result that many schools for maladjusted children 

will not :knowingly accept children of this sort, understandably preferring 

to fill their vacancies with cases whioh<have a more hopefUl prognosis. 

Being outside the scope of the psychotherapeutic sessions provided by 

the Child Guidance Clinics, and being rejected by many schools which 

provide residential treatment, these children tend to move from C~ildren's 

Home to Children's Home (where they om naturally not be tol~ated) ·md 

to make a kind of Rake • il Progress, going from approved school to Borstal, 

from Borstal to prison-· • • • These unhopetul views about the likelihood 

of successful treatment of atfeotionless children have as yet not been 

checked by experimental re-examination, their validity has never been 

accepted by a small number of special schools (for varied reasons) which 

have continued to accept children of this kind, md to treat them with 

varying cla~s of success • 

.Among such workers, Mrs. Dookar-Drysdale is alone, I think, in havins 

formulated a specific programme of treatment for such oases, with a 

oorr~sponding thear,r of their aetiology and subsequent development and 

reoovecy. 

These children present a complex picture an arrival at the school•' 
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I wo~d seleot3• the.following aspects of their behaviour as being 

oharaoteristiQ of all oases. 

1. Although superficial oontaots with adults are good, these children 

have no oapaoit)" for making 8D7 genuine relationships, that is 

relation~ips whioh will stand up to frustrations imposed b7 the 

adult. 

2. The "frozen" child is in'VlLl'iabl)" delinquent. 

3. Frustration will often produce violent hostilit7, frenzied panio 

and UDreasoning rage. 
I 

4. Tilie oonoept and understanding of oause and effeot are so 

rudimentar7 as to. be non-existent. 

5. Onl7 certain (delinquent) aspects of. the environment are acouratel7 

perceived; the term 11 seleotive perception" has been :used to describe 

their defeats in this field. 4• 
6. In the intervals b~tween delinquent aot•, rages and so on, these 

children have a remarkable oapaoi:t7 for rapid, but superficial, 

adaptati~ to changes :ln· their environment. This process, whioh is 

alwa7s followed b7 breakdown, ma7 be mistaken for progress, or even 

reoove~, followe_d b7 an inexplicable regression ~r deterioration. 

The above six points are -to be regarded as a syndrome rather than a 

.number of separate symptoms; most, if not all of them may be observed~ . . 
~ 8D7 afteotionless ohi;Ld. _ 

In addition, there is, in some oases, serious educational retardation, 

whioh can not usually be dealt with by the normal techniques of remedial 

teaching, owing to the excessive trequeno7 ~ th whioh breakdowns· and 

tantrums.m&7 be produced by failures· and-frustrations • 

. . It is oommonpla.oe to associate suoh a picture as this with deprivation. 

Mrs._· Dockar-Dr7sdal·e has put- forward a theoretical eXplanation of the 

causal r.elationships.between this olinioal picture and the earl7 

maternal deprivation. It will not be possible in the spaoe available 

her.e. to do. more than give a brief indication· of the direction ~f her 

thought, whioh is fully reported in the published papers oi ted in 

oonneotio.n with this chapter. 
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:Before a "):)aby has reached the stage wh87e an object-relationship 

has developed, he has no sense of self,. but exists only as part. of a 

mother-baby unity, whioh acts as a "barrier against stimuli", ;Protectu-g 

the baby from the need. to be exposed to excessive emotional states. 

Sholild this unity be brokeli (as, for example, in cases of deprivation), 

the baby must beoop~e prematurel7 self-reliant, and must undergo such 

e:x;perienoes, which are, at that stage, devastating in their effeot. 

The deprived child begins to develop his forms of behaviour when he is · 

still at too.primitive a level to have farmed an object relationship. 

He never learns to do this, tending to use rather the more primitive 

expedient of extending (and withdrawing) himself, (reproducing the 

disrupted mother-baby situation), so as to inolude people, whom he uses 

for his own purposes.· The personality and behaviour of suoh children, 

though pathological, is highly org8nised1 there tend to be definite, 

and recognisable, patterns of .behaviour, (though these, ot oourse-, va:ry 

from child to; child). 

Treatment of these ohildren.at the Mulberry.Bush Sohool does not 

follow the lines of psychoanalytic treatment of neurotic conditions. 

There is net (at aD7 rate not until a vary late stage) interpretation 

of behaviour,. nor is there any attempt to establish a transference -

tliere is in fact nothing to transfer.- Permissiveness, so ~ften advocated, 

is useless, or evan harmtul, with these children, since it merely enables 

them to make use of the adult for their pathologicai purposes. Treatment 

falls into four phases. 

1. Observati~, which enables the staff to recognise the characteristic 

behaviour patterns of the child. 

2. This in turn enables them to interrupt these pattens, at a oruoial 

stage, creating a situation where the child can not help but be aware of 

what he is doing and of the antecedan:ts and consequences of his action. 

Increased familiarity Wi~h the sequence of behaviour should ideally lead 

to a stage where interruption can take place at so early a stage that i~ 

would be more accurate to describe lt as anticipation. The child's 
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reaction to suooesstul inter.ruption or anticipation of his behaviour 

patterns consists of panio, and rage, whioh may give WB.7 to &1'1 exhausted 

calm or sleep. 

3. Depression. A state of unfooussed depression supervenes, whioh is 

apparent in every situation of the child's life - he is listless, apathetio1 

ories easily and often, and JDa7 keep to his bed' he may even ·appear to 

beoome ill. 

4. In the fourth stage, ~h~ ohild is still depressed, but the depression 

now centres arol.md a particular person, with whom the child forms a • 

genuine emotional relationship, whioh is termed "primary bond", sinoe it 

is tJ.xe. first ob.jeot-relationship formed in the child •a life. It. is 

therefore not a transference, ·th~1 .at ~much later stage, it~ 

itself be trmsferre9,.· 

Eridence of recovery is found in particular signs that the va:ri~s . 

at~s. of treatment are effective. Such evidence is cumulative, in that 

signs of success in )ater stages of treatment are of better prognostic 

value than those relating tf? earlier phases (provided, of course, t~t 

successful progress has bean made through the earlier stages of treat-
• • • -e-

ment).. 

The success of interruption and anticipation ~fa child's. behaviour 

m$chaDisms is seen· in the ch:Lld's re!iLctiona, which ar_e r~ferred to &"!Jove• 

Depression is usually readi~y disoerniblel this, too, is referred to 

abave. 

These. two signs ar~ hopeful indications that treatment has begun, 

b~t prognostically are not particularly reliable, since no irrevocable 

change. has taken place, and it is by no meana·impossible for the child 

t~ relapse to his old behaviour patterns, if, for example, treatment is 

interrupted. 
'l'he phases of unfocused depr~ssion and primary relationship, however, 

are at once more significant ~d.more reliable. Although treatment is. 

at this stage still far tram complete, the formation of this first object

relationship is an emotional experience, the effects of which appear to 

be permanent. ~ce this stage .. has been reached, the child is no longer 
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likely to assume again his former way of living. 

That this stage of treatment has· been reached is chiefly apparent 

in the child's ~ttitudea to the adult who is the object of the relation

ship. We see dep~ndenoe, and anxiety, which now appears tor the first 

time and whioh is often moat acutely tel t in consequence of the adult •·a 

absence tor any length of time. We- also see th,._t diaapproval from the 

adult oonoerned beoomea intolerable tor the ohild. In oases where 

educational retardation is present, educational progress may begin . 

about this time - often suddenly, and sometimes in a spectacular fashion. 

(This stage ot treatment should not be contused with the pathological 

paeudo-relati·onahip, described b7 'Mrs. Dookar-Dryadale as 11the reality 

azmexe11 in the paper alrea~ oited.5• In this latter situation the child 

uses all his oharm, but makes no demands, carries out no 
reality testtag. Frustration never has to be tolerated 
because he asks tor nothing. 

It is not a genuine relationship in any sense of the word, being 

merely a 11 aatety val.ven6• whioh baa the tunotion ot providing an UDreal, 

perteot figure, to whom the child oan turn between one ertension6• ud 

the next. With the first l:l,mit of frustration, - the first real 11no11 -

it vanishes without a trace.) 

When this point has been passed and the continued existence of a 

primary bond baa brought about a oerta:in amount of ego development, there 

appears tar the first time the poaaibilit7 of oonfliot, ot repression, 

ot neurosis. 

It oan well be maintained that, it a payobopathio, delinquent ohild 

reaohea a stage where he is tunotioning in a way that relates in many 

respects to the behaviour and motivation of the "normal peraon11 , 

(whatever this phrase may mean), then oonaid,rable amelioration, it not 

actual recover7, must have taken plaoe - even though :the new modes of 

behaviour are maintained only at a h:i,gh ooat whioh is measured iD terms 

ot imperfectly resolved oontliot. To substitute a non-delinquent and 

neurotic tor an atteotionleaa personali t7 is an achievement whioh would 

be . reok~ed as tantamount to recovery by many. 

IL 
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It is, however, possible to proceed beyond this point. As alrea~ 

stated, the primar7 bond may be transferred, and treatment ma7 be con

tinued in terms of more familiar ps7choan&ly-tioal concepts, in which 

case further criteria of.reoover7, applicable to the progress of neurotic 

children, will be relevant. Among the m&n7 factors which ma7 be signific

ant for the reoover7·of particular children ·and which m&7 well- appl7 

to children in this phase of treatment; it _is worth mentioning, as being 

more general in their application, an increased insight into their own 
.motivation and the abilit7 to manage feelings of ambivalence. 

There remains for discussion a number of minor factors whioh 111&7 be 

good addl tional indications of progress in "frozen children". 

It has alrea~ been mentioned that concepts of time and of oausalit7 

appear to be grossl7 undeveloped in these children. The emer~oe ~~ 

such concepts, and an abilit7 to make use of them m&7 pr~ to be valuable 

additional ori teri• of recovery in many oases. 

Recovering ohildre~ ma7 also show remarkable insight into_ the 

emotional needs and the behavioural motivation of those w:b,o are still at 
;r...... 
r earlier stages of treatm~t. Genuine insight of this sort is not however 

manifested in the farm of an unsolicited and facile interpret~tion of the 

conduct. and motives of the other children, expressed in a jargon he has 

learnt in a Child Guidance Clinic (or, perhaps, in listening in to the 

adults in the school). lt.is, rather, to be seen in appropriate_ actions, 

when the recovering child. is, for example, consoling a 7ounger child, or, 

.sa7, preventing a sudden tantrum, it is only expressed in words in response 

to a direct question - "What made 70u think of doing that?" The answer 

will, in all probabilit7, not be expressed in &n7 ps7ohologioal jargon, 

but in colloquial English _. foroetull7, vaguel7, in picturesque, or in 

banal and inadequate phrases, the child will attempt·to express, in his 

own wa7, what he understands. 

At. the Mulberr7 Bush School the intention is to return the children 

to.their own homes at the end of treatment whenever this is possible. 

While. they are at the school; most of the children spend at least part of 

the school holidays at home. For a child to be able to live at home at 
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the end of· treatment, without further bre~dOWl'l, there must be changes 

not only in the child himself, but also in the attitudes of his famil7: 

a. successful holiday, during which there have been no insoluble 

difficulties, will thus to some extent measure jointl7· ·the progress of 

treatment in the.school and the ;progress of psychiatrio.sooial work in 

the.home. Suoce~sful holidays thus have ·a definite, though limited, 

indicative. value with regard to the success of treatment. 
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PART FOURa 

CRITERIA OF RECOVERY GA~BEHED 

FROM THE ABOVE. SOURCES. 
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CHAPTER XI 

SUMMARY OF CRITERIA 

We have n~ examined eight souroes of information relevant to the 

present topic, four of whom - Lane, Aichhorn, :Bettelheim and Redl -

were treated primarily as authors who have dealt with this subject, 

the remainder being existing residential special schools. 

75 

In summing up what has been learnt from these souroes, one is 

immediately struck by the confusion and even contradiction in the material 

obtained. As will be seen below, no less than 49 criteria of recovery 

were gathered from only eight sources, many of these criteria being · 

derived from points of view which-are incompatible. 

But, although it would be absurd to deny that confusion does exist, 

the situation is rather less complicated than would appear at first sight.

The actual number of criteria is somewhat inflated by the inclusion of 

Redl's prolific and detailed points, and, in addition, as will be seen 

below, the criteria tend to· fall into a relatively small number of groups, 

within ea~h ot which the points gathered are all related to one another. 

The-list given below summari$es the criteria of recovery gq.the;t-ed 

from the material examined in previous chapters. Reference is made, 

after each criterion, to the writers or principals of schools who have 

proposed e~oh point. 

1. The disappearance of the referral symptoms. (Aiohhorn). 

2. The disappearance of symptoms, other than-referral symptoms, 
which were observed in the early stages of residential treatment. 
(Father Owen• W.D. Wills). • 

3. - The diminution of symptoms. (Redl ).. 

Reduction of frequency and intensity of symptoms. (W.D. Wills). 

Shorter duration of delusional attacks. (Redl). 

6. Irrespective of wllat happens to specific symptoms, the child tends 
to manifest less extreme behaviour. (Father Owen). 
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7. The child can tolerate rules and routine regulations-without 
abnormal or delusional reaction (e.g. paranoid interpretation of 
the intention of such rules, etc.) (Redl). 

-B. 

9· 

10. -

lle' 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 
18 • 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

The emergence of_socially acceptable behaviour. (Lane: W.D. Willet 
O.L. Shaw). 

. . 
The child is able to accept responsibility, or to take on jobs, 
within the residential community. (Lanea W.D. Wills). 

The child is able to accept the domestic routine of changing his 
clothes, washing, etc. without abnormal reaction. (O.L. Shaw). 

Increased ability to assess social situat!ons. (Redl). 

The child can spend holidays at home without breakdown. 
(Dockar-Drysdale). 

Evidence of the development of conscience or superego. (Lan~). 

Evidence of ego development. (Redla Bettelheimt DoCkar-Drysdale). 

Increased ability to tolerate frustration. (Redl). 

Increased ability to cope with feelings of insecurity, anxiety or 
fear. (Redl ). 

Increased ability to resist temptations to delinquent acts. (Redl). 

Increased resistance to group excitement. (Redl). 

Increased ability to cope with unacceptable impulses ·by sublimation. 
(Redl). 

The child begins to take care ·Of toys and other possessions. (Redl). 

Decrease in the "life areas" which bring loss of control, or 
breakdown. (Redl). 

The child ca.n experience guilt without denying it, breaking down, 
or using other pathological mechanisms. (Redl). 

The ohild can see, and admit, his own contributions to the 
circumstances that haye given rise to a situation which is 
unpleasant for him. (Redl). 

24. The child is less likely to break down in situations which are 
not structured for him by adults. (The child is less dependent 
on adult support. ) ( Redl ).. 

25. The child is willing to accept gratification offers from adults. 
(Redl). 

26. The child is able to retain an image of past pleasurable experiences. 
He is able to make use of it in planning future activities. (Redl). · 

27. The child is able to make valid inferences from his·own, or others' 
experiences. (Redl). 
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28. The child oan·experienoe failure without extreme reaction. (Redl.) 

29. The child can experience success without extreme reaction. (Redl). 

30. The development of positive or negative transference. (Aiohhorn). 

31. The development of other emotional relationships~ (Bettelheim• . 
Father Owen• Dockar-Drysdale). 

32. Diminished suspiciousness of adults. (Redl). 

33. Increased ability to take affection. (Redl). 

34. Extreme dependence on an adult. (Dockar-Drysdale). 

35. Absence of some adult causes anxiety. (DoCkar-Drysdale). 

36. A phase of depression. (Dockar-Drysdale). 

37. Increase in educational attainments. (Bettelheima W.D. Wills• 
Dookar-Drysdale). 

38. More positive attitude to school-work. (Bettelheim). 

39. Sustained interest in school subject, or in some out-of-school 
activity. (O.L. Shaw). 

40. Recovery may be indicated by interpretation of the content of the 
child's paintings. (W.D. Willsa O.L. Shaw) .• 

41. Recovery may be indicated by more general .. emmination. of the style 
of paintings - t~ey may be less chaotic, for example, or, in the 
case ·of an obsessional child, they may be less "over-organised". 

42. 

43. 
44. 
45· 
46. 
47. 
48. 

(W.D. Wills). ~ 

The content of the child's paintings becomes more "wholesome". 
(Q.L. Shaw). · · 

The child takes more·care over his personal appearance. (Lane). 

Improved time concept. (Redl: ·DoOkar-Drysdale). 

Increased ability to use verbal communication. (Redl). 

Increased ability to use symbols. (Redl). 

The emergence of new·forms of behaviour. (W.D. Wills). 

The emerge~oe of a sense of humour which is not bitter or personal. 
{O.L. Shaw). . . 

Realistic vocational choice. (O.L. Shaw). 

The above list may be divided into seven groups or categories of 

oriteriaa-

1. .Those whioh·.are concerned with what happens to the symptoms of 

maladjustment (nos. 1 - 6). (Aiohhorna Father Owen• W.D. Willet Redl). 
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2. Those whioh are concerned with the child's social adjustment 

(nos. 7 - 12). (Redla Lanea W.D. Wills: O.L. Shawa Dockar-Drysdale). 

3. Those which have been put forward as evidence of increasing ego 

development (nos. 14 - 29). (Redla Bettelheima Dockar-Drysdale). 

4. Those which are concerned with some form of emotional rel~tionship 

between the child and an adult (nos. 30 - 36). (Aichhorna Bettelheima 

Father Owen• Dockar-Drysdalea Redl). 

5. Those which are concerned with the child's educational progress 

(nos. 37 - 39). (Bettelheima W.D. Willsa DoOkar-Drysdale). 

6. .Those which are concerned with the child's paintings or drawings 

(nos. 40- 42). (W.D. Willsa O.L. Shaw). 

7. A group of miscellanous factors, not related to each other 

(nos. i3, 43 ~ 49). 
It will be clear that certain points coul~ be regarded as falling 

under various headings other than. those w~ich have been assigned to 

them here. Thus; for example, an increase in educational attainments 

r-· could be regarded as the disappearance or diminutio~ of a symptom if 

educational retardation was present on referral, rather than being 

placed in a category of its ~· Similarly~ nos. 10 and 11, could be 

.construed as indicati~e of personal development, rather than being 

factors concerned with the child's social adjustment. 

This grouping, however, is not entirely arbitrary, and it is hoped 

that. the reasons for it will emerge in the next few chapters, in wh"ich 

each of the above grou~s of criteria will be examined separately, with 

special reference to their application in the field of residential 

treatment. 
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. CHAPTER XII 

METHOD OF nfVESTIGATING THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CRITERIA 

OF RECOVERY 

It must be clear that the main question with regard to these 

suggested o~iteria is the degree to which they relate to subsequent 

a~tual recovery. There are basically two approaches to the problem 

of investigating this relationship. 

Firstly, it would have bean possible to investigate how the criteria 

relate to a large number of children drawn from a variety of schools. 

One could, for example, have oiroularised all the residential special 

schools for maladjusted children in the country, aSking for assessments 

of children chosen at random. Such a method has, at first sight, certain 

advantages, not only in the larger size of ·the sample, but also in that 

it would give a more general picture of the position in the special schools 

service as .a whole, ra~her than being limited to the diagnostic groups, 

age range, or intelligence, of children treated by one school. 

However, after preliminary approaches had been made to the special 

schools in England and Wales, it was found that there were a large 

numbe~ of schools which were not prepared to oo-oper~te in the completion 

of such a questionnaire. Various reasons were given for this - chief . . 
among them being the pressure of work, which is understandable, since 

the pressUl"es, both as regards time and energy, are extremely high in 

schools of this sort. Several of the schools maintained by Local 

Education Committees were restricted by rulings of the Education Authority 

in the degree to which they were able to participate in research schemes. 

It is also possible that the failure to obtain widespread co-operation 

reflects a distrust, on the part of ma.ny prin.cipals, of quantitative 

methods, or a feeling that such methods may present an unfair picture 

of the success of their methods of treatment. 

Consequently, although the co-operation of nearly half the special 
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schools in the country was assured, it was felt to be preferable to 

abandon thi~_ ap:proach, since the ;size of the sample which had been 

obtained (36 children) was not_appreoiably greater than that obtained 

by the method shown below. 

This alternative method, which ~s finally adopted, is to confine 

the study to a relatively small number of children, taken ·from one 

school, who were all known personally to the writer, who has taught 

most of them in his own class, has been oonoerned with the educational 

and therapeutic provision for all of them, in his capacity as head 

teacher, and has bad extensive contact with all of them in out-of-school 

activities. 

Thirty children were chosen,· ·who had left the Mulb~rry Bush School,· . . 
Standlak:e, between December, 1956 and December, 1959. The selection 

was random as far as the criteria of recovery are concerned since all 

children were included who left the. school for any reason during the 

relevant period. The period was not entirely the result of random 

selection, the ohoioe being limited by. the necessity to confine the 

investigation to children who were known. to the writer, but who had 

been long enough away from the-school to permit some assessment of 

recover, to be made in terms of how they were able to fit in to the· 

outside world. It was also thought advantageous, for reasons con9erned 

with the statistical treatment (see below) to include in.the material 

an appreciable number of cases where treatment was· not successful, and 

the period chosen does in fact contain a bigher proportion of such cases 

than is to be found in most three-year periods at the school. 

The children were of primary and junior secondary age, ranging from 

·7 - 14 years at the time of leaving. They were of ayerage intelligence, 

the intelligence quotients ranging from 80 - 156, and the mean being 
L . . 

108. They were.of both sexes, th~ number being made up of 25 boys and 

5 girls~ The number of girls leaving during the three•year period is 

rather lower than would be expected from the proportion of girls being 
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treated at the school at any one time (10 out of 40), and is accounted 

for by the faot that among the girls at that time there were a rather 

larger number of longer stay oases than is usual. 

A more detailed presentation of the above information is to be 

found in table fo~ in Appendix I, together with details of the 

assessments of the children, described below. 

Eaoh child was oonsidered separately, ·as to whether each criterion 

was applicable, in the sense of its having been observed and reported, 

and a reoord of the results obtained was recorded in the form shown iD 

Appendix I.· In addition, each child was classified with regard to 

subsequent reoov~ry; this classification was in three groups•- recovered; 

improved, but not recovered; and treatment unsuccessful. Children who 

were withdrawn at the school's request after an observation period, as· 

being unsuitable for treatment at the school, were.inoluded in the last 

cate~ry, together with all those oases where there was no report~d 

improvement in behavioural or other problems. In any oases where it 

was deemed necessary to continue a ahild's education at the secondary 

level in another special school, the appropriate categories were held 

to be ''unsuccessful treatment" if further problems were reported at 

the new school, and "improved,. but not recovered" in all other cases,_ 

even when no difficulties were reported .from the secondary school. 

In this category to·o, were placed those oases where, though further 

_problems were reported after the child's leaving the school, these were 

not deemed sufficiently disabling to necessitate further special treat

ment of any kind. 

All oases where no further problems, or breakciown, were reported 

were listed as recovered. 

The above judgments, concerning both the occurrence of criteria 

and the question of subsequent recovery were based on information 

gathered from the following sources:-· 
Information conoerning inte~ligence level and referral symptoms 



was obtained from Form 2 BP, sent to the school with each child by the 

referring c~ild guidance clinic. More detailed information ~s available 

in the form of reports from psychiatrists, psychiatric social workers, 

probation officers, ohilcJren's officers,. and from previous schools, 

hostels, and so on. Nat~ally, not all of these reports are available 

for &DY one child, but in no case was it nec.essary to rely on the Form 

2 BP alone. 

In assessing whether the criteria were aPPlicable, the following 

sources of information were used•-

1. Educational reports. These are written termly by the teaching staff 

of the school, and are concerned with the whole range of the child's 

behaviour in the classroom. They normally cover the following pointsa

sooial developments emotional development; emotional relationships; 

attitude to school work and the results of attainment tests, which are 

given irregularly in the earlier _stages of treatment, and once a term 

in the later stages (with the use of alte~~tive forms to minimis~ the 

effects of test sophistication). 

2. Therapist's _reports, _which are concerned with the chill's emotional 

developmen't;. These are written irregularly, as deemed necessary. Each 

child is usually the subject of two such reports in the course of the 

year, and they are always written in a child !s first term and in his 

final term. 

3. Teacher'' records of work. 

4• Private notes on case conferences and discussions by the staff 

concerning the progress of particular children. 

5· The above is supplemented by the writer's own experience of the 

children concerned. 

It was not considered proper to include oase histories of the 

children concerned, represe~ting, as they (lo, all the children who have 

left a named school within a specified period. All the above material, 

with the exception of the private notes, and some of the record boOks, 
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is kept in"the files of the Mulberry Bush School. 

There are a few fUrther considerations whioh apply to certain 

specific criteria of recovery. 

The main consideration when deciding whether any child could be 

regarded as showing signs of development of ego or super-ego, or trans

ference, was whether the case had been reported or disous~ed in these 

term~ by the principal of the school, who, as eXplained in Chapter X 

is the school's psychotherapist. It must therefore be born in mind 

that, in the case of these criteria, the judgments recorded are 

essentially those of one per.son. 

The phrase "disappearance of the referral symptom!!~" is used to 

indicate all those oases where symptoms recorded in Farm 2 HP,and in 

other reports made prior to the child's a~ission to the school, 

we~e -not observed during the last terms of the child's stay. Consequently, 

the fact that it may be recorded that this criterion is applicable in 

a particular case does not preclude the .possibility.of other criteria 

under tl;l.e general heading of symptom clearance being also applicable.· 

The interpretation of pictures and drawings painted during psycho-
• therapeutic sessions is by no means an uncommon technique in the individual 

treatment -of particular oases as carried out by the principal of the 
. . 

school. However, when dealing with those cri~eria which are concerned 

with the use of artistic productions, only in those oases where the 

interpretations made had a direct ahd prognostic bearing on the ohilA's 
~ 

recovery, was a positive score given, indicating that the criterion was 

observed. An illustration m~ serve to make this point olear1- It 

the therapist interpreted a pieoe of work as symbolising some specific 

problem or conflict-of the child, this woul~ not count as one of the 

criteria of recovery. It, on the other hand, a painting was reported 

as symbolising ego gr-owth, or the resolution of a conflict-, then, in 

the case .. ~f ·this child, a positive score would be made ·for the criterion 

"interpretation of the content of the child •·a art". 
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Consideration of the criterion 11inorease in educational attainment"· 

presented a further difficulty. The majority of the children in the 

school show appreciable ~creases in attainment age during their stay. 

It would therefore be easy to obtain an apparently highly sigti!iticant 

degree of association between increase in educational attainment and 

recovery whioh meant in fact very little. In order to avoid this 

danger, a very narrow interpretation was given to the words "increase 

in educational attainments", namely, an increase, shown by standardised 

attainment tests, over a period of not more than a.year, of more than 

twioe the number of months of attainment age, than the number of months 

which have elapsed sinoe the last test. 

In order to decide which children had shown an increased ability .. 
to accept domestic routine, the material .~isted above was supplemented 

by di~cussions of the various children concerned with the School Matron, 

who was better able to form an accura~e opinion in this matter. 

Lastly, a record of the degree to which the children were able to 

tak• on responsibilities and jobs was av.ailable in the form of the 

records of the Sohool Bank. Children at the school are paid for carry·ing 

out. certain voluntary work, and 'f;hese payments are recorded. Reference to 

jobs and acceptance of responsibilities is, of course, also frequently 

made in the course of the reports alrea~ mentioned. 

Assessment of recovery is based mainly on correspondence from.the 

various Child Guidance Clinics who maintain contact with the cases, and 

report progress, both at home and at school. In addition, contact with 

the child and its parents is maintained by the sohoolJ many children and 

their parents return to visit the school from time to time, and most keep 

in touch by letter, at least for some time after the date of departure. 

Material gathered was arranged in the form of four-fold tables, the 
11 improved11 and "·unsuccessful" categories being put together under one 

heading of "not recovered". 
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These tables are shown in full in Appendix II. 

The use of this form_ftoes not imply an aotual dichoto~. It would 

be theoretically possible to arrange the thirty children in the sample 

in order of their degree of reoovery. Similarly, it would be theoretically 

possible ~o arrange the ch~ldreri in rank orders which showed the degree 

to which each ori terion was; manifested. The dichotomous tabulation was 

~ecessitated by the difficulties of observation in practice. 

This point has a bearing on the choice of a statistic to interpret 

the data. It indicates the possibie use of a ranking method of correlation 

Kendall's ~would ~rovide a· good measure of the degree of relationship 

between the presence of the criteria and -subsequent reoovery. Fortunately, 

this statistic oan be applied when the ranking degenerates into. dichotomies 
~ -

The reationship be~een the _prese~ce of each criterion. and. 

subsequent recovery was derived from the tables shown in Appendix II by 
1 

the_following formula:- ad_ be 

- .f1ifpq 
- 0 

To test the level of signifioanoe the following formula was used:-
·a ::: s -in 

.liar a 
( • s ad - b.o) vars~~ ' !! 

The significance of the value obtained for ~ was found in a table 

for areas under the normal curve. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

CRITERIA. WBICB RELATE TO SYMPTOMS 

This description, of oourse, admits of an extremel7 wide field of 

applioation. It might in faot be olaimed that aD7 of the oriteria 

listed in Chapter XI could, in some W&7, be regarded as a lessening of 

the symptoms of maladjustment. 
' Nevertheless, the consideration as a separate group of those 

a.ri teria which concern the s1Jilptoms is worthwhile for three reasons. 

1. There is an ·important difference between these criteria and almost 

eve17 other one whioh has been recorded above. Whereas arq use ·of the 

disappearance (or diminution etc.) of symptoms as a prognostic criterion 

of recove17. tends to be negative, all the other criteria are positive. 
. . 

In the first case, we s&7 that the child no longer does auch-and-suoh, 

but in the second case we go further than this, &lld S&7 that the child 

is now able to do something else. 

2 • The COnCept Of S1Jilptomatic behaviom.- is applioable to nearl7 all 

maladjusted children. Bot ·all are anti-social or retarded educationall7, 

for example, but their behaviom- oan al1ra7s be viewed 11'i the light of 

their referral s1Jilptoms •. Thus, if we find that this group of c~teria 

has ~ validit7 at all, we will have found an indicator of recover7. 

which ma7 be applicable to a wide variet7 ·of cases. 

3. ·The question of the significance of the symptoms in the treatment of 

the maladjusted child is one about whioh there .is great disagreement. It 

will therefore be an advadage to deal with it specificall7, in so far as 

it affects the present topi·c. 

Aichhorn, 1 • and others; rejected the use of symptoms in evaluating 

the success of treatment, or, at least, urged great cautioa in its 

application. It must however be pointed out that the symptoms oannot be 

ignored altogether in this respect, as Aichhorn himself discovere~ when 

he came to evaluate the success of his treatm~t. Peroeption of the 
. . 

behaviour of other people is. the raw material - which we use when forming 
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oonolusions about their motivation 81ld so on. Behaviour ot certain kinds 

is described as-symptomatic, and it ~ be possible to oame to oertain 

conclusions, or to farm oertain theories, about the pathological state, 

whioh is its oause. But we are not able to be directly aware ot a 
. ' neurosis, _or a psyohopathio state, tor example, and auy attempt to assess 

progress or recovery whioh is entirely in terms of sane theory ot 

personality disorder, and whioh does not continually take aooount- ot the 

observed behaviour is liable to beoome erealistio and even ridiculous. 

It m~ well be that the disappearance of the symptoms need not indicate 

reoOV8rJ', but, as has been pointed out by Redl, it is dittioult to main

tain that recovery has taken plaoe it the original symptoms are still in 

existence~ 

Strong feelings are undoubtedly aroused by this question ot the use 

·. ot symptoms to judge recovery, but this is largely UllDeoessary, being due, 

at. leas:t 1n part, to loose thi:nking which results in some degree ot 
contusion between aims of treatment and criteria ot_ recovery. It is 

·possible to make out a very_ strong oa_se, based on the psyohoanalytioal 

view ot maladjustment and delinquency, against the elimination ot 
symptoms as ail .aim or method ot treatment, md this point ot view has 1n 

taot alreacli be~ outlined above. But this is not relevant to the 

present issue. The question is not "Can we bring about recovery by 

eliminating or suppressing the symptoms?" but "Bow tar is the disappearance 

ot the symptoms- related to subsequent reoO'Ver7?" This latter question 

contains no implications about methods or aims ot treatment. 

Suoh a form ot the question as this, however, though adequate tar 
the p~pose ot making the above distinction, does in tact over-simplif1 

· the'matter in mauy respects. 

Reference has alreaa,. been made to the possible disorepanoy between 

r$ferral symptoms, and those which are observed after placement tor 
.._ / 

- residen~ial treatment. Striking and, one wOuld have. said, important 

symptQms may thus disappear almost overnight and before treatment has 

begun. The tollowing example will show how the whole appearance ~ 
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alter :i.n this W&'7• 

Lilly B., aged 8, was referred to the ohild guidance olinio for 

investigatiOn of her bizarre behaviour at home. She.was not aooeaaible 

to parental control, but in the sense that alle seemed unaware of her 

parents • requirements rather than that she deliberately or aggressively 

refused to obey them. The moat striking tea ture of the oaae., however, 

was her complete inability (or absolute refusal) to communicate with 

other people except through the medium of her·dolla. She had five of 

these dolls, and, if anyone wished to hold a conversation with. her, he 

or she had to speak, not to Lilly (she would not answer), but to any one 

of the dolls. Lilly would then answer, manipul~ting the doll as though 

it were speaking. Each of the dolls :had ~ different personality, whiob 

was· apparent in the manner and content of ita replies. At least one 

person who was professionally oonoer.ned with Lilly about this time saw 

all this ~· the expression of different, co.ntlioting aspects o~ the 

child's personal1t7, and it was, in any oaae, the aspect .of the oase 

whioh preoccupied moat of those who worked with her • 

Lilly was ascertained as maladjusted, and a plaoe was found for her 

at a boarding special school. The staff were informed in advance about 
. . -

·her dolls ~d her diffioul ty of ·oommunioation, but,, wben she arrived, 

the dolls were never unpa~ed and .she r81'ely stopped talking. She was, 
moreover, aggressive, precociously obao~e, and prone to temper tetruma·. 

We thus have in this oaae two reported sets of symptoms• those whioh 

were the reason far the referral to the olinio, and those whioh followed 

immediately upon plaoeme~t. 

The question whioh arises from oases like this is whether "arrival" 

and referral symptoms are equivalent for the purpose of assessing progress 

in treatment. . 

It does not, of course, always follow that the referral- symptoms 

are indioati~ of the ·most- important factors in a oase. Peter L., (aged 

11), for example, was referred by his school on aooount of his bull71D8 

and dangerously aggressive behaviour. This was not a long-standing 
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probl•, being, rather, sudden and acute, and prior to this his school 

record had been U~Jremarkable in every wa7. He was not ou·tatandingl7 

good or bad in 8D7 subject or field ot aotivit7. As in the oaae of 

Lill7 B. , the behaviour which led to his referral was never seen after 

his arrival in a boarding special aohoolJ be tended to be ah7, quiet 

and rather withdrawn. However, another, apparentl7 unrelated, factor 

had •erged during the programme of testa carried out b7 the ohild 

guidance olinio. Although he had for several 7eara been working in his 

primar7 school in a "dull-average" !Stream, and although his attaimaent 

teat reaul ta were at a comparable level, his intelligence quotient was 

worked out as 150 (Stanford Binet). 

He. had been working for some 7eara well below his potential level, 

and none of his teachers had ever been aware of the faot. It was not, 

as it appeared, a,impl7 a oaae for intensive remedial teaching. He rea

ponded to this very alowl7, and it took nearl7 two 7eara to give him 

confidence in the field of school .work. ail!'- t'o remove what appeared to be 

a severe intellectual inh~biti~. At. 13, Peter transferred to a normal 

grammar school, and was later reported to be working adequatel7 1:n an 
11A11 class.· 

I'D this oaae, the referral BJDlptom,· a short-lived phase ot aggressive 

behaviour, led to the detection of a hitherto undetected handicap, which, 

if it had continued to be unrecognised, would have had far-reaching 

effects in the bo7'a later life. Other factors, whioh have been omitted 

in this extr•el7 condensed aooount, lead me to suppose that the two 

problema were not unrelated, but it seems that, in oases like this, &D7 

attempt to assess progress in terms of the referral symptom, would be 

ignoring one of the main problema. 

A fUrther poaaibilit7. is that one wiil onl7 become aware of one of 

tbe symptoms which were present in the .early stages of treatment after 

it ha.a cleared up. The following is a ·oaae in point, which alao'aervea 

~cidentall7 as • good illustration of Stott's viewa2• on the results 

of intelligence testa of certain maladjusted children. 
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It is not neoessar.1 for our present purposes to give the details of 

Peroy B •s. r~ferral and early treatment. When he had been in a speoial 

sohool for a year, he was, at the end of one term, given a number of 

standardised attainment tests, as a routine oheCk. In the nine months 

sino.e he was last tested, his reacli:ng oomprehension age (as measured 

by Sohonell1 R4 Test B) had inoreased from 10 - 8 to 14 - 6. His age 

at this time was just over 10 years, and his I.Q. was given by the 

referring clinio as 108. This 4-a,C inorease in reading oomprehension 

in nine months, beginning at a point whi~h was in 8.Jq oase not below 

his ohronologioal age is no mean aohievement for a boy of Peroy's stated 

level of intelligenoe. We :may think it probable that there was, :i.n this 

oase, an intelleotual inhibition, as in the oase of Peter L.; whioh has 

oleared up in the course of treatment. It is not possible to give 

more information at the present time, sinoe this is a very recent oase, 

and Peroy's intelligenoe level is, at t~e time of w.r~ttng, the subjeot 

of re-examination. It seems possible, however, that he under-soored on 

the original te·st in a similar way to those oases reported b7 Stott. 2 • 

There is one final diffioul t7 about the use of referral S1Jilptoms as 

prognostio ori teria. ·The wr1 ter has known of several oases where a 

.. ohild has been referred b7 the parents for treatment on aooount of one 

symptom, without their having mentioned a whole series of other symptoms 

which have been present for some time. In praotioe, however, such 

'UJl:i"eported S1Jilptoms are usuall7 discovered in the first week or two 

of residential treatment. 

We now turn to the question of what aotuall7 happens to the symptoms. 

The popular oonoeption of the treatment of maladjusted children (where 

it does not envisage the ultimate in permissiveness) seems ~o be based 

on an idealised form of ps7ohoanalytioal treatment, onoe the oruoial 

oonfliot is brought to oonsoiousness, the symptoms suddenl7 vanish as if 

the7 had never been. Suoh dramatio and instantaneous remissiOns of 

symptoms have been reported bi, among others; Lane3• imd Valentine, 4. 

but, while they may be oammon_enough·in oertain types of oase, the7 are, 
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in the experience of the present writer, very rare among those children 

who are sent f'or residential treatment. 

'II 

In the list of' possible criteria given in the last chapter, I have 

therefore, in addition to the disappearance of' the referral and "arrival" 

symptoms, put down a number of' alternative courses whioh the symptoms 

may follow. It may ~ell be that more than one of these will be applicable 

in a single oase (see below, Derek J.), since a ohild with one solitary 

symptom would probably not be treated in a boarding special school' and 

there seems no reason why all the symptoms should follow identical courses·. 

The most common courses of disappearing symptoms has been, among those 

children with whom the present writer has had direct experience, their 

diminution and subsequent final disappearance and their reduction in 

frequenoy:and intensity. 

The following example is ~ven as typical of both of the· above points•

In the early stages of his stay in·a special school there were two 

situations where Derek J's. emotional disturbance was clearly apparent 

in the form of -noticeable B1Jilptoms. These were in the classroom and in 

the diningroom. 

In the classroom, he tended to panio when faoed with any new work, 

new problems - in faot new situations of any sort. Unless intervention 

was ext:r.emely quick, he wo~Cl purst into a mixture of tears and ourses,

shou'J;ing that he oould not do this work, that he would never be able ·to 

do it, that he was only asked tQ do it so that he oould be made to look 

a fool, and so on. This would be accompanied by a rapid, but thorough 

destruction of his books. Interruption of this sequence was generally 

followed by a violent temper tantrum whioh necessitated physical constraint 

'There was, in this case, no sudden elimination of the above 

S1Jilptomatio behaviour. DePek ·continued to reaot every time he was faoed 

with a new situation. Th~ violence of the reaction was gradually 

diminished, however, un.til, durin,g the two terms. before he left the 

school, it consisted onl;y of his saying calmly and &l.most casually, 
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"I 081l't do th~encouragement ("Of course ;you 0811!") 

wo~d enable him to look again at his problem and to take up his work 

again. The .symptom was still th~re, and still reoosnisableJ but it had 

been gradually diminished until finally it had lost all its emotional 

oontent, the residual reaotion surviving probably as a habit • 

. In the. diningroom, the pattern was somewhat different. In his 

earlier days at the sohool, he always insisted that he wa~ being starved, 

and that everyone else had more, or better, food than he was given. He 

was, in th~s respect, oompletely unable to aooept the evidenoe of his 

eyes, and, to "even _things up", he would often try to steal food from 

other ohildren, or to upset their food on to the floor~ At first, this 

would h&ppen at every meal, but, after a time, it was intermittent. 

About a year later, behaviour of this. kind could still be observedJ 

it was little changed from its earlier manifestations., but it was now 

comparatively rare. When such behaviour had finally ceased, no-one 

could have said w1 th any certa:tn.ty when it had finally stopped. ! 

In the case of Derek J•, then; -we see two different forms of 

symptOmatic behaviour, whose· reduction took different forms even though 
."';) 

the prooess occurred with eaoh of them d~in~ the same period. 

To sum up•-

Quite apart from those o~jections to the use of the reduction of 

the symptoms as a criterion of recovery which are based on the psyoho

analytioal view that the symptom is me~ely an outward sign of an ·un

consoious oontliot·, and that tl;le symptom may be ohanged or removed 

without materially affeoting the underlying problem, there are a number 

of praotioal diffioulties whioh arise in residential treatment (and 

possibly in other forms of treatment too) and whioh oan lead, at the 

least, to inaoourate observation and reporting, and, possibly, wrong 

conclusions based on suoh inaoourate reports. 

These are•-

1. The possibility that the referral symptoms may never be seen in 
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the residential school, their place being taken by an entirely 

new set of S1Jilptoms. 

2. The possibility that severe S1Jilptoms m&7 not be reported or 

observed; they may be only recognised in retrospect. 

In addition to their sudden, dramatic disappearance, which may 

be rare in residential schools, the symptoms may be· reiuced in various 

waysa-
They may gradually dwindle Or. diminish. 

Their frequency and intensity may be reduced. 

They may be of shorter duration. 

There may be a general· reduction of extreme types of behaviour. 

Turning to our statistical material we find that, of the six 

criteria listed under this heading, three are significantly associated 

with subsequen-t re·covery. 

Considering·these·first, they area-

Disappearance of th~ referral S1!Dptomsi ~ •• 5b 1 a ::;: 2.2 

Diminut:i,on of S1JilptQJJl., 1 · "(' •.• SO -1 a .. 2.2 

Although these cr~teria have similar distributions, they do not 

necessarily coincide in any par~ioular ~hild,. as may be seen in 

Appendix I~ 

Less extreme behaviour ( C:.= .52 ; a • 2.4) is signi:f'icant at the 

5~ level. 

These correlations d,.o not support the view that the disappearance

-of the symptoms has no necessary relationship with reoover7 since the 

real problem may be left unt.ouohed to emerge later 1Ji another form. 

It m~ even be the case that the fact that these associations are . . 

significant only at the 5~· level is a reflection of the practical 

difficulties of observation and reporting referred to above, and that 



if it were possible to be more exact in this respect, the true 

relationship between symptom clearance and recovery would emerge as 

b~ing highly si~ifioant.· 

There was no significant association between "arrival s1Jilptams11 

~d recovery ·( C• .47 ' a = .88). This, of course, does not deny 

the existence of this problem, there remain the oases, as described 

above, where this phenomenon is a very real complicating factor. It 

is, however, probably fair to conclude that it is a very much less 

widespread problem than is suggested ~y many workers in this field. 

Similarly,.reduction of the frequency and intensity of the symptoms 

( r• •37 ' a = 1.54), an example of which has been quoted above, oan 

not be said to have any wide application. 

"Shorter delusional attaaks11 is the least significant of the 

criteria to be considered in this chapter (-r • .12; a= .24). 

It is, in fact, the least significant of all the criteria considered 

. in the investi~tion •. ·It is .possible that Red15•, in proposing this 

point, had something dif~erent in mind from the way in which it was 
' understood when making this investigation, but, after re-reading 

. Redl's views, and r·e-examining the cases used in thi·s enquiry, I have 

· came to the conclusion that it is not likely t~at the significance ot 

this ori terion would be materially improved by a re-assessment. 



CHAPTER XIV 

SOCIAL ADJUSTMD'l' 

The use of social adjustment as a criterion of reoover7 is.· 

neoessaril7 limited in its application, sinoe it implies that the 

maladjustment of the children in question takes the form of anti

social behaviour, or, at least, behaviour whioh, if not aotivel7 anti

social, is n~t aooeptable to sooiet7• Children who are ascertained 

as in need of special educational treatment on the groUilds of maladjust

ment ~o not neoessari.l7 fall into suoh a oategor71 their symptoms may 

be excessive withdrawal, enuresis, gross intellect~ inhibition, or 

one of a number of psychosomatic disorder.a, which need not &ffeot the 

·ohild 'a social adjustment in &n7 wa7. 

Nevertheless, this restriction probabl7 affects, in practice, a 
smaller number of children than it might at firs~ appear, sinoe there 

seems to be· a tendeno7 for children who ~e aggressive or delinquent to 

preponderate among those sent for residential treatment. The extent of 

this.tendeno7 and the reasons for it are, striotl7- speaking, outside the 

soope of the present enquir7. One might, however, suggest that parents, 

teachers and education authorities ma7 be more likel7 to take a~ 

about a ohild to whom their attention is brought b7 his persistent anti- ~ 
social aot~vities than about a ohild,.who, though he may be seriousl7 

emotionallY' disturbed, does nothing undesirable which will draw attention 

to him. Peter L., in the last chapter, was, it will be remembered, not 

referred to the ohild guidance olinio until he began to behave aggressivel7, 

although he hf(Ld, in faot, been vegetating for 79ars. 

But, be that as it ma7, there will probably be a larger number of 

children in an7 residential establishment to wham the use of social 

adjustment couid prima faoie be applied than the number to whOIIl it will 

obviousl7 be inapplicable. 

The principal advantage deriving from th~ use of this criterion, 
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as compared with the remission of symptoms, is that it is.muoh more 

positive. We are not concerned with what the child no longer does, 

but with what he is able to do now, which he could not do previously. 

There would be obvious advantages which would arise from the adoption 

of objective tests or scale~ of social adjustment, but this has un

fortunately not been widely adopted within the residential special 

schools, and we must rely on the observation of the members of the 

staffs of the schools who co-operated in this enquiry. The value of 

suoh objective tests could well be a rewarding line of fUture enquiry~ 

It must be obvious that, if the concept of social adjustment is 

to h&ve any meaning when applied to the recovering maladjusted child, 

it must be applie~ within the context of.the residential community 

where the treatment is being o~ried out, since this i1:1 generally the 

only enriromilent within whiol:i. the staff are able to· ol:»serve. the child 'a 

actions and reactions in relation to the other people with whom he comes 

in to contact. The question which arises is, t~en, to what extent does 

a child's increased social adjustment within a .residential school relate 

(a) to his general recovery? and (b) to his social adjustment in the 

world outside? 

Clearl7,. much will depend on the individual school concerned. A 

vary strict regime could well produce an enforced conformity which would 

disappear as soon as the constraining and supporting d~soipline was 

removed, and, conversely, a very permissive organisation could 
. . 

artificially prolong an aggressive or anti-social phase long after the 

time when it would have disappeared if the child were in another setting. 

One. would thus expect social adjustment to be ~ unreliable ori:terion, 

which would vary greatly in its significance between one school and 

another, though this is not of course to say that it would not be valid 

in some schools, or in some circumstances. 

Reference was made above to the question of the child's adjustment 

to the· world outside the residential establishment. In .the oase of a 
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~ougeer-ohild, this will, in many cases, be the child's home and school. 
/ '"" ;It is not inappropriate to point out at this stage the possible dangers 

of attempting to bring about the child's adjustment to his home 

oondi tiona. It has been shown that the home backgrounds of these 

ohildren are more frequently abnormal than is the oase With other 

children. Although these abnormalities may not be suoh that the 

standards or mores of the family are outside the range of what is 

oommo.nly aocepted by society in general, there are many oases where 

the home environment is markedly delinquent or so grossly abnormal in 

some other way that adjustment to it could never be equated with 

reo~y. 

In this connection I quote the oase of Diana P., (aged 6), whose 

mother was a schizophrenic, and whose father was admitted to a mental 

hospital as a voluntary patient, and later certified (the nature of 

his mental illness was not specified in reports to the sohool). ~ior 

to Diana's ascertainment as maladjuste~, neither ot the parents was 

receiVing any kind of treatment, and the unfortunate ohild had had to 

grow up contending not only with her mother's nightmarish psychotic 

phantasies, which were usually aoted out in a darkened, ~pty house, 

but also, as if that were not enough, with incestuous approaches from 

her father. It may well be imagined that the ohild's condition on 

arrival at the school was pathetic; but it is not impossible to maintain 

that her, admittedly abnOrmal, mental state represented an adjustment 

to the only envirOJiment she knew - perhaps even the best, or the only 

workable adjustment. It is clear that any attempt to assess Diana's 

recovery in terms of adjustment to suoh a grossly abnormal home back

ground would be highly unrealistic, to s~y the least. Admittedly, this 

illustratiOn is an extreme case, in which, in praotioe, it would never 

ooour to anyboq to as~ess reoovery in suoh terms.; but the danger is 

still there, and it is perhaps greater in oases where the home environ

ment deviates less dramatically from the normal. 



However, this danger, though, real, does not e.xist ·in all oases-, and 

I have therefore inoluded in the list adjustment to the home enviromnent 

as a possible criterion, which may have some predictive value in many 

oases. 

It will be remembered that Lane tended to view recovery in terms of 

sooial re-education, except for a few more stubborn cases, and that the 

emergence of socially acceptable behaviour of one kind or another tended 

to be taken ~s evidence of progress in this direction. A stress on the 

importance of social adaptation has never, it seems, been entirely 

dissociated from the work of those people who·m&ke use of self-government 

in the treatment of the maladjusted child, even though it is no longer 

tashionable to viaw maladjustment as primarily a social disorder, and 

though the adherents- of self-government have achieved a perhaps not 

altogether happy synthesis of their praotioe with psychoanalytical 

theory, which has been derived via the traditions of Ai·ohhorn •. 

There are many who regard the use of social adjustment. as & criterion 

of recovery with the gravest misgiving. Adherents of this school of 

thought claim that it is not only misleading, but also, in many oases, 

actually dangerous. The taSk of the residential special sohool is, 

they say, prill\a:rily to. bring about emotional recovery or .growth of . . . . 

personality, and, while it may well be true to say that personality 

development may give rise to socially acceptable behaviour, suoh a 

statement would most certainly not be reversible. Socially acceptable 

behaviour may be entirely superficial, a facade, which is useful as a 

means to an end, and which can be discarded at any time. This is held 

to be particularly true of the affeotionless child, who has acquired an 

ability to make facile and convincing, though meaningless, superficial 

adaptations, which mask an unoheoked capaoi ty to carry out any kind of 

delinquent •ot. 

In the list of possible criteria, all those points have ·been included 

under the heading of social adjus~ent whioh oonoerns the child's 
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behaviour in relation to his sooial environment. Same of these points 

indioate speoial instances or partioular.degrees of social· adjustment • 

Numbers 7, 10 and ll were suggested by Redl as being indicative of· ego 

development. While not necessarily denying that this may be so, I have 

included them under this since they also clearly.do ·relate to social 

adjustment. 

To Bum UPI 

1. Social adjustment may. be limited in its use as a prognostic 

criterion by the faot that not all maladjusted children are 

abnormal in this direction. 

2. It may be invali~ted to some extent by the effects of differing 

school regimes. 

J. Its use should be confined to actually observed behaviour within 

· the school. 

4. It bas been claimed that it may be misleading and ev.en ·dangerous. 

To these warning& must be added the faot. that, aooor~ng to the 

findings that emerge from this investigation·, social· ad·justment in 

·general has no sign!fioant relationship-with subsequent recovery. (We 

are still speaking, of' course·, of pr.ognostio ori teria1 socially 

acceptable behaviour may develop very rapidly in a child after his 

discharge from a special school). 

For the six criteria listed under this heading, four results are 

not at all significant, one is significant at the 5:' level, and one 

is significant at the 1~ level. 

• 

The emergence of socially acceptable behaviour ( t!: = .33 ' a = 1.3) 
does not appear to be significantly associated with recovery. It should 

also be born in mind that these figures· are based on material gathered 

in one school only, and so ar,e not affected by the effects of differing 

school regimes, which oouid have the effect of further reducing the value 
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ot this criterion. 

The acceptance ot domestic routine ( ~ = .29 ; a = 1.05) ~ well 

depend on factors quite unconnected with a child's reoover,r, even, 

perhaps, quite unconnected with his personal development at all. One 

might' tor example, suggest the skill or personality ot the matron, 

/()() 

or increase in pressures towards oonto~ity with certain standards, 

which may be tel t as the child gets ol·der, or progresses through the 

school, to name but two. It factors such as this are operating, then. 

we would expect some such result as we have actually obtained, namely 

that the acceptance ot domestic routine has no significant relationship 

with ·subsequent recovery. 

Increased ability to assess social situations(~= .16; a= .47) 
and successful holidays at hOJile ( t • .26 ; a = 1.03) are ·not significantly 
associated with recovery. 

. Accepting responsibilities and taking on jobs is significantly 

associated With reo~ery ( ~- .47; a= 2.12). 
Toleration ot rules without abnormal reaction is significantly 

associated with recovery at the 1~ level ( <: = .51 1 a = 2.59). 
~The development of a oap~oity"to tolerate rul!s without breakdown 

was postulated by Redl (v.s. Chapter V) as being indicative not of 

social adjustment, but ot ego development. Although this criterion 

is evidently concerned with the individual's relationship to the 

organisation ot the community within which he is living, it may well 

be never~heiess more consistent with the other fin4ings-reported here to 

accept Redl's view, and regard this as being a matter of ego development, 

which, unlike social adjustment~ is characterised in this enquiry, as 

will be seen below, by significant associations with recovery. 

It would also be possible to make out a case tor inclusion of the 

ori terion "accepting responsibility ~~.nd taking on jobs" among the points 

concerned with ego development. This might be particularly true ot the 

children in the present sample, many ot whom took on various routine 
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jobs for payment.. The motive would in many cases be the reward rather 

thaD the wish· to contribute to the good of the community,. (though 

altruism of this kind was not unknown). Thi.s kind of materialistic, 

forward-looking motivation could well be regarded· as consistent, with 
. . . 

ego development. 

Social adjustment, then, is not a reliable criterion of reooverya 

there ~a praotioal difficulties whioh hinder its use,. and its 

ooourranoe. seems, in an)' case, to b.ear no sisni"fioandl relationship 

with subsequent recovery. 

.· 
... :a 
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CHAPTER XV 

EGO DEVELOPMENT 

IDt 

It is possible to discern certain stages in the changing attitud~s 

to the problem of delinquent or difficult children. In Victorian times, 

and earlier, the matter was presumably viewed from a moral and religious.r .. 

standpoint, with great emphasis on the idea of conscience. We·have . ., 
seen how Lane tenned to emphasize the social aspect of the p~oblem; this· 

. . 
aspect is also evident in suoh other approaches to the question at that 

time as the George Junior Republic, 1 • and so on. The psychoanalytical 

view, whioh regarded delinquency primarily as an expression of underlying 

unoona:Lous oonfliot, was expounded by Aiohhorn, and has subsequently 

been developed and extended not only in the vast library of psychoanalytic 

literature, which deals with the delinquent and the neurotic child, but 

also in the works of other writers, who, while not writing within a psycho

analytic framework, have postulated a broadly similar aetiology for these 

conditions. More recently, there has been a growing tendency to regard 

the disturbances of at least certain maladjusted children as manifestat~ons 
2'· of inadequacies or deficiencies in e$0 development. 6 References to the 

·role of the superego·, whioh have recently been macie by- workers in. this 

field3• give rise to the speculation that we may yet see the ourre~t· 
attitudes to delin~uenoy turn full oycle, and that we may return to a 

point where the older oonoept of oonsoienoe may return under anotar name. 

But ·it would not be entirely fair to describe these changes as· 

merely the reflections of alterations of fashion, to which the educational 

world is 'to some extent prone, as is any other. The various successive 

viewpoints have· tended to supplement, rather than to supplant their 

predecessors. 

Of the eight sources whiQh have been reviewed earlier, three have 

made use of the concept of ego deficiency, or disturbance .of the ego 

functions, as an important factor in the understanding of maladjustment~ 
.... ·. 



The psyohoanlytio theo.retioal division of the personality into three 

institutions - the id, the ego and the superego is one whioh has beoome 

so familiar tha~ it has gained a very wide ourrenoy among those who deal 

with disturbed ohildren. Perhaps the greatest danger arising from their 

use is that they should become so familiar that no-one stops to ask what 

they mean. .It is all too easy to disouss a oase in ter~s of "ego 

development" without attaoh~g any speoifio signifioanoe to the term. 

What, then, is implied by "ego development"? 

Freud desoribed the ego in the_following termsa-

.••• in every individual there is ooherent organisation of 
mental processes whioh we oall his ego. This ego inoludes 
oonsoiousness and it oontrols the·approaohes to motility, 
i.e. to the discharge of excitations into the external world; 
it is this institution in the mind whioh regulates all its 
owh oonstituent processes, and whioh goes to sleep at night, 
though even then it oontinues to exeroise a oenso.rship up~ 
dreams. From this ego prooeed the- repressions, too, by means 
of whioh an attempt is made to cut ott certain trends in the 
mind not merely from oonsoiousne~~' but also from other forms 
of manifestation and activity ••• • . 

The ego has the task of brining the intl uenoe of the exterrial 
world to bear upon the id and its tendenoies., and endeavours 
to substitute the reali t;r-prinoipie for the pleasure-pri-noiple 
which reigns supreme in the id. In the ego peroeption plays 
the part whioh in the id devolves upon instinct. Th~ ego 
represents what we oall reason and sanity ••• 5· 

F1ugel summarises the Freudian oonoept of ego by desoribing it as 

that part whioh we reoognize most intimatel;y as ourselves, 
the part whioh is conscious (or mostly so), whioh interprets 
and oo-ordina tea the impressions from the outer world and from 
our own bodies that reaoh us through our sense organs, and 
which oontrols the voluntary movements that we exeoute through 
the agenoy of the striped muscles.6• 

The above descriptions encompass so wide a range of human activities 

that it oocurs to one to question the propriety of asoribing them to a 
single 11ooherent organisation of mental prooesses". Without further 

definition, there oan be few abnormal mental conditions whioh could not 

be brought under the heading of disturbanoes of the ego, from peroeptual 
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disorders, or even mental defect, on the one hand, to hysterical 

paralysis on the other, the il!atter being normally regarded in ps;roho

analytical literature as of psyohoneurotic origin, rather than arising 

from ego disturbance. Clearly, then, some further clarification is 

needed if the term is to have any useful significance in practice. 

The· functions of the ego may be summarized under the following five 

headings (each of which doea itself cover a wide range of functions)• 

1. "Reality-testing" and the per_oeption of the external world. 

2.· Perception of internal stimuli. 

3. . Cognitive processes. 

4. The carrying out of movement, action, eto. 

5. Controlling impulses emanating from the id. 

The concept of a deficient ego, as normally used, does not imply a 

generalised ·or uniform deficiency in all five aspects. Just as the ego 

was postulated as the ~tithesis7• of the id, so disorders of ego 

·development are seen as the anti thesis, as it were, -of the neuroses, 
. . 

which arise from conflict between the ego and the id. In other words; 

in the child whose ego is poorly developed, there is no possibility of 

neurotic conflict, since the ego is incapable of exerting sufficient 

influence on the id impulses to bring this about. 

·This usage is based, i:t would seem, primarily on Anna Freud's 

work on the defence mechanisms of the ego, rather than on a generalised 

or abstract view of the ego ·as a whole. It .is, in other words, a 

question of the disturbance, or deficiency, of certain ego functions, 

and chiefly of those which are concerned with the hypothetical. "energy" 

of the ego which enables it to control the id impulses. 

We would expect, then, that "ego-disorder" and analogous terms would 

cover a wide range of observed behaviour and symptoms with, perhaps, little· 

in common except the absence of neurotic conflict or inhibitions. In so 

far as these concltions have anyting in cOIDmon with one another, we should 

expect to find that they share a lack of control of one kind or another. 
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This is reflected in the list of suggested criteria in Chapter XI. 

The part of the list which is concerned with ego development consists of 

a comparatively large number of separate points~ Of the fifteen points 

whioh are· listed,. ten are concerned with the "controlling functions" of 

the ego, two (nos. 23 and 25) are concern~d with peroep~ion of external 
. . 

situations, albeit of a rather sophisticated kind, ~two (nos .• 26 and 
// 

27) -are concerned with cognitive processes •. The 20th point, which is 

concerned with the child's takingcare of possessions, is diffio~t to 

classify under any of the above headings. 

In addition to these specific points, it was thought advisable to 

include one which referred directly to ego development rather than to 

observations from whioh it may be inferred. The fifteen speoifio 

points which were gathered from our eight sources are certainly not a 

complete or exclusive list, and the inclusion of no. 14 ("evidence of 

ego development") gave an opportunity for other observations whioh 

might come under this heading to be included, if they., oame to light at 

a later stage of the investigation. 

The above discussion has necessarily· employed psychoanalytical terms, 

since Freud's oonoept of the institutions of the mind is implicit in the 

use of the term '-'ego" as it is generally understood by those people who 

carry out residential therapy of disturbed children. But it.does not 

necessarily follow that the validity of the specific criteria which are 

claimed to be indicative of ego development is dependent on aooeptance of 

the psychoanalytical theory in general, or an the concept of ego 

disturbance in particular. 

Each of the points ra~sed relates to some aspect of a child's behaviour 

whioh was abnormal or deficient, and in respect of which improvement is 

reported. It may be that empirical observation· has led various workers 

to associate certain factors With subsequent recovery, in which oase the 

association oould well hold good regardless of what explanatory hypo

thesis has been put forward to account for it. 
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It might of course be olaimed that each of these points is simply 

a specific example of symptom olearanoe, whioh has been discussed earlier. 

But there is one important differenoe, whioh has alreaq been noted in 

oonneotion with those criteria whioh are oonoerned with aooial adjustment, 

namely, that these points are positive in their approaoh, and deal for 

the moat. part with increased abilities. Their specificity would seem 

to lend ~taelf to objective observation, which would have a favourable 

effect on their reliability as prognostic criteria (presuming, of course, 

that they were valid). 

Up~o this point we have discussed the ego largely in terms of ita 

various functions ~d have tended to take these functions separately. 

Such a procedure would however be by no means acceptable to all 

workers in this field. Many p~efer to regard the ego rather as an 

entity, using the word in a sense which is analagoua to the use made of 

the word 11Self" by- certain J?hiloaophera. In pBZ'tioulBZ', Winnicott9• 

and Dookar-Dryadale regard certain ego disorders as being marked by an 

almost oompl~te failure to develop a sense of self, or identity. The 

possible criteria which are baaed on this point of view have alrea~ been 

discussed. Sinoe they are primarily concerned with the development of 

emotional relationships between the child and the. therapist, they have 

not been listed separately• it was conpidered preferable, for reasons 

which will become app~ent below; to treat the question of emotional 

rela tionahipa as a whole .• 

The depressive phase, reported by both the above writers as marking 

an important stage in the recovery of the affeotionlesa child (regarded 

as an ego disorder) has been listed among the miscellaneous criteria, 

since ita connection with the development of the ego is leas direct than 

is the case with those which have been included under the heading of 

.criteria which SZ'e concerned with ego development. The same holds true 

of the development of improved time concepts, which, too, has been placed 

amongst the miscellaneous criteria. 
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Summing up, the concept of maladjustment as a disorder or deficiency 

of ego development gives rise to a larger number of criteria than is to 

be found under any of the other headings in this list, a fact which must 

at least in part be due to the wide variety of functions which are 

ascribed to the ego. These criteria have the advantage that they are 

specific and lend themselves to objective reporting; they are concerned, 

for the most part, with the child's increasing oapaoity for self-control 

in various forms; a few are concerned with cognition or with perception, 

and apply to oases where disorder of these functions does not arise from 

physical causes. They are not necessarily dependent for their validity 

on the admissibility of any theory of person~lity structure, or the 

nature of the ego, but, if they all do relate to some common factor, we 

would expect to see a tendency f·or them_ to be present or in conjunction 

with eaoh other, as a group, rather than as entirely separate items. 

Inspection of the table shown in Appendix I shows that this is, in 

faot so, but one would not be justified in drawing_general theoretical 

conclusions from the present !Jl&terial. 

Turning to the r·esults obtained from the statistical material, we 

find that of the sixteen points listed under the general heading of 

"ego development", four are significant at the 1% level,. and three at 

the 5~ level. 

The generalised conoept of "evidence of ego development" gives a 

particularly good result (t: = .71; a= 3.45). ·This highly significant 

result may perhaps be unexpected after what has been said oonoerning the 

diversity of the various functions ascribed to the ego. This result, 

howe~er, does not _in any way serve to validate the oonoept of the ego. 

It will be remembered that the classification of the 30 children as to 

whether or not they had shown evidence of ego development during the 

later stages of treatment was based entirely on the reports of one 

psychotherapist. The results, then, validate the work and the insight 

of this therapist rather than any theoretical view-point, and it does 
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not necessarily follow that similar results would be obta~ned by other 

workers using a similar terminology, since the term itself permits 

wide latitude of interpretation. 

Increased ability to tolerate frustration has a ~ighly significant 

association with recoverya-( ~-.59 ; a= 2.74). The laCk of suoh an 

ability is one of the most striking characteristics of the behaviour 

of disturbed children, and it is one which is not confined to one type 

of case. Inability to face frustration may take various forms - it 

may be manifested by tantrum, or withdrawal, to name two, but it is a 

phenomenon which can be accurately observed, as can improVement in this 

direction. Indeed, should a naturally occurring frustrating situation 

not present itself, it is no difficult matter to manipulate the child's 

environment so as to produce ~ objective, if informal, teat of his 

increased oa:pacitiea in this respect. This combination, of highly -

significant result and the possibility of objective observation makes 

this one of 1;he most important criteria of recovery so far considered·. 

The association between increased ability to cope with insecurity, 

anxiety and fe~ does not reach a significant· level ( ~ = •43 ; a • 1.86). 

This criterion does not, in any case, lend itself to accurate or objective 

observation, since, in contrast to the last. _criterion, the stimulus 

provoking the inseouri ty, anxiety or fe~ may not always be apparent. 

In the absence of an observed stimUlus, it is possible that the very 

fact of coping successfully with these .emotions may render the process 

difficult or 'even impossible for the outside observer to detect. 

Nevertheless, it is probably true that the result obtained does 

correspond to- some degree of increased capacity in this direction 

among an appreciable number of maladjusted children. 

Increased resistance to temptation (~ = .31 ; a • 1.26, not 

significant) is probably a good indioa tor of recovery amongst delinquent 

children. Not all maladjusted children are· delinquent, however, and the 

consequent limitation of the application of this criterion is reflected 



in the lower level of signifioano.e and the lower coefficient of 

correlation. It may well be u_sef'ul for those oases to which it dOes 

apply, since it can be observed with a certain amount of objectivity. 

A different picture is presented by the distribution of the next 

criterion to be discussed, which is increased resistance to group 

excitement. This, again, has no significant association with recovery 

( .t. • .28 ; a • 1.11). In tl;lis case, there is no likelihood of its 

being valid for a limited class of children. The four-fold table for this 

criterion shows that there are almost as many recovered children to 

whom it doe~ not apply as those to whom it does apply. But this result 

is not pe~haps at all s~prising. Lack of resistance to 11oontag:l:on" 

by group exQitement, as Redl calls it, is by no means confined to 

maladjusted children, and the "literature of th~ psychology of groups 

and crowds ±s rich in examples showing that apparently normal adults 

are not immune from this. 

The sublimation of unacceptable impulses is significantly associated 

with -recovery, but only at the 5% level ( "t • .51 ; a =. 2.35). }his 
/ 

lower level of significance may perhaps reflect ·a possible diffio~ty 

in the observati~ of this criterion, .a diffioul ty which has alr_eady 

been referred to in connection with another criterion •. It is possible 

that, the more successfUl the sublimation of an unaooept~Qle impulse 

is, .the less likely is the 1!hole process to be observed. 

Increased care of toys and other possessions ( ~- .46 ; a= .05) is 

associated witb recovery, but here again, the significance of the result 

is at the 5% level only. It ~s, however, a factor which oan be observed 

with a fair-degree of objectivity,_ and it may thus have a degree of 

utility beyond that suggested by its correlation with recovery and the 

significance of this distribution. 

A decrease :in "life _areas" where loss of control occurs has a highly 

significant association with recovery (~ = .68 ; a = 3.26). This 

process, having a clear bearing on the question of symptom clearance, 
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has great advarlages over the latter criterion, in that it avoids the 

praotical difficulties of observation which result from the use of 

symptom eradioation as a prognostio oriterion (see Chapter XIII); if 

adequate reoords are kept, it represents a process whioh can be.assessed 

with a great deal of ~ocuraoy, and it does not depend on knowledge of 

events which occurred before admission to the special school. 

Increased ability to experience guilt without denial(~ • .51; 
a = 2~35) is associated with recovery at the 5% level. It should be 

pointed out that the denial of guilt cannot be-expected to disappear 

entirely; it is surely something which is familiar in some degree to 

all who have had experience of any children. 

The 11abili ty _to see and admit his own contribution to the causal 

chain" ( l: :. .39 ; a - 1.68) is not significantly associated with 

recovery. However, I would hesitate, in spite -of ·this statistic, to 

rejeot its use completely in practice. It would seem that the above 

result reflects the ~omparative ~arity_ of its appearance even in 

recoverj .. ng children, rather than a haphamard ooourrenoe -in both. 

reoavered and not recovered groups. This is barn out by inspection 

of the distribution in the relevant table (see Appendix II). 

E_xamples will dO'-lbtless ooour to _·the reader whioh· show that_ ·an 

~'inability to see and admit one 1·s own contribution to a causal ohain11 , 
. , I 

though a widespread failing amongst maladjusted children, is not one 

which is by·any means confined to the .maladjusted,or to children. 

In the writer's view, the fairest summing up for this criterion 

would be to say that, if it oocurs ~~ all, it is a good pointer towards 

impending recovery, but that it h.as no very widespread application. 

Less dependence on adult supp.ort ( 't' • .13 ; a = • 32) is not 

significantly associated with recovery. 
It· is interesting to note that this is one of a pair of mutually 

exclusive criteria - viz.. "less dependence on adult support" and . . . 

"extreme dependence on- adul t 11 ( C:::• .12 1 a • .24, not significant) -
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neither ·of which are significantly associated with subsequent recovery. 

These figures, of course, relate to the general application of these 

criteria. It is possible that subsequent, more specialised, research 

would indicate particular classifications of maladjustment to which 

each criterion would be appropriate. 

Bo significance was found in the ca·se of the acceptance of 

gratification offers (C • .27; a= .79). It would appear from the 

distri~ution in the relevant four-fold table that most children are 

wiliing to accept gratification offers, irrespective of whether or 

·not they are recovering. 

The retention and use of past pleasurable experiences ( ~ • .22 ; 

a • .69) is not significantly associated with subsequent recovery •. It 

seems possible that this ability may be related rather to the ohild 1s 

increasing age and experieno~. 

The relationship between a ohild 1s increased ability to make valid 

inferences from his own or other 1 s experience i-s highly significant, 

( ~- • .61 ; a • 2.89). The inability to make such inferences is a 

striking feature of the behaviour of many maladjusted children in the 

earlier stages of their treatment; they persist in carrying out the 

same pat·terr:t of behaviour over and over again, quite regardless of its 

inevitable and frequently unpleasant consequences. 

The abilities to experience failure and success without undue reaction 

were not found to be significantly associated with subsequent recovery 

(in each case, r •. 16 ; a. -47).· Although the distribution for these . 
criteria are identical in the four-fold tables - giving rise to 

identical levels of significance and coefficients of association - .-. 

their distributions in the table of .raw data (see Appendix I) are not 

the same, and they do not necessarily coincide. 

These results tend to justify, in a small way, the increased 

attention· which is being paid to the study of ego development in 

theoretical work on maladjuste~ children. 
\: .. 
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In tbe practi~al sphere, they have perhaps great~ ~po.rtance, 

since this chapter has·been concerned with a number of points which 

not only frequently have a positive and significant association with 

maladjustment, but also ·are_ generally positive, being concerned with · 

increased ability of one kind or another, and being amenable to objective 

assessment. 

--.... 
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CB:APTER xn;· 

CRITERIA RELATING TO THE FORMATION OF·EMOTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS. 

In so far as it oan be regarded as proper to look for a general 

criterion of recovery which is widely applicable within a classification 

which covers a great variety of oondi tiona as the term 11maladjustment", 

it may well be that this is to be found in the formation of emotional 

relationships. 

There is,- as has been seen, a widely held body of opinion $Dlongst 

those who are concerned with the residential treatment of maladjusted 

children to the effect that most, if not all, maladjusted conditions 

arise, at least in part, from inhibitions or distortions· of the child's 

emotional development, ·which are the· ;roesul t of deficiencies or abnormali tie' 

in the child's environment in the earliest, and most oruoial, stages of 

d"elopm$11t. It will be remembered that all the workers who have been 

discussed above (with the single exception of Homer Lane) made some 

reference to the importance of the role. of ·emotional relationships, 

in one form or another, in the treatment of the maladjusted child; even 

if, like O.L.- Shaw, they did not actually list it .as a criterion of 

recovery, they put it forward as an important part of treatment. 

This role is not confined to the treatment of any one kind of case. 

The importance of the transference in the psyehoanalytio·treatment of 

neurotic conditions has been 'frequently emphasized by Freud and by those 

who have adhered to hie theories. In the case of those children who are 

described as deficient or disordered in the sphere of ego development, 

the part played in treatment by emotional relationships of another kind 

has been stressed by Redl, Bettelheim and Dockar-Dr;ysdale. The matter 

has even been extended to apply to psychotic ohildrenf Dr. G. O'Gorm~; 

in an article on the treatment of the schizophrenic ohild, has claimed 

that the formation of an emotional relationship 11with another human being11 

1. is necessary to bring about the recovery of auoh children. 
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There is, .of course, in practice, the danger that one may be misled 

by a superficial "pseudo-relationship" which has little real significance. 

This danger has alrea~ been discussed in connection with the special 

schools which wer.e visited. In the experience of the present writer, 

this danger can be ~ercome, if one bears in mind the consideration 

suggested by Father Owen, namely that the unreal emotional relationship, 

which is used by the child merely to further his own ends, will not 

persist in the face of frustration.· 

The observation and recording of the presence of this criterion 

should present few difficul-ties in the actual treatment of oases. 

It should be clear to anyone who has even a little ~xperienoe of.work·in 

this field whether or not an emotional relationship has been formed 

(leaving aside the question of-whether it should be interpreted as a 

transference .in the psychoanalytic sense). ·The actual signs by which_it 

can be observed are mariifold, and only those which have been suggested 

as criteria of recovery in their own right have been. included in the 

investigation •. These sign·s of the presence of an emotional· relationship 

might be expected to vary widely fr:om case to case; we would therefore 

expect the results for these criteria to be less significant than the 

results for emoti~al relationships-. considered more gen~rally._ 

This i~ in fact found to be the case;_ for the sample of thirty 

children considered here, none of the signs of the presence of an 

emotional relationship is significantly assooiate~with recovery. The 

actual results are as followsa-

Diminished suspicion of adultsa- C:= .29 ; a= 1.05, not significant. 

Increased ability to take affection:- ~ = .16 J a= .37, not ~ignificant. 

Extreme dependence on adulta

Absenoe of particular adult 
causes anxiety•-

rIll .12 ; a ... .24, not significant. 

~ • .13 ; a • .32, not significant. 

The reported presence of transference phenomena is' for this sample, 

not significantly associated wfth recovery ( 'C = .47"; a 1111 .88). 



However, this may be largely accounted for by th~ fact that a high 

proportion of the cases treated at the Mulb~y Bush School are not 

regarded as being neurotio, and the conoept of transferenoe.is therefore 

not held to. be applicable •. 

Contrary to what would have been expected from the general trend 

of opinion referred to in the foregoing discussion, the presenoe of any 

other emotional relationship is not significantly related to subsequent 

recovery for this sample ( C • • 40 ; a = 1. 67). 

It could be -argued that these low correlations, and poor .levels of 

significance, arise in part from the fact that the occurrence of.emotional 

relationships has here been split between the two headings of "transference' 

and "other emotional relationships". There ~s no heading in the. list of 

the 49 suggested criteria which refers to the oonoept of emotional 

relationship generally, including transference and other farms. A 

distribution relating· to this oonoept can however be formed by combining 

the figures shown in Appendix I for transference and for- other ·emotional 

relationships. This distribution shows under "C'! those. ohildren who. 

have been reported. as showing e1 ther a- transference or _any other emotional 

relationship (i.e •. those.who have developed an emotional -relationship 

of any k~d), and, und:er "not C", those. who have shown n·o evidence of 
any emotional relationship. This four-fold distribution is shown as· 

an additional table at the end of Appendix II. 

The measures derived from this table ( ~ = .49 ; a = 2.11) show a 

degree of positive correlation, signif4oant at the 5% level only. 

Neither the correlation, nor the ~egree of signifioanoe, is as high as 

might be expected if one accepts what has been proposed by the writers 

referred to above who have postulated the ocourrenoe of. emotional 

relationships as a vi tal faotor in the recovery of disturbed children 

-of all kinds. ~deed, one might have expected that an· investigation 

of this kind, being oonoerned with general trends,- and criteria which 

have a wide application, would have tended to give high results for liL 
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criterion for which suob widespread application has been ola~ed • 

. The present writer would not, on the basis of this discrepancy, 

seek to minimise the importance of this . factor of the forme.tion of 

emotional relationships, but the discrepancy remains to be accounted for. 

It seems likely that the explanation ~ies in the distinction, 

already drawn by .O.L. Shaw (v.s.) between methods o~ treatment and 

criteria of recovery. Establishment of a good emotional relationship 

in one form or another may be a prerequisite for .successful treatment. 

But, -if this is so, it me.ans that this group of criteria is different 

in kind from all the others, since in this case we have a state which 

is presUJilabl7 a contributory cause of recovery, rather than a criterion. 

whi~ rEis:ults from pro~ess towards recOvery. In this group we. are 

concerned with causes, in the others with effects. 

The present writer's opinion; b~sed an his own work with maladjusted 

children, is that the formation of ~od, positive relationships is one 

of the most important tools available for bringing about reoov~ry~ 

Though it.m&7 not in al! cases constitute a theraP7 in its own ~ight, 

it results in easier ·management of difficult child,ren, and creates a 

situattan where teaching and treatment become possible. It.would be 

true to sa:f that it thus creates an opportunity f~ succ~sstul treat

ment; rather than that it leads dired[y to recovery •. 

This view is not inconsistent with. ~he r~sul ts obtatned, and the 

slightly lower significance and correlation may reflect that the 

opportuni't;y oan not always be taken, anCl that not every case where a 

good relationship is established will ebd in recovery. 
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CHAPTER XVII 

OTHER CRITERIA. 

The importance of the role played b;y the work oarried out in. the 

classrooms of residential speoial sohools must not be overlooked. This 

must be stressed at the outset, since it is all too eas;y to view the. 

problem of the treatment of the maladjusted child purel;y in terms of 

behaviour disorders, or the aetiology of neurosis, and so on, to the 

exclusion of other aspeots of the mat"ter, whioh, though le~s striking, 

are not neoessaril;y less significant. 

Educational progress has a part to play both in treatment and in the 

assessment of impending recovery. ·It also constitutes a major aim in 

the rehabilitation of the maladjusted child. If maladjustment is 

regarded as a remediable handicap, the oonolusion ~f successful treat

m~nt must impl;y that the recovered child will be able to cope with a 

return t.o a more normal environment. A high prop~tion1 • of maladjusted 

children is educationall;y retarded, and any treatment which failed to · 

remedy this deficienc;y in what is, after all, so important a factor 

in the environment of the normal child, oould soarcel;y with any justific

ation make a claim to all-round suooess. It could also be argued that, 

if the i•recovered" child is not in a position to compete on reasonabl;y 

equal terms with his peers in a normal school, a degree of stress is 

imposed which could in many oases lead to a.further breakdown, or relapse. 

In treatment, the part played by education has been regarded by 
. 2 

Bettelheim • as being a matter of ego development. Other workers have 

assigned to it a role which is important in its own right. It has 

recently been argued that a suitable remedial approach to e~ucational 

difficulties can produce a radical and general resolution of behaviour 

problems in a large number of oases, with no psychotherapeutic inter

vention of an;y kind. 3• Pending publication of factual information in 

.support of this view,4• it may be as well to treat it with caution, but 
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there is, in the expenenoe of the present writer, a considerable amount 

of truth embodied in it, even though the above expression may be extreme, 

or exaggerated. It would be impossible to deny the general" progress 

(the 11 therapeuti.c gain", as Redl calls it) arising from a child 1·s 

increased confidence and pride in achievement which oan result ~om 

the successful use of remedial educational techniques. 

It is, of course, not always easy, or indeed possible, to distinguish 
" between cause and effect in this matter. In many. cases; psyohQtherapy 

and remedial teaching are both employed during the same period, and 

their relative importance in any subsequent general improvement osp not 

be objectively assessed. It may be claimed that the success of the 

remedial teaching is simply ari.other sign_ of the effeot:i,veness of the 

psychotherapy, or, on the other hand, that the psychotherapy was ir

relevant to the main issue, and that the teaching was t~e prime Qauaative 

factor. However, such claims are often based upon the prejudices and 

preconceptions of those who·make th~m, rather than upon real evidence. 

As a criterion of recovery, eduoatfonal :Progress has the ad~tage 

that it is mQre amenable to objective measurements (in the form of 

standardised attainment testa) than any of the others suggested in the 

oo,urse-of this work. 

Increase in educational attainmen·ts (limited for the purpose of 

this work to the degree of progre~s described in Chapter XII, namely 

twice as many months of attainment age as the number of months which 

had e~a~se~ since the previous test) was, in this case, based upon 

Sohonell 1 s series of attainment tests. The tests used werea-

For mechanical reading (word recognition)•- Graded Word ~eading Test. 

For reading oomprehensiona- Silent aeading Test B. 

For mechanical arithmetioa- Essential Mechanical Arithmetic Testa 
Forms A and B·. 

For problem arithmetic•- Essential Problem Arithmetic Forms A and B. 

The tests were not given specially far this research, but were 
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carried out as part of the routine educational work at the Mulberry Bush 

School. In no .oases were the tests ~es~ ~han three months apart, b~i~g 

given not more frequently than onoe .in any term. The figures were 

obtained from the termly educational reports in the file of oase. papers . . . 
of past oases kept by the school. 

The tests were, in all cases, carried out by the school's Head 

Teacher. 

Of the three criteria of recovery which are oonoerned with educational 

progress,. a highly significant positive association was found· in two oases. 

For increase in ·educational attainment ( -~= .61 ; a = 2.89) the 

associat~on was significant at the. 1~ level .• 

The assooia ti·on ·was highly signif'io~t too in the oase of a more 

positive attitude to school work ( (. = .60 J a = 2.84). 

It is, of course, not surprising that similar results shoul~ be 

9btain_ed for these two criteria,. since they would be expected t_o tend 

to oo9Ur together. In many oases, increased educati~al attainment 

w:J.ll·arise .from a more positive attitude to school work •. 

No significant association was ~ound between the development of 

sustained interests and subsequent recovery. ( C = .30 ; a = 1 •. 46). 

It seems pos~ible that the age of the_ o~ildren in the_ sample may be an 

important factor in this result, ana that ditferent ~es~ts mi¢bt be 

obtained with a sample .of older children. Of the total sample of 30 

children, only eleven were reported as having developed sustained 

interests. It may be that,in the prima:fy age range,ohildren are less 

likely tQ maintain any serious interests for long without continued 

adult guidance and stimulus. 

We may conclude that, ~ increased educational attainments (as 

measured by standardised tests) and more positive attitude to school 

work, we have two useful and significant ori teria of recovery. 

!IE 



There are three basic ways of approaching the question of the use 

of art work in judging the progress of the maladjusted child. 

Firstly, there are those methods whi·oh involve the interpretation 

of particular items in the content of the child's work. These may 

involve the use of some kind of symbolism, which may- be based' for 

example, on the sexual symbolism of Freud's dream theories, or on the 

archetypal symbolism of Jung. A similar approach, based on the assump

tion that. it is possible to make valid interpretations of particular 

aspects of the child's pictures and drawings is that which seeks to find 

significance in the choice of materials or colours and so on.5· 

Secondly-, it is possible to ascribe a general significance to 

artistic productions, without making detailed interpretations. AcceDing 

to this approach, the disturbed ohiid'' s paintings may- be characterized 

by- features which are grotesque, morbid, bizarre, over-organised, or 

abnormal in some other way, dependent on the nature of the maladjustment 

of the child in question96• These abnormal features are ~eld to disappear 

a~ the oh~ld progresses towards recovery, being replaced by- a content 

which ~s more wholesome. 

Lastly, it can be claimed that the work of the maladjus·ted··ohild 

_tends to be more iiJIID&ture than that of his better adjusted age peers, 

and that the narr~ng ot this difference in maturity is closely associated 

with recovery. 
In the present survey no significant association was found between 

any- of the criteria representing the above views and subsequent recovery. 

The detailed results for these criteria werea-

Interpretations of the content of the e- .20 .66,not sigdflnant. · child's arta- = ' a• 

More mature style of paintingsi- 'L = .20 ; a= .66, " II 

More wholesome content of paintingsa- e= .18 • a= ·55, " 
,, 

' 
These resul. ts, even if confirmed by- future r~searoh with more ride!"y 

selected samples, should not be interpreted as denial of the important 



place of art, both in the education and the psychotherapy Of the 

maladjusted Ohild. 

11.1' 

It has already been pointed out in the previous chapter that muoh 

can be achieved in the classroom, in the fields=of academio attainments 

and of general emotional or·sooial progress, by·the ahild's experiencing 

a sense of attainment and pride in his om ach-ievements. Successful art 

education can bring about a great deal in this dir.otion. 

In psychotherapy, discussion of the content of a child's paintings 

may give the therapist the opportunity to raise topios whioh are of the 

greatest importance for. the resolution of the ohild's problems; and thus 

to make it possible for him to talk about these problems indirectly or 

symbolically. Much good may arise from such methods, particularly as, 

in many cases, the child would not permit direct discussion. However, 

it must be pointed out .that successful ~reatment along these lines doe·s 

not necessarily prov.ide a demonstration of the validity of the psycho

therapist's theoretical views. The treatment may be none the less 

effective, the discussion none the less ~elevant ·.to the un~erlying 

problems, if the symbolism has been imposed on the picture by the 

therapist. 

To the p~esent writer, it seems that what may be. termed standard; 

schemes of interpretation oan be misleading, though it·must be admitted 

that this is ~y opinion based on the writer's experience of art 

work in classes of maladjusted· ohildren, and not a conclusion based on 

experimental evidenoe. It may well be possible to assign significance ~ 

to a child·' s painting, or some aspeot of a painting, if one knows the 

child well, and if one is present while the pioture is being painte~, . . 
thus being perhaps able to make some assessment both of the child's mood, 

and of those factors. in the child's personality, or in his environment 

at the time, that are relevant to what he produoes. But this is a very 

different matter from ascribing latent· signifioanoe to, say, a tower, 

a house, or a mandal~like pattern, wherever and whenever it oocurs. It 

is by no means unoommon to find children, who, if given insufficient 
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enoouragemen·t, will reproduce time after time stereotyped repeti tiona 

of some picture w~ioh has been praised or admired in the past, in which 
case the contents of the Pbture may be quite void of any emotional 

content, la~ent or otherwise. 

iiE 

Finally, we come to a consideration of nine unconnected miscellaneous 

criteria of recovery. only two are significantly associated with 

recovery, and, for the most part, they can be dealt.wit~ briefly. 

Evidence of superego development ( 'C.= 40;. a· = 2.2, significant at 
the .• 05 level) is significantly associated with recovery. This does not 

of course imply oonfirma tion of: psy:ohoanalytio views concerning the 

nature of maladjustment an.d the process of·r~oovery. Many would describe 
the same observations in quite different terms. Father Owen, of St. 

Francis' ~ohool, would, for example, prefer to use the. older, and 

equally oomprehensibie term "conscience" • 

. . The emergence of new forms of behaviour ( 't• .51 ; a = 2.35) is 
si~if~oantly associate~ with recovery at the 5% level. This is in line 

with what one would expect. If the old, pathological patterns of 

behaviour are broken dQWD, ·it is reasonable to assume that .some new forms 

·Of behaviour will emerge_ in the process. 

The remaining criter~a are not significantly associated with reoovery•-

.A phase of depression•- 't:" = .31 ; a = 1'.26, not significant. 

Increased care over personal 
· appearanoe•-t= .37 ; a = 1.54, not significant. 

Improved time conoepta- c= • 21 . a= .73, not significant • 
' 

Increased ability to use 
verbal means of oommuniQation:-(:= .36 ' a = 1.54, not significant. 

Increased ability to use 
s;ymbolsa- c= .36 • a= 1.48, not significant. 

' 
The emergence of a sense 

of humour•- Z::= • 12 . a= .24, not significant • 
' 
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Rea.J,istio-vooational choice:- Z::.• .26 J a = .81, not significant. 

· 'l'his last result :l:s probably inconolusive, sinoe realistic vooational 

ohoioe oould not reasonably be expeoted .from: ohildren of the age r8Dge of 

those in the sample. A similar investigations whioh was based on a sample 

of older ohildren might well produce different results. 

-· 
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FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS ARISING. FROM THE DATA AND SUGGESTIONS FOR 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

Inspection of the tables shown in this chapter and in Appendix I 

will show that there is some degree of agreement between the number of 

criteria reported for Bn7 ohiid and the classification of that ohild 

as recovered, improved, or unsuccessfully treated. This agreement is 

increased if one considers only the totals for those criteria which 

were found to have a significant positive association with subsequent 

recovery. Suoh agreement is, of oourse, not surprising, since it might 

be expected onf.mathematical ground~ alone, but it is worth further 

consideration in view of its possible practical applications to the 

question of the assesSIDent of recovery •. · 

In the following discussion, oase 22, whioh, it will be seen, is 

r··. completely atypical when compared with the rest of the sample, will be 

omitted from all totals and ranges of scores. This is not because the 

reported faots in this case appear to weigh against_ the general findings 

of this research, but for ·the following reasons•- The chi~d oonoerned - . . . . 
was discharged from the sohool, showing no improvement in any field; 

after a short observation period, lastin~ less1han a term. He had been 

referred by the school for examination by eleotroencephalographl this 

examination was reporte~ as indicating that· the childis disturbed 

behaviour was due, to a large degree·, to a cerebral lesion. ·This factor 

was taken into consideration in deciding that the child was unsuitable 

for treatment at the sohool. Little was heard of him for some time, 

after reports had been received that his disturbed and dangerous behaviour 

'had continued, that no local headmaster would keep him in his sohool on 

account of the phy~ioal danger to other children, and that consequently, 

.until suoh time as a place in a Children's Uhit of a Mental'Hospital .- . . 



became vaoant, the responsible education authority had assigned a home 

teacher to him. The child was, for some reason, never admitted to 

hospital, and nothing at all is known of what happened during the period 

until he was next heard of, exoept that no psychiatric treatment was given, 

and that he continued to have the services of a home teacher. 

However, three years after his discharge from the sohool, the 

psychiatrist who. originally referred the oase reported that the child 

had now recovered, and that he had been admitted to a normal secondary 

modern sohool. Eight months later the boy ~as still working successful~y 

in his new sohool. 

Leaving aside the interesting theoretical questions arising from 

consideration of this case, which are outside the soope of this work, 

the outstanding features, which distinguish the oase from others in 

the sample, are, firstly, the time-lag of three years between his dis

charge as unsuitable for treatment, and 1;he reported recovery, and, 

secondly, the laok of information about the period immediately preceding 

~- recov~ry. It is not possible to say whether any of the criteria reported 

here were observed, and, even if it were, their relevance may be doubtful, 

since they do not refer to residential treatment. This lack of information, 

covering a period whioh, for our present purposes, is crucial, is the . . . .. 

reason for.the omission of this oase in what follows. The question does 
. 

not arise in the oase of the other two children in the sample who were 

withdrawn as unsuitable for treatment, sinoe neither subsequently 

recovered. 

Comparison between the number o~ criteria reported for each child 

and the result of treatment was made in two waysa-

1. A simple comparison was made in terms of the range of the number 

of criteria reported for each grade of recovery (see Table 6). 
2. The data in Table 6 was arranged in four-fold tables, as shown below. 

Moi~ tfan half or er a reported 
Less than half 
criteria reported 

Recovered 

Not recovered 
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From these tables, the statistios which have already been described 

in connection with the consideration of individual criteria were obtained, 

the same methods being used in each case. 
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This method has the advantage that the results obtained are direotly 

comparable with those obtained for the individual oriteria • 

. This procedure was carried out for all ori teria, for "those which 

~ere significantly associated with recovery at the 5~ level, or better, 

and for those which were significantly-associated with recovery at the 

1~ l~vel. 

Two sets of figures were obtained at each level. Firstly, the 

statistics were calculated from tables drawn up like the example shown 

above, in which improved oases and· failures were classed together as 

"not recovered", and secondly, they were tak;en from tables in which 

recovered and improved oases were classed together as "improved". 

The results thus show the degree to·whioh the total of the criteria 

reported oan be taken as an indication of recovery or improvement. 

- Taking all the criteria reported for the children in the sample, we 

find the following scores (eipressed in terms of the number of criteria .,...,-

reported for eaoh oase_):

Faiil:ures•_._ 3, 6, 1, 13. 
Improved•- 16,21,23, 29. 
Recovered:_- Range 23 - 46 (Mdn. = 35). 
It will be immediately evident that there is some oorrespon~enoe 

--
between the number of criteria reported and the classification with 

regard to recovery • The differentiation between the failures and the 

two other categories ~s good, bu~ there is a certain amount of overlap 

between the recovered and improved categories. 

The four-fold tables for all orite~ia were as follows•-

Table 7. 

25 - 50 

R 19;_; 

1-+- F 2 

21 

0 - 25 

1 

7 

8 
c-

20 

9 

29 

z; Ill ·75 

a = 3e53 

significant at 
.01 level. 
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Table 8. 

25 - 50 
' 

R+l 21 

F 0 

21 

0 - 25 

4 

4 

8 

25 

4 

29 

121. 

significant 
at .01 level. 

The number of criteria reported appears to give a good indication of 

future recovery, and of improvement. It will be more reliable in the case· 

of.the former. 

Taking the totals for those or~teria which are significant at the ~ 

level, or better, we have the fol~owing fi~esa-

Failuresa- o, o, 1, 1. 

Improveda- 2, 5, 6, 7, 8. 
Reoovereda- Range 8 - 17 (Mdn·. = 14). 
It will be seen that the differentiation between the categories is . . 

improve~, in that there is now le~;~s overlap between the recovered and 

improved classes. · 

Limiting the cri~eria used ~till further, to those which are associated 

with recovery at ~he 1% level, we have the following totalsa

Failuresa- o, 0~ · o, 1._ 

Improved&- o, 1, 2, 2, 3. 
Recovered:- Range 3 - 7 (Mdn. = 6). 

' 
The differentiation has decreased, in that there is now some overlap 

between all three categories. This might, of course, be expected, simply 

in vi.ew of the much smaller number of criteria involved. 

The four-fold tables for the criteria significantly associated with 

recovery at the 5% and 1% levels are identicall-

. .. .. 

5% level 
(_ -·-. -· 

9- 17 
1% level 4- 7 

R 19 

1 + F 0 
19 

'o- 8 
0 - 3 

1 20 

9 9 
10 29 

: I-'-·- . -: ·-·· • • - -·- • ~ - ---· --·: ·' .. __ : ~--'--·- . • 

a = 4.7 
significant at' .01 
level. 
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Table 10. 

5% level 9 - 17 Q - 8 
1% level 4-7 o· - 3 ·55 

' 
R + 1 19 

F 0 

6 

4 

25 

4 

a • 2.36 · 

significant at 
.05 level. 

19 10 29 

The number of these criteria reported appears to give a very good 

indication of·:recovery-, b~t a poorer indication of improvement. 

We may oonolude that those criteria which· are more positi~ly 

associated with recovery tend to occur together in recovering children. 

They will provide a good indicator of future recovery. They are less: 

helpful in e~uating the 1ikelibood of reoove;ry; to· do this, the larger 

number of criteria would appear to give better results. 

This suggests the possibility that tut~e research could evolve 

a more standardised scheme tor assessing the progress of maladjusted 

children, embodying a number· of different criteria which had been found 

to be associated with recovery. In this oase, the evidence would se~ 

to suggest· that it would be better to employ a greater number of criteria, 

(even though there may be in this case a ~ower degree of association}, in 

order that it may be sensitive not only to re~overy, but also to 

improvement. 

Further suggestions for future research would bel-

l. The relationship between theoretical views and aims of treatment. 

2. The relationship between each of the .above and the definition of 

actual recovery employed. · 

3. The effect of these factors upon the choice of crit~ria used to 

assess impending reo_overy-. · 

4. Further investigation .of those criteria, in respect of which the 

s~ple used here was not satisfactory. 
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5· Further investigation of the role of education (and especially 

remedial education) in the general reoovery of maladjusted ohildren. 

6. Investigation of the application of partioular oriteria to 

speoified syndromes, or oategories of malad,ju!lltment. 
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CHAPTER XIX 

CONCLUSION 

It is an ineVitable handicap of a general, exploratory, thesis, 

as this one is, that the results tend to be couched in general 1;erms, 

and that the more speoifio aspects of the question under discussion 

may, of necessity, be passed over. In the case of this work, before 

presenting a summary of conclusions, it should be stressed that we have 

been considering criteria of recovery which are generally applicable 
i 

to maladjusted children in general, rather than those which may be 

appropriate for specific categories of maladjustment. It may be that 

some of those suggested criteria which, for ·the sample used here, were 

not significantly associated with recovery, will, in future res.earoh, 

be found t~ h~ve considerable value in dealing with specified kinds 
·. 

of oases. 

Although only seventeen of the fifty suggested criteria examined 

were significantly associated with recovery at the 5~ level or better, 

none was found to be negatiiY.Sly correlated with reoovery. It would 

perhaps be surprising if any were, for they were all based. on olinioal 

observations made by experienced workers. On the other h&r:~:d, it, is a.n 
indication th&t these observations, none of which were baCked by experiment

al techniques or statistical procedures, were not so far wide of the mark 

as might be feared. 

The group of criteria oonneoted with ego development contains seven 

of the seventeen significant results ( 41%). This is in part aooounted 

far by the size of the group (16 criteria, .or 32%),but it oan probably 

also be taken as some degree of_. justification for the increasing interest 

in ego development which has characterised the stu~ of maladjustment·tn 

recent years.. In this group of oriter~a, the following were found to be 

significantly and positively correlate~ at the 1% level with subsequent . 

recovery a-
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Ego development1 increased tolerance of t.rustratiODI decrease 

in loss of controlJ increased .ability to make valid inferences from 

experience. 

13·1 '. 

The foll'owing were positively correlated with recovery at the 5~ 

level of significanoea-

Inoreased ability to sublimate unacceptable impulses; increased 

.oare of toys and other possessions, increased ability to experience 

guilt w1 thout denial. 

In addition, it has been suggested that the only two criteria from 

the 11 sooial adjustment" group, for whioh significant results were 

obtained {namely, increased ability to tolerate rules and routines 

and the acoeptanoe of respOnsibilities, or jobs, within the sohool, 

whioh were significant at the 1~ and 5~ levels respectively) oould in 

this sample be regarded' as aspects of ego development •. 

Exoept for the two criteria just1· :mentioned, sooial adjustment was 

not found to be a good indicator of recovery. This-is not to say, of 

oourse, that socially aooeptable behaviour in the outside world should 

not be expected ·from the reoove~ed ohiid. It may be that the idea of 

symptom tolerance, often regarded a~ necessary to· the early stages of 

t~eatment, is so built in to the syst~m and_struoture of manr of these 

·schools, that dissooial behaviour, while not encouraged, may be tolerated 

to an extent whicb makes it mare likely to disappear after the child has 

left the sohool than while he is still resident. 

Improved educational attainment was found to be positively and highly 

significantly correlated with recovery. The same was found to be true of 

an improved attitude to school-work. The objectivity with whioh these can 
. ' 

be assessed, ooupled with the high incidence of educational retardation 

among maladjusted children, make this reslilt particularly important. 

Reference has been made above to the widely divergent views held by 

various writers to the role of symptom clearance in the treatment of the· 

mal~djusted. The results obtained here oan not be said to give firm 



baoking to ather view. Of the six suggested oriteria whioh were 

ooncerned wit~ the symptoms, only three were found to have a significant 

correlation with reoovery, and this was only at the 5% level of sig

nifioanoe. These three criteria werec- disappearanoe.of the referral 

symptoms1 diminution of symptoms; less extreme beha'lfour. 

It has been seen that many workers have attached a great deal of 

importance to the formation of good emotional relationships. While the 

results of this research can not be taken to refleot on the importance of 

these relationships as part of _the soheme of treatment, they seem to 

indicate that they may not provide so good an indication of the outcome 

of such treatment as might be expeoted by some. writers. The formation 

of emotional relationships of any kind was found to be associ~ted with 

reoovery at the 5% level of significance only. Transference was not 

significantly associated with reoovery, though this may be d~e to the 

fact that the proportion of neurotio ·children, to whom this oonoept would 

be applicable, was probably unusually l·ow in the sample used. 

Of the misoellaneous oriteria, two were fo1.md to be-significantly 

associated with reoovery, bQth at the 5~ level. These werec- superego 

development;_ the emergence of new forms· of behaviour. , 
J . . ' -No support was found here _for the general utility of the child's 

- . 

artistio productions as a criterion of recovery, though it oould perhaps 

be olaimed that this result merely refleots an inability on the part of 

the writer and his staff to recognise, and make_use of, material whioh 

was aotually there. 

A tendenoy was noted for the oriteria to coinoide in the reoovered 

oases. This tendenoy was present even when the criteria not significantly 

associated with.recovery were inoluded. T~e suggestion was made that 

a sohedule oould be prepared, wbioh would use a large number of criteria 

for ~ore objective assessment of recovery. 

A further point which emerges from this work ~s that the ease and 

objectivity with whioh criteria of recovery oan be obs~rved and reported 

by the worker in the field may be at least as important a factor in 



determining their usefulness and validity as the soUndness of their 

theoretical basis. 

13/f 

It might be appropriate to oonolu~e with a description of the typical 

recovering maladjusted child, as he appears ~e~e. 

Be is better able to tolerate the rules of the institution where he 

is living. This does not mean that he will alway~ obey them, but rather 

that he can appreciate their. necessity,· and that he is less,likely to 

view them as tyrannical or vindictive restrictions of his liberty. Be 

is a1so better able to tolerate frustrations without breakdown,. and the 

kinds of situation in his life which can produce abnormal reaction have 

become fewer. Be has learnt to make valid inferences from his own, and 

others• experience, and to use these in modifying·his behaviour. Be 

has probably become very fond of ·some adult on the staff of the school. 

In the classroom, his attitude to schoOl work has improved, and this is 

reflected in his increased scores on attai~ent tests - his educational 

retardation is diminishing. All this may be summed up, in some schools, 

as ego development, but the use of the· term in this context is by no 

means universal. 

These points need not apply to every recovering maladjusted child, 

but most .of them are likely to be observed, and the more of them that 

are present, the more probable is future recovery. 

The same applies, to a lesser degree, to the following observations. 

· The symptoms for which the child was referred may well have dis

appeared entirely, or they may have diminished' his behaviour tends less 

to extremes. Be may be more willing to accept responsibility, and to take 

on jobs within the school. His toys, or other possessions, may be locked 

after better. Be is less likely to express unacceptable impulses directly, 
' 

tending to use, rather, such mechanisms as sublimation. It may be 

possible to observe the emergence .of new interests and new forms of 

behaviour. 
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NOTES 

DEFINITIOBS OF THE TERMS OF THE TITLE 

(1) Father Owen, s.s.F., Headmaster, St. F.ranois School for Boys. 

Ur. O.L.rShaw, Headmaster, Redhill School. 

(2) Eduo·ation. Aot 1944, s. 34. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

In spite of the comments by the Committee on Maladjusted Children 
in Par• 140 of their report, in which they state that the term 
"ascertainment" has no "special teohnioal significance", it 
continues to be widely used to indicate that the Certificate 
prescribed by the Minister under Section 34 (5) of the Education· 
Aot·l944 (Form 1 H.P.) has been properly completed. 
Similarly, the term "de-ascertainment" is also widely used. (Cf. 
also Ministry of Education Pamphlet No. 5. ''Special Educational 
Treatment" (1946). Par. 16 states that "the process of selecting 
children who need special educational treatment is known as 
"aecertainment11 • 11 ). 

c.w. Valentine. tiThe No:lom~ Child". Peliom. Books, 1956~ 

Ibid. p. 21. 

SohQol Health· Service and Handicapped Pupils Regulations, 1953 
14 (g). These regulations are made under the authority given to 
the Minister in the 1944 Education Act., s. 33 (1). 

(6) Report of the Committee on Maladjusted Children. H.M.S.O. 1955, 
par. 15. 

(7) Ibid. par. 89. 

(8) 

(9) 

Cyril Burt, M. Howard. "The Nature and Causes of Maladjustment 
in Children of School Age 11 • B.J. Stat. P. (March, 1952). 

Ibid. p. 43. 

(10) Ibid. p. 57· 

(11) Of. ibid. p. 40. ·The statutory definition is not, however, in 
. the 1944 Aot, as Burt and Howard state. The definition was first 

formulated in the School Health Service and Handicapped Children 
RegUlations (1945) and subsequently repeated.in the 1953 Revised 
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Regulations; which are still operative (see note (5) above). 

'(12) List 42. (Schools Approved for the Education of Handicapped 
Chil~en). H.M.s.o. Published annually. 

CHAPTER I. THE NEED FOR HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

(1) August Aiohhorn (1878 - 1950) was a teacher in Vienna. Interested 
from the first in the problems of neurotic and delinquent children, 
he successfully led the opposition to military settlements for 
boys, and in 1908 became chairman of a board for organising boys' 
settlements. He took over an abandoned refugee oamp and orQ:nised 
an experimental institution for the treatment of delinquent aild 
neurotic children in Oberhollabrum, Austria. 

Working at first largely through intuition, he cast about for 
a psychological system whioh came olose enough to his methods to 
provide an adequate and coherent theoretical baCkground to his 
observations. He found this backgro\md in psychoanalysis, and his 
work and writings became fundamentally psychoanalytic, although his 
methods differed from those of the traditional analytic situation. 

On his retirement from the.Munioipal Service he became Chair
man of tpe Child Guidance Cl~nio of the Viennese Psychoanalytic 
Society. He stayed in Vienna throughout the German occupation, 
and after the war was elected President ot the Society.· 

(Source• - Searchlights on Delinquency - ed. K.R. Eissler, 
M.D., Ph.D., biographical ~ote by the editor. This not~ was 
reprinted in the 1951 edition of "Wayward Youth" - see below)~ 

(2) Homer Tyrrell Lane (1879 - 1925) was born in Hudson, New Hampshire, 
u.s.A. He did not become interested in education until after his 
marr'iage and the birth of his first ohild in 1899. He then went 
to the Sloyd Training School, Boston, where he was trained as a 
teacher of "manual work" • Durin,g the next few years he was a 
teaohe~ at the Pennsylvania State Penitentiary, public school 
teacher in Detroit and Director of the Detroit Playgrounds. In 
1906 he became Superintendent of a Boys' Farm Colony run by the 
Boys' Home and D1Arcampbell Association of Detroit, whioh, in the 
following year, after a disastrous fire, was rebuilt, and reorganised 
as the Ford Republic. This was a self-governing community. Lane's 
experimental work there won wide recognition, so much so that in 
1912 (1913 according to Bazeley) he was invited to England, where 
he became Superintendent of the Little Commonwealth, a "Self
governing Reformatory School" in Dorset. This school was run 
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und~ the auspices of the Home Offioe until 1918 when it was 
olosed by the Managing Committee after a dispute with the Home 
Offioe. 

It is with his work during this period that we are principally 
concerned, for, in spite of the faot that it finished under a 
cloud of scandal and suspicion, it is widely known in this country 

·and has influenced later workers. 
Lane did not live to finish his projected books. "Talks to 

Parents and Teaohers11 is made up of some of his publio lectures, 
and of notes and papers found after his death. They were edited 
by H.H. Symonds and G.H.C. Osborne. 

(Souroea- a biographical introduction to "Talks to Parents 
and Teachers", written by Dr. A.A. David, the then Bishop of 
Liverpool (1928). There is no other printed biography of Homer 
Lane, but one is in preparation). 

(3) A.S. Neill's work, which still continues at Summerhill Sohool, is 
too well known to need further comment here, exoept to say that, 
although he is widely known in the -educational world generally, 
and although his views on "problem children" have been made known 
to a wide publio through a series of boOks over a period of 30 
years (see bibliography), he appears to have made no specific 
contributions to the work of schools whioh specialize in this 
handio~p, as will be seen in later chapters. 

(4) 

(5) 

Summerhill School. 

Homer Lanea 11Talk!il to Parents and Teachers", London (1928). 

(6) E.T. Bazeleya 
Lo~don, 1929. 

"Homer Lane and the Little Commonwealth", 

(7) W.D. Willsa· "The Hawkspur Experiment". . ( 
W. D. Wills 1 "The Barries Experiment 11 • 

Mr. Wills 1 work will be dealt with in detail in a later chapter. 

{8) A complete bibliography of Aiohhorn's publications is given at the 
end of "Searchlights on Delinquenoyi• (London, 1949), ~ sympC!sium 
dedicated to Aiohhorn on the oooasion of his seventieth birthday. 
K.R. Eissler, M.D., Ph.D., is the editor. This book could be 
included in a list of works concerned with Aiohhorn, sinoe, 
although it is coneerned with the question of delinquency in 
general, rat.her than with an appraisal of Aiohhorn's work, there 
are references made in several papers to the nature and extent of 
Aiohhorn 1s contribution to the study of delinquency. 
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CHAPTER II. HOMER LA:NE 

(1) Bazeleya op. cit. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

See Lanea op. oit. 

In spite of his references, mentioned below, to the unoonsoious 
motivation of delinquency. 

Lane a op. oit. p. 162. 

Ibid. p. 105. 

Ibid. P• 162. 

Ibid.· p. tb2 

Ibid. P• I{, '2-

Ibid. p. 162. 

I visited two schools where self-government was used, in connection 
with which the question of self-government will be raised again. 

The p~stulate of spontaneous recovery was onlr discussed at 
the two schools whioh did not employ self-government. Dr •. Eysenak's 
views on this subject are obviously relevant, but, without entering 
into the controversy around them, which is only incidentally 
relevant to the present discussion, I must point out that his 
oonolusions concerning the superfluous nature of ~syohoanalytioal 
treatment oannot be. held to apply to the work of schools Of the 
kind under discussion herea even if it were established that the 
ohildran concerned would recover without treatment, there is still 
a need, pending suoh recovery, to provide suitable educational and 
other facilities for children whom parents or normal schools find 
it impossible· to deal with. 

(11) Bazeley. op. oit. P• 'bJ 
(12) All the oases quoted, except that of Jason, are to be found in 

Bazeleya op. cit.a-
James H - • p. U-7 et seq. 
Ted p. sz et seq. 
Margaret p. f3 et seq. 
Edmund p. 1 o q. et seq. 
Annie p. 114 et seq. 
John p. 126 · et seq. 
The case of Jason is reported in Lanea op. oit.a- PP• 162 et seq. 

(13) Baz~leya op. cit. P• 5"'1 
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CHAPTER II!. ·AUGUST AICHHORN 

(1) IC.R. Eissler a. :Biographical .Note to "Searchlights on Delinquency", 
London, 1949. · 

(2) Aiohhorn, Augusta "Wayward Youth", Imago, London, 1951, p. 3. 

(3) Ibid. p. 40. 

(4) 

(5) 

{6) 

(7) 

Ibid. P• 38·. 

Ibid. P• 157 • 

Ibid. "The Training School", p. 145 et seq. 

"In Aiohhorn's hands, Freud's technique devised for the treatment 
.of neurotics, seemingly became a new instrument, so much did it 
.d:l.ffer from the original." Eissler• op. cit •. xiii. 

(8) Aiohhorna op. cit. P• 4. 

·(9) Ibid. P• 63. 
·- ( 

(10) This point was, of course, not entirely new. We have seen that 
Lane had· already made a .similar asse~tion; but Lane. did not 
develop the point and the Little Commonwealth was apparently 
run on other lines. 

(11) 4ichhorn did not intend to push the parallel too fara c.f.a 

·(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

" ••• we should not assume that the _whole aetiology of delinquency· 
is the ·same as in the traumatic neurosis." 
(Aiohh~a · op. cit. p. 47). · 

Ibid. P• 

Ibid. P• 

Ibid. p. 

Ibid. p. 

Ibid. P• 

Ibid. P• 

'Ibid. P• 

4.6. 

38. 

38. 

39. 

35•-

146. 

145· 

·~ithout psychoanalytical training the worker can 
not unearth the hidden factors." 
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(19) Ibid. P• 

(20) Ibid. p. 148. 

(21) Ibid. PP• 35 - 36a- "In the case of our boy, nothing could have 
been achieved by kind words or with punishment; either course· 
would have aggravated his hate impulses. 11 

(22) IPid. p. 235. 

(23) See, for example, the sections dealing with the various. schools 
visited; also Betteibeiml 11Love Is Not Enough", p. 28. 

(24) Aichhorna op. cit. p. 39. 

(25) This view· is, for example, implicit in the works of all 
psychoanalytic writers.· 

(26) Aichhorna op. cit. p. 4. 

~27) Ibid. pp. 41 - 49· 

(28) Ibid. P• 157 • 

CHAPTER IV. - BRUNO BETTELHEIM 

(1) W~D~ ·wills' p\ib;Lications ( •• s.) will be more appropriately 
considered in a later chapter, dealing with the work of his 
present school. 

(2) Bettelheim, B.c "Love Is Not Enough"• 
emotionally disturbed children. 
Glencoe Free Press, Illinois, 1950. 

the treatment of 

(3) Freud, s.a "Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego11 • 

"Beyond the Pleasure Principle". "The Ego and the Id11 • 

(4) Freud, A. a 11The Ego and the Mechanisms of Defenoe 11 • 

The Hogarth Preas and the Institute of Psychoanalysis, 1954. 

(5) Bettelheima 

(6) Ibid. p. 27. 

op. cit. P• 30. 

. ,j 
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(7) Ibid. .P• 27. 

(8) Ibid. pp. 25 et s~q. 

(9) Ibid. p. 26. 

(10) Ibid. p. 25. 

(11) Ibid. p. 26. 

(12) Ibid. p. 26. 

(13) Ibid. p. 36 •. 
,. 

(14) 28. 
I I Ibid. p. 

(15) Ibid • . P• 28. 

(16) Ibid. pp. 323 - 324. 

(17) Ibid. p. 133. 

(18) Ibid. p. 37.4 footnote 
c.f. alsop. 168a. "Once the learning inhibition is overcome 
our problem is not that· the children· do not make enough 
progress ••• II • 

(19) Ibid. p. 169,; 

CHAPTER V. FRITZ REDL 

(1) Fritm Redl and David Wineman• "Children Who Hatea The dis
organisation and breakdown of behaviour controls". 
The Free Press, Glencoe, Illinois, 1951. 

Fritz Redl and David Wineman a "Controls From Within a. Techniques 
for the treatment of the aggressive ohild11 • 

Further references to these works will use the name of Redl, the 
senior author. 

(2) Redla "Children Who a&te 11 • P• 42. 
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(3) Ibid1 pp. 45 - 48 "Criteria For Intake". 

(4) Ibid1 P• 34. 
Also Redll· "Controls From Within"• pp. 309- 310. 

(5) Red11 "Children Who Hate"• p. 34. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

. (11)-

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

' (16) 

(17) 

(18) 

"~his closure coincided with •• our most visible period of 
consolidation of clinical gains." 

Ibid I P• 22. 

Ibid I p. 22. 

Ibid I P• 241. 
I 

Ibid I p. 243. 

Ibid I P• 245· 

Ibidl. P• 45· ·' 

ie·cila · ·· 11ContrQls from With~"• p.323. 

Redl1 "C}).il dre:n Who Hate" 1 P• 45· 

Ibid I P• .. 46. 

Ibid. I P• 46. 

Ibid I P• 47· 

Ibid I P• ~47 • 

Ibidl. P• ·47• 

(19) . Ibidl P• 50. 

(20) Ibid I P• 50. 

(21) -Ibid I P• 50. 

(22) ;Ibid I P• 50. 

(23) Ibid I P• 50. 

(24) Ibid a p. 51 •. 

('25) Ibid I P• 51. 
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(26) Ibida p. 51. 

(27) Ibida P• 53. 

(28) Ibida p. 57. 

(29) Ibida p. 67. 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) . 

(35) 

(.36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

(4J) 

(44) 

(45). 

"It seems that the 11ego11 has to cover quite a wide variety of 
fUnctions. We think that a rebuilding of the whole personality 
"model 11 is long overdue. 11 · · 

Ibid a P• 75 •. 
This chapter is meant entirely on a desoriptive level. All 
questions. of just wbat may cause a specific disturbance are 
purposely excluded here. 

llbida P• 76. . . 
"••• eaoh.one of them oan be disturbed in one and perfectl7 
in·taot in another child.·" 

Ibid I P• 76. .. 
Ibid a. p. 78. 

Ibid I P• 81. 
' . . 

Ibicl:i p. 83. 

Ibidol P• 89. 
. 

!bid a P• 91. 

Ibid a P• 92. 

Ibid I p. 92. 

Ibid a P• 96. 

Ibid a p. 103. 
.· 

Ibid I p. 105. 

Ibid a p. 108. 

Ibid a p. 110. 

Ibid I. p. 112. 

.. .. 



(46) Ibida P• 115. 

(47) Ibida P• 118. 

(48) Ibidl p. 120. 

(49) Ibidl p. 122. 

(50) _Ibidl p. 123. 

(51) Ibida p. 127. 

(52) Ibina p. 128. 

(53) Ibidl p. 131. 

(54) Ibida p. 133. 

111.5 

"••• psychologically speaking there is little justification for 
making this a separate item." 

(55) Redia "Controls From Within". 

(56) Ibida p. 310. 

(57) Ib:l:da P• 310. 

(58) .This does not figure in the first list, and although Redl states 
that 11Wf;) have stated in a number of places in this book as well 
as in "Children Who Hate", our children were extremely blocked 
in the whole field of word symbolization of feelings, conflicts, 
etc."; no reference to this·is listed in the index of either 
boOk, and the present writer has been unable to trace any such 
reference in the texts. We may assume that this is a new point, 
which emerged at a fai~ly late stage in writing. 

(59) Ibida p. 310. 

{60) Ibidl p. 310. 

(61) Ibida p. 311. 

{62) Ibida p. 311. 

{63) Ibida P• 312. 

{64) Ibid• p. 312. 
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( 65) The general .tenor of Redl'·s views, with their stress on the study 
6f the ego will be apparent from what has been said above. His 
contribution to the particular topic discussed hare, however, is 
so lengthy that, in comparison with other authors, it has not, for 
reasons of brevity, been possible to give a complete or clear 
outl'in_. of...._ all his views. In particular, no reference has been 
made to his theories of the "delinquent ego" and the "delinquent 
superego", which complicate the picture of "ego-weakness" given 
here. Redl believes that the concept of a 11weak ego" is only 
applicable to certain fields of behaviour, while in delinquent 
behaviour the ego or superego can be regarded as functioning 
strongly and efficiently, even though its operation may be 
anti-sooial or abnormal. 

CHAPTER VII. ST. FRANCIS' SCHOOL 

(1) Information given in the visit to the school has been 
supplemented by written material, which was sent to. me 
afterwards. ! have quoted at various points in this 
section from an unpublished paper written by Father Owen, 
chiefly to be read by his staff. As quotations are made 
from a oopy of this paper, which does not correspond in 
page numbering with the original, exact references to pages 
are not giveh. Quotations from this source will be marked 0. 

(2) It is interesting to note that the school stan~s on part of the 
land once occupied by Lane's· Little Commonwealth. 

(3) Some definition of the word delinquent appears to be necessary. 
It seems that its use is here confined to children who have 
appeared before a Court and have been found to be guilty of 
some offence, since delinquent behaviour is certainly not 
regarded as a disqualification for entering St. Francis' School. 

(4) There are slight variations in this number from time to time -
for example, 46 boys are listed in Table 3, which refers to 1st 
September, 1958. 

(5) The statutory school leaving age for handicapped children is laid 
down as 16 by the School Health Service and Handicapped Children 
Regulations, 1953. 

(6) The only exception to this is that the consultant psychiatrist of 
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(7) 

(8) : 

'~7 

the Looal Educa.tion Authority visits the school three times each 
term, and sees a small number of children on each occasion, 
subsequently reportin~ to the school staff at a case conference. 

It is difficult to see how~ in view of the Anglican High Church 
background of the school, this could be otherwise. 

St. Francis' School provided the following information about the 
recovery rate at the·schoola-

Of 119 boys who left the school for all reasons from 1947 -
1957, 14 are to be regarded as failures of the treatment, and 
105 appear to be managing successfully, in that they are holding 
down jobs. 

15 are married, but two have been divorced (these two are 
included, for other reasons, in the fourteen failures). 

(9) John Bowlbya ''Maternal Care and Mental Heal th. 11 Report to 
w.u.o., w.u.o., Geneva, and H.M.s.o., 1951. 

(10) Cf •· Chap. X a "The Mulberry :Bu~h School"·· 

CHAPTER VIII. BODENHAM MANOR 

(1) W.D. Wills. The Hawkspur Experiment. 1941. 

(2) W.D. Wills. The Barns Experiment. 1945. 

(3) The "responsible body11 ·required by the Education Act, 1944• 

(4) Wills. The Hawkspur Expe~iment. P• 137. 

(5) Wills. The Barns Experiment. Chap. 5. "shared responsibilities". 

(6) Ibid. P• 60. 

(7) Ibid. PP• 22 - 23. 

(8) W.D. Wills. "Eliminating punishment in the residential treatment 
of troublesome boys and young men" (1946) p. 18. 

(9) Wills. The Hawkspur Experiment. 

(10) Ibid. P• 117. 

(11) Ibid. p. 108. 

P• 123. 
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(12) Ibid. p. 109 - 110. 

(13) Wills. Eli~inating punishment, eto • P• 28. · 

(14) Wills. The Barns Experiment. p. 65. 

(15.) Wills. The Rawkspur Experiment. P• ~5. 

(16) e.g. Case history in Wills Eliminating punishment eto. p. 32. 

(17) Wills. The Barns Experiment. p. 27. 

(18) Wills. The Hawkspur Experiment. P• 53. 

(19) Ibid. P• 52. 

(20) Wills. Eliminating Punishment etc •. p. 32. 

(21) Ibid. PP• 20--21. 

(22) Wills. The Hawkspur Experiment. p. 96. 

(23) Ibid. p. 56. 

(24) Wills. The Barns Experiment. p. 92. 

(25) Ibid. p. 92. 

(26) Ibid. p. 103. 
''They were all retarded educationally." 
Also p. 107 et seq._ 

(27) Ibid. p. 116. 

(28) Ibid. p. 116. 

CHAPTER IX. RBlD HILL SCHOOL 

(1) Repor~ of the Committee en Maladjusted Children. 

(2) L. Bl.ooma Some Aspects of the Residential Psychotherapy of 
Maladjusted or Delinquent Children. p. 43. 
B.J. Del. 6 (July 55) 41. 
Leonard Bloom was a psychologist on the. staff of Red Hill School. 
Those of his papers which are used here are ali concerned to some 
extent with his work there. 



(3) 

(4) 

Red Hill Schoola Report for the Year 1957. P• 2. 

Bloom• Some Aspeots of Residential Psychotherapy eto. p. 44. 

(5) D.H. Stott. Unsettled Children and their Families. p. 30. 

(6) o.f. L. Bloama 11Aspeots of the use of a:rt in the treatment of 
maladjusted ohildren". 
Mental Hygiene, 41, 3, July 57. p. 383. 

(7) Red Hill Sohool: Report for the Year 1957. p. 1. 

(8) 

(9) 

Ibid. p. 1. 

O.L. Shawa "Underlying principles of self-government in sohools". 
(unpublished) p. 3. (Page numbers refer to duplicated 
oopies). · 

(1~) ]bid. pp. 1 - 2. 

(11) Ibid. p. 5· 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

Ibid. P• 9• 

Blooma Some Aspects of Residential Psychotherapy etc. P• 42• 

L. Bloom• "Psychological Aspeots of self-government in the· 
residential treatment of the delinquent ohild and 
adolescent". Mental Health, 16, (Autumn 56), 6. 

(15) I do not necessarily u~:~e this word in any derogatory sense. 
I wish, rather, to indioate something more than merely 
"realistio11 • It might well be urged in support of the attitude 
referred to that it is at least free from the vioe of sentimentalism 
which besets so much work in this field. 

(16) This episode was related personally by the Prinoipal during the 
visit to the school. 

(17) o.f. Red Hill School• Report for the Year 1957. p. 1. 

(18) 

(19) 

Definition of the category 11 improved11 • 

Bloom a "Psyohologioal Aspects of Self-government eto. 11 P• 14. 

Personal Communication. 

(20) Blooma "Some As~eots of Residential Psychotherapy eto. 11 p. 43. 



CHAPTER X. THE :MULBERRY BUSH SCHOOL 

(1) Aiobhorn, however, did not actually make use of the term. 

(2) Bowlby, J. Maternal Care and Child Health. 
w.H.o., Geneva, 1951. 

(3) c.f~ Dockar-Drysdale, ~.E. The residential treatment ot 
"frozen" children. · 
B.J. Del. IX. 2. 
p. 110 et seq. "Clinical Observations". 

(4) Ibid. pp. 111, 112. 

(5) Ibid. p. 111. 

(6) Ibid. p. 112. (q 

CHAPTER XIII. CRITERIA WHICH RELATE TO SlMPTOMS 

(1) Aichh:orn. "Wayward Youth". P• 39. 

( 2) Stott. "Unsettled Children and their families•.•. 

( 3) Lane. (in various case histories reported in "Talks to 
Parents and _Teachers".) 

(4) 

(5) 

Valentine. 11The Normal Child". 

Redl. "Controls ~om within". p. 312. 

CHAPTER XV. EGO DEVELOPMENT 

(1) George, W.R.I The George Junior Republic• D.Appleton & Co.,1912. 

(2) It ·will be remembered that three out of the eight sources 
considered here made use of the concept of deficiencies in 
ego development. 

(3) Cf. Redla "Children who hate"• oh. V. 



(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Freud, s.a The Ego and the Id.a p. 15. 

Ibid I pp. 29 - 30. 

~ugel, J .c.a Man, Morals & Societya P• 43. 

o.f. Freud, s. 1 op. cit.a P• 17 • 

(8) ~eud, A.t Th~ Ego ~d the Mechanisms of Defence. 

(9) Winnicott, D.W.a Collected Papersa 
XVII, XVIII, XIX, JO[I. 

see esp. chaps. XIII, 

CHAPTER XVI. . CRITERIA RELATING TO EMOTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 

(1) 0 1Gorman, G.a The sohizophrenic.child. 
Times Educational Supplement, 8th July, 1960. 
PP• 48 - 49• 

CHAPTER XVII. OTHER CRITERIA 

(1) -:Burt & Bowar~• "The Nature & Causes of Maladjustment ~ 
Sohool Children". 

( 2) See above 1 · Chapter V. 

(3) Mr. D.H. Hamblin, Teacher-in-charge of the West Ham Remedial 
Education Centre, (a personal communication, based on his 
work at the Centre.) Many of the children dealt with there 
are deemed maladjusted. Material which supports the views 
reported here is in process of preparation with a view to 
publication. 

(4) Some confirmation of this view is to be found ina-
Kellmer Pringle, M.L., & Sutcliffe, B.,a Remedial Education
An Experiment. 
Caldeco.tt Community and Department of Child Study, University 
of Birmingham Institute of Education, 1960. 
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(5) e.g. Ahlaohuler, R.Ii. & Hattwiok. La B.W. Painting & 
Personalitya Upiveraity of Chicago Preas, 1947. 

( 6) e.g. Bettelheim., B., Love :i:s Not Enough; p. 75. 
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